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The aim of this research was to investigate parental belief systems and

parental childrearing practices, relative to the intellectual devilopment

of the communication handicapped (CH) preschoott'child, embedded within

the context of family size add ordinal position of the CH Child. An equal

number of families with a non-handicaped (NCH) child served as a contrait

group. The basic hypothesis underlying thieresearch was that parental
-practices would be directly related to parents' beliefs about child develop-

ment processes and about their own child's cognitive competence. These

beliefs stem from at least two factors: First,,experience as a child in a

family; secondoexperience as a parent. The parent-Child relationship

in this setting was viewed.as interactimnal, where each parent acted as

teacher, socializer and manager of the child's behavior. In this role,

the parent also learned both from the CB child and NCH child in the family.

Therein lay the interest in investigating the impact of the parent-child

relationship on parents hnd on CH children.

Specifically, the study addressed four problems: (1) the relationship

between parental belief systems regarding children's cognitive capabilities

in general and with respect to their awn CH child in particular, (2)

the effect of the CH child's level of functioning and position in the family

constellation on parental belief s*stems, (3) the relationship.between
these perspectives and actual parental teaching and management strategies,

and (4) the effect of such teaching/management behaviors_on the CH child's

level of,cognitive functioning and level of representational competence.
Each of these segments was identified and a path (causal) analysis model

was developed from-data collected with the following\instruments: The

Communication Strategy Interview, the ConstrtiCtion of-the Child Interview,

The Family Influences on Childrearing Interview (all of which were used

to assebs parental beliefs about developmental states and 'Orocesdes and to

assess thildrearing-strategies and family_practices); The Parent-Child,.

Interaction Observation'System [based on Sigel's (1970 distancing theory

of representational competence, .this was used to identify-different
types of parent-child Anteractions in structured teaching-contexth hnd in

semistructured story-telling tatikl; land a series of standard'evaluation

tests and nonverbal Piagetian tasks that focused on transforiation, memory,

sequencing and anticipation to evaluate children's level of cognitive

functioning and representational abilthes.
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Introduction

Parents exert a major'influence in the course of children's cognitive

development, both for normally developing children and.for children with .

specific communication handicaps. Further, particular parental childrearing
strategies derive frmsbelief systems which the parent has constructed on

the basis'of his/her awn childhood experiences, as well as on the basis of

experience as a parent of CH and normally developing children. Such belief

systems should not be confused with attitudes and values. Rather, a belief

system, as we define it, is conceived as a dynamic organization of psychologi-

cally consistent (as opposed to logically consistent) constructs central to

the individual's world view. Such systems provide a framework for assimilating

new information or knowledge.

Since experience with one's own child(ren) influences the construction

of a belief system, the number, sex and ordinal position of children are of

potential significance. Having a coMMunication handicapped child is in

itself an important fdctor influencing parents' VieWs of children as well

as of self. The situation for the parent is quite different when the CH

child is one among other NCH.children. Ordinal position of the child is no

doubt also relevant. Parents of an only child who evidences a specific
communication handicap are likely to have different beliefs concerning

child development and their own child's progress than parents of a CH

child who is first-born or second-born in a multiple child family with

NCH siblings. Such differences that occur with family constellations-

could affect the CH child, since specific teaching and management strategies

generated bylisuch belief systems could have differential effects on the

child's level of cognitive functioning. For these reasons, we included

family size and birth order as factors to be investigated.

The research project had a number of interrelated objectives.

The first'aim was to explore the parent's conceptualizatipon of child

development in general and of his/her awn child's capabilities in particular.

We shall'refer to this conceptualization as a belief system. Families that

do and that do not have a child with a communication handicap were included.

It was expected that parentp of a child with *communication handacap

posit different conceptualizations of development and that these differences

would be influenced by having had a CH child.

A second, subordinate objective pertaining to parental beliefs was to

examine the relation between mothers' and fathers' beliefs, and the effecti_.

of the ordinal position of the CH child in the family constellation on

parents' belief systems.
1

The third aim was to explore the relation between-parental belief

systems and parental teaching and managerial behaviors with their CH and

NCH children. Previous research conducted by the authors indicates that

a relationship between beliefs and particular parental practices exists

, for parents of NCH children (Sigel., McGillicuddy-DeLisi, & Johnson, l980).

We hypothesized that differences in the behavior of parents of CH and NCH

11
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children (cf. Doleys, Cartelli, & Doster, l976)ca be due in large part to
differences in parental beliefs that are generated by their experience
with the CH child. Investigation of parental straege included sensitivity
to the child's understanding and modificationNpf strat ies relative.to
the child's apparent competency levels.

The fourth objective was to obtain an independent evaluation of the
child's level of development to test the relation between parental beliefs,
parental practices and the child's level of performance on a series
of standard assessments and non-verbal Piagetian tasks. Measures of gel
child's intellectual functioning were obtained from the WPPSI (tests of
intelligence) and from nonverbal tasks that assess what Piaget has termed
level of operatory developmett. Using these data the performance of children
with a communication handicap could be compared for traditional tests of
intelligence and for tests that do not assume linguiatic competence either
in instructions, stfaluli or response modes.

The following sections will focus on four background areas that relate
to our conceptualization.of the mutuarinfluence of parents and children.
First, the significance of the'parental role in the cognitive development of
children will be discussed. Secand, parental belief syltemsoand a model of
the family as a system of mutual disorder influence will bi-pr sented with,
particular reference to the,child evidencing acounicationh4ndicap. Third,
the impact of 'family constellation (family size and ordinal poètt.ipn of

4the tatget child) will be discussed in relation to parental beliefs
child outcomes. Fourththe development of representational competence will
be discussed in relation to parental practices and particular relevance to
communication handicaps in children. Childrearing practiCes will be k

discussed in relation to distancy theory (Sigel, 1979), a theory identifying
the significance of particular types 6f verbal parent-child interactions
for children's cognitive development.

Review of Some Relevant Literature

Parental Influence an Children's Cognitive Development

Investigations of the role of thCfamily experience in children's
cognitive development indicate that parental childrearing practices and
parental,attitudei or values are related to children's performance on tests
of cognitive ability. In an early study, Moss and Kagan (1958) found that
maternal concern-with achievement, measured by mother-child observations,
was related to children's IQ scores. Maternal attitudes (Hurley, 1959),
parental values (Norman, 1966) and .parental interest in the child and
education (Rolcik, 1965) have similarly been found to be related to dhildren's
intelligence or scholastic achievement.

2
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a.review of the literature of parental.influence on cognitive
etopmentduring early,childhood, Freeberg and Payne (1967) report that-

,

certain aspects of the parent-child Interaction infIuenie 1eveIt and areal
of dhiddren's cognitive developMent. ZheSe authors report mounting 'evidence

.
for-the importance of. the home.environment in various aspects of children's' _

development. In 1963, Bing presented data:indicating a.relationship between
maternal-verbal stimulation, memory for the child's early accomplishMents,
criticism of poor academic achievement and the child's level of verbal

ability. The.results of:Jones .(12972) provide.further supportipr the relation-
ship, between,parental praCtice and children's verbal abilities: Data '

obtained from intervieWA of-mothers of high- and Iow-verbal boys (identified
by WISC subscale scores) indicate that mothers of high-verbaI boys tended,
to encourage verbal interactionsand had higher,academic aspirations

4

for their children than mothers of low-verbal' boys. Relationships between

maternal nurturance and IQ scores have also been reported (BayleY 1c. Schaefer,

1964;. Radin, 1974). These studies indicate that maternal practice may_
have a,potent *pact on children's verbal abilities and the development of
other cognitive skills assessedQinder the rubric of I.

Mother-child communications have also been relatgd to cognitive growth

over and above socioeconomic class membership. In an investigation ofjpur
different social status levels, Mess and Shipman (1965) found that
maternal.teaching stylea that varied with'respedt ito control systems and

range Of 'alternatives seem to mediate social class differences in children's

learning styles and information' processing strategies. Brophy (1970) hss

also presented data.that differentiated mothers from different social classes

in terms oi,repertoire of techniques; types of verbal instruction and

information specificitY. Thus, behavior patterns And processesin the hone
environment may transcend status variables in deterMining sources of

individual variation in intellectual growth.

Althoah these studies indicating the impact of parental attitudes and
practices on children's cognitive abilities have been conducted on normally

developing children, it is' possible-that such a dynamic may also be

obtained for children with a specific learning disability such as a communication

handicap. Observations of parent-child interactions indicate that parent% of
children with a learning disability may teeth and manage their children
differedly than parents-of normally developing dhildren (CaMpbell, 1972;

0oleys, Cartelli, Dostet, 1976; Wilson 1975). This is hardly surprising

since parents of a childitwith a learning disability may have different ideas

about their'role as a teacher, different tolerance leVels or'attitudes toward

academic behavior, etd. 4Freeman, 1971; Wetter, 1972). These differences in
parental behavior and attitudes may have 4 marked effect on the'commun±cation

handicapPed child's progress. McWhirter (1972), for example -found positive
behavioral changes in children whoSe parents participated in'i program that

included behaVior modification techniques, child deVelopment courses and

group counseling. Edgerly (1975) .concluded that successful' treatment programs

for learning' disabled children must include, parents on the basis of differential

measures in.children's adhievement when parents were or were, not involved in

tutdring and counseling groups. Grilli (1974) alsq found that participation

id parental discussion groups co-led by a counselor and a leaning'



disabilities specialist was related to positive changes in children's
scores on the Devereux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale and the Missouri
Children's Picture Series. .

The quality of parent-child interactions has gained emphisis, especially
where learning disabled children are concerned 1Beckwith, 1974; Denenberg &
Thotan$ 1974). 'No doubt this is in part due te, findings that intervention
programeowith disadvantaged and other children,often fail due to a lack of parental
involvement in a manner that influenceS Childrearing practices (cf. Starr, 1971).
At any rate, hoMe-based programs with the handicapped seem to be more successful
in effecting cognitive gains than traditional instruction programs Used with similio
Onderprivileged children (Shearer & Sheareri-1972).

Collectively, these studies support the basic proposition of this researdh
thac the family,system in its varying functions does-influenCe the quality and
rate of cOgnitive growth. The particular issue, however, addressed in this
study, was the identification of family factors that influence cognitive develop-
ment among communication handicapped children.

We expected that parents of communication handicapped (CH) children would
differ from parents Of. normally developing children in the types of-preferred
teaching and management strategies, and that these strategies would affect
the CH child's level of cognitive functioning. The strategies of parents wit
a CH Child may not be optimal given the CH condition, and in fact, may compound
their child's difficulties by not providing an environment which is intellectually
challenging. Parents' childrearing strategies are not t(:, be construed as a
cause of the child's disability, but rather, parental styles of interaction
are affected by feedback from the child'ybehavior. That is, the content of
the feedback from the CH child differs from that generated,by a NCH child and
parental responses in the form of teaching/management strategiesmay dot be
optimal for the potential intellectual deVelopment of the CH child.

In subsequent sections, we describe parental,communication.strategies
with CH children and NCH children and examine the relationships in parental
beliefs about Child development states/processes and optiMal childrearing
techniqueS for the CH Child. We hypothesize that parents of A child with'a
communication handicap will have construeted a systemAlf beliefs that
differs from beliefs constructedby parents of a NCH child, Parents in the
CH group have had broader and'perhaps contradictory experiendes with both CH
and NCH children, forming the content pf their constructions. Within such a
framework, the feedback network between child and parent is of tantamount
importancelor providing an environment that allows the CH child to fulfill
his/her intellectUal potential.

Parental Belief Systems and the Family as a System of Mutual Influence: The
Theoretical Perspective
C 1

A basic premise of this research was that parent belief systems (constructs)
about children in general, and about the communication handicapped child in
particular, contributed significantly to parental teaching and managerial strategies.
.This premise is derived in part from the,work of George Kelly who has created

14
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a system known as Constructive Alternativism (1955, 1963), and in part from our

awn work into family influence, under a grant,frbm the Office of Population

Research (Sigel,' McGillicuddy-DeLisi,"& Johnson, 1980). Kelly propoaesthat each

individual formulates his own constructs-and views the world through these

constructs. We propose that parents' beliefs about children are used to categorize

events and guide the parent's own behavior with respect to the child's progress

and behavior just as Kelly's personal constructs are seen as the directing'soutce .

of'behaviors in interacting with any other person. Thus, the parent's construction

of the comMunication handicapped child and of children in general are taken to

be a source of parental childrearing practices, and of parental thildrearing

goals with regard to their own communication handicapped child.

A principle assumption within such a framework is that the active organism

does.not passively assimilate information and construct a belief system. Rather',

the human builds from experience and systematizes the grouping of constructs so

as to minimize psychologicaljnconsistencies between these cognitive elements.

Humans are thereby-free in the sense that they ,construct their environments and

are determined in the sense that their constructions guide subsequent actions.

As Kelly (1958) says:

This personal construct system provides (man) with both
freedom of decisions and limitations of action. Freedom
because it permits hinitto deal with thp meaning of events
rather than forces him to be helpless* pushed about by

them, and limitations because he can never make choices
outside the world of alternatives he has erected for
himself (p. 58).

Constructs of social and physical reality can serve to maintain a coherent per-

spective of the world. However, since individuals live in an environment which

produces both confirmation and disconfirMation of.existing systems,.each

individual is continually faced with a challenge to these world.vieWs. Inherent

in this experience are the seeds of change. Change,ohowever, does not come about

lust by our exposure to that world, but rather by the quality of our engagement

in that world and the natute of previously evolved .constructions. While on the

one hand, our experiences may confirm our constructions regardless of the particular
'content of that experience, they also have the potential,.at least,'for

disconfirmation. When this occurs, the entire apnea of beliefs (constructs)
may be altered in order to accommodate new or discrepaneconstructs that have

evolved on the basis of our experiences.

..The history of psychology has been replete with concepterdealing
with determinants of behaidor. Motivational systems, belief systems,
and attitudinal systems among others, have been Offered as
sources of overt behavior. A discussion of the various battlegrounds
regarding the "best" Or the "most relevant" perspectives is hot warranted

at this point. However, each of these types of constructs emanate from
different theoretical positions, e.g Miiray's need system (Freudian), belief
systems (Heider, 1958),. attitudinal systems (Allport's ego-psychology),
personal cOnstructs (Kelly, 1955), attribution theonr (Kelley, 1972). Which-
ever theoretical system is elected, Which is in part a function of the

15-



predilection of the investigator rather than the validity of the system
(each.system has proffered data supporting the perspective), there seems
to be no.doubt that, it is reasonable to offer a set of hypothetical:constructs
Which serve as mediators betweeniFore inner states and responde systems. Our
position is that the mediators that are,salient for-us in understanding family
dynamics, espeCially of the role of parents as family members who are in a
powerful pOsition to define family environments, are belief systems of
parents. -

A belief'system-is in effect a cognitive map by which reality ,is defined.
On the baSis of this reality, the individual partitions reality, attending to
those features which .are predefined by the cOgnitive organization as salient ana
relevant to this core system. In effect, Kelly's (1955) personal construct
system postulates that "a person's processes are psychologically channelized
by the ways in which he anticipates events" (p. 46). Kelly's basic unit of
analysis, the personal construct, is defined as a template or representational,
schema which a person construes on the basis of his/her experience and then uses

to guide his/her reality.. It i assumed that each individual employs his
personal constructs both to forecast nts and to assess the accuracy of his
previous forecasts after the events have ccurred, thereby testing his constructs
in terms of their predictive efficiency. n short, a person anticipates events
by constructing their replications (constr ction corollary). Asrevents subject
a person's anticipation to a validational rçess, confirming some of them and
disconfirming others, his cOnstructs underg progressive changes as a function of
assimilation of those beliefs to the existing system.

A belief system is not in our conception an attitude7nor an attribution
system. It is not an attitufle since it is not limited to a single object nor is
it defined as a predispositibn to act (a classical definition of attitude). A
belief system does have some aspects in common with attribution, but they are not
identical, since attribution tends to emphasize inferendes of cause-effect and
"deals with the ,rules the average individual uses in attempting to infer the
causes of observed behavior" (Kelley, 1972, p. 42).

In out view, inferring causes of another's behavior is but one set of
mediators that influence behavior. Attributions may be seen as dependent on a
belief system which is defined as an organization of constructs of the social,
physical and interpersonal environment. Similarly, attitudes or values are
.applications of a belief system to.a particular, class of events or singular out-
come. Belief systems, or constructions, are viewed is more complex and

, systematized bases for behavior and are closely tied to cognitive processes rather
than affectiVeor personality factors.

The importance of parental belief systems and conceptualization about the
child in relation to parental practices and-intervention programs seems obvious.
What the parent belielIts about the cognitive capabilities of the CH child and the
,normally developing child is likely to be a major influence on parental practices.
Furthermore, parental beliefs about the cognitive growth of the child cannot
be construed in isolation; rather, beliefs about the child can be related
to parents' experience with CH and NCH children and to the cognitive capabilities
of the individual child.



Empirical research that has attempted to relate.parental conceptual systems

in general to childrearing practices has been scant. There is some indicatian,

however, that parents.do evolve.certain styles that may be related to belief

systems, and that these elements are related to particulir parental behaviors,

For example, Weigerink and Weikart (1967) -and. Hess and Shipman (1965) provide

data indicating a relation between parental cognitive styles and parental

teaching strategies. Less effective teachers are described as having a more

descriptive-concrete cognitive-style. Bishop and Chace (1971) reported that

parents' leVel of conceptual developMent, determined 'by Harvey's (1966) This-,

I-Believe-Test, was related to parental structuring of the home play environment.

41.others ,clasaified as concrete tended to.provide more restrictive play- -

environments and indicate more inflexibility, control and discouragement.of

the child's-exploration than mothers who were classified 'pm more abstract in .

conceptual development. SuCh findings indicate the value of augmenting

descriptions of parents with information about the nattire or extent of

parents' cogniiing about their children.

Parental beliefs about child,development in general and about their own

child's capabilities in particular have not been investigated per se.. However,

same studies do suggest that parental awareness of the child's dognitive

processes and growth is related'to the child's cognitive (performance. For,

exaMple, Bing (1963) found that children's verbal scoreawere related.to mothers'

memary of the child's early accompll.shments, among other things. Wolf (1964)

in a.study of environmental precessyariables related to' intelligence, found

that the mnaunt of,information mothers had about the child's intellectual .

development was predictive of the child's score on IQ teeth.' These findings

indicate that parental knowledge of their child's development is related to's

enhanced performance on cognitiVe assessments by the child.

Although numerous studies have investigate& parental attitudes toward a

learning disabled, physically handicapped or mentally retarded child, such investi-

gations have tended.to focus on acceptance/rejection patterns and perceived

discrepancies between special/normal/ideal children (cf.Worchel & Worchel, 1961),

perception of the child's adjustment (cf. Wetter, 1972), overindulgence (cf.

Wilson, 1975), authoritarian control (Freeman, 1970), and averprotectiveness

(cf. Abrams, 1970). Few researchers have investigated parental beliefs about the

child's cognitive"status. A great deal of additional research is needed in.this

area. For example, many questions about the parent's understanding of the child's

intellectual abilities, and the relationship of such understanding to parental

behivdar and the development of the CH child remain unanswered.

ki 7
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-A nonrecursive1
model of the family: This formulation of adult cognitive

organization, emerging through the course of interactions with objects, people
and events, leads directly to a nonrecursive path model of family influence.
Since parental belief systems are subject to modification as a result of new or
discrepant experiences, the behavior and abilities of each child in the family
hem potential impact on these Beliefs is the child behaviors are incorporated
tn the existing parental belief system. When this occurs, parental behaviors may
alter so as to' be consistent with these changes in beliefs. Ak parental practices
change, so would their impact on the child, And additional feedback from each
child in the family must be dealt with in the context of-the-belief system
continuously being constructed by the parent; Thus, within the limited environment
of the home, parent affects child and child affects parent (See Figure 1).
Similar dynamics also occur between the two parents and interact Wioi each child in
the family. Such a model clearly implicates family structure variables such as
number of children and ordinal position of the target child, as well. The impact
of these variables on the family as a system will be discussed in a later section.

Shch an approach to family development is hardly new and an excellent presenta-
tion of this perspective is provided by Hill (1973). Conceptualizations of
families as systems in whidh individuals in the family unit function in relation to
one another have, however, been applied most often by family therapists (cf.
Bowen, 1972, 1974; Haley, 1964) and are seldom subjected to empirical verification
with families of a CH child. In a Later section we will contend that a causal
statement about these mutual influences-within the faaily is possible through
path anelysis.

While the previous research on parent-child relationships has tended
to focus onthe impact of either of the parents on the child, there has been
a dearth of studies taking the family as a unit-. Our contention is that focus
on anly one of the parents tends to fragment the experiential bases of the
child. Rather, the father, the mother and the siblings all have a role to
plarin impacting the target child in our investigation. Useful then as
the previous research may have been in highlighting the significance of the
particular parent, such research is drviously limited to explanations of
the patterns and processes in the home environment. Data purporting to
attest to the effect of the parent on the child when limited to one of the.
parents can only provide a partial answer to the significance of,parental
practices. And it is possible that desCriptions ofAtthe significance of the
relationship are erroneous unless thelarger familial,environment is taken..
into account. Is it not possible that behaviors of the fathers or the mothers
alone may mitigate or exacerbate the influence o the other parent? Further,
what is the impact of siblings, not odly on the tget subject, but also on
the parent relative to the target subject? In ot_er words, the family is a,
functioning system in which it is reasonable to assume that each family
member influences every other family member. To date relatively little research
has focused an the family as a system in which ane of the family members, in
this case a child, is deviant from the family norm or parental expectations. A
notable exception is the early work of Farber (1960) and Farber and Jena (1963)
with families of mentally retarded children. His approach tends to lend support
to our contention that the family must be viewed as a system if we ere to gain
understanding of'the role of familial experience on the development ad the child.
A. CH child can be considered "deviant" from the other family members in that
his/her behaviors and capabilities are usually widely divergent from other

1
It should be noted that the.mathematical definition of "nonrecursive"

differs from the usual meaning of the term.
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am14f y members and the child is viewed as creating a crisis, where "a family

cris a is defined as _the breakdown of patterns of conduct and values which had

been eveloPed to guide activities of family members through the family life

cycle" (Farber, 1960, p. 5).. In sum, if we accept the assumption that familial
experience is expressed by the interactions of family members provides a major

socialization experience impacting among other features the cognitive function-

ing.of the child, then it is incambent on behavioral research to focus on the

family_as the unit of analysis_ instead of each of the family members in isola-

tion from other family members.
..-

It is because of this orientation that we elected to study the faiily as

a system of mutual influences in order to evaluate social factors influencing

the development of children with language disorders. This study should provide
infprmation regarding the way parentaleinfluences are transmitted as well as

changed. Research focusing-on the mutual influences of members of a family

unit must, however, include consideration of family variables uch as size and

'ordinal position. Prior investigations indicate that such variables are
relevant in termi of the intellectualattainments of the children within

families, The interaction of these variables when one of the family members

evidences a specific learning handicap, however, is a neglected area of

study. Past relevant research relating population characteristics to the

child's cognitive development will be presented in the llowing section, and

some implications regarding the child in the fami syst will be discussed.

Impact of Family Constellation on Parental Beliefs and Children's Cognitive

Development
'

A survey of the research literature an the family and the intellectual

development of learning disabled children and normally developing children reveals

that most of the research has related.to parental adjustment or to the impact of

family size or ordinal position on Children's cognitive functioning. However,

most of this research-has emphasized academic achievement or IQ, while neglecting

the class of parent-child interactional variables which help account for differen7

tial child outcomes. Furthermore, although most programs for children with
communication handicaps include a parent Counselling or education group, the

effects of the familrand the child's position in the family constellation have

not been incorporated into most empirical studies or applied programs.

.

Past research relevant tO the effect of family structure on children's

intellectual functioning will be presented separately for family size and for

birth order effects. Since there is a dearth of information regarding the effect

of the position of the communication handicapped child in the family on either

parents'or children, some speculations concerning the interaction of these

A factors will be offered.

Family size: The telation of family size to intelligence has interested
researchers for many years. Family size has been found to be negatively related
to intellectual achievement in a number of studies (Anastasi, 1956; Uncles 6 Dow,

1969; Lentz, 1927; Marjoribadka, Walberg, 6 Bergen, 1975; Nisbet, 1953; Schooler,

1972a; Wray, 1971). In these studies, children from large families tended

tb perform more poorly on indices of intelligence, verbal ability or academic

achievement. An inverse relationship between family size and intelligence

has been reported even with the effects of social class adjusted (Douglas,

1964; Nisbet 6 Entwi5tle,1966) although there is some indication that .

the effect is attenuAted in upper incase groups (Anastasi, 1959; Belmont 6

Merolla, 1973; Kennet 4 Cropley, 1970; Marjoribanks et al., 1975),

.?()
fry'
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A confluence model was proposed by Zajonc and Markus (1975) to explain the
relation of family size and.birth order to intelligence. In this model, the
intellectual value of a newborn is near zero and the intellectual environment
provided is the average of the intellectual levels of the other members in the
family. That is, each additional child "dilutes" the intellectual environment
of the home toile degree, depending on spacing between children. Such'a model

has great sig ficance for the family including a communication handicapped child,
since all children are affected by absolute intellectual levels of each member.

The general findings Concerning family size and intelligence would lead one

\ to expect that only children, regardless of whether a communication handicap
coddition exists or not, would have the greatest advantage. This typically
has not been found .(Breland, 1974; Damrin, 1949; Maller, 1931; Schachter, 1963).
Zajonc and Markus state that only children are at a disadvantage in the sane way

as last borns are, in that there is'not a.younger child in the hone to teach.

Other investigators have focused on differential childrearing or parent-
child interactions to evaluate the Consequences of family size on child development
(Bossard, 1953; Bossard & Boll, 1956; Cicerelli, 1976; Elder & Bowerman, 1963;
Marjoribanks & Walberg, 1975). The data presented by Marjorihanks and Walberg
indicate that variance in amount of parent-child interaction with size of

family and socioeconomic level can account for findings in the literature
that relate to social status, family constellation and children's cognitive
performances. Thus, there is same evidence that variation inintelligence
with status or poOblation characteristics could be due to differential
patterns and processes in the home environment.

Ordinal position:- Reviews of the literature on birth order effects have
concluded that this area of study is beset with equivocal findings (Adams, 1972;

Hare & Price, 1969; Price & Hare, 1969; Schacter, 1963; Schooler, 1972b). A

number of studies report that second-borns do better on intelligence tests
than first-borma (Koch, 1954; Thurstone & Jenkins, 1929; Willis, 1924), or,there are no
significant differences in intelligence with birth order (Schoonover, 1959). On

the other hand, some studies show the opposite results.

For example, Altus (1966) presents data indicating that in seleCt samples,
first-borns achieve Aligher intelligence scores and perform particularly well on

verbal tests. Chittenden, Foan, Zweil and Smith (1968) report that first-borns
excel later-borns within different ranges of abilities. A weak birth order
effect favoring first-borns was also reported by Eysenck and Cookson (1970)

for measures of verbal ability.

In addition to an effect for family size, Belmont 11A Merolla '(1973) aldn
'report significant effects,for birth order within a given family size. Children

who performed well came from smaller families and within a given family size
the brightest were born earliest. This finding.was independent of social class,

with the exception of farm families. The confluence model of Zajonc and Markus,

which was tested on the Belmont and Mai011a daea, proposes that younger children

in a family with small spacing between siblings are-int a decided disadvantage

since the contribution:3f each child to the intellectual environment is likely

to be relatively low. Davis, Cahan and Bashi (1976) present data indicating
that achievement decreases as a function of birth order in small families for

Israeli eighth grade,children.
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As was the case with family size effects, there are sole findings that
indicated that famJiy interaction systems may account for variability in in-
telligence with birth order. That is, inveatigations of childrearing practices
indicate that types of parent-child interactions vary with first- versus later-
born children (Cicerelli, 1976; Hilton, 1967).

In summary, the research shows that family structure variables such as
number of childrenand ordinal position are relevant in terms of parent input-
child outcomes rel.ations is a neglected area of study. Moreoyer,.the need
exists to examine intellectual growth in proceis, and hot simply as a final prod-
uct. More intensive treatment of the influence of the.family on cognitive
development is called for.

The evidence that4family size and ordinal position collectively impact
cognitive growth in children 14 convincing. Those studies which have examined
such familial rilationships visa-vis children have primarily focused on nqrmal
children: To be sure, while the addition of each child to a family constellation
does alter the nature of family functioning, arrivel of each normal child still
allows "the parents...to maintain most of their occupational, friendships and
kinship commitment" (Farber, 1960, p. 5). 'However, when a CH child entere the
family, we would expect conaiderable parental distress and concern as to how to
cope with this new and unexp4ted streasful situation. Many perplexing questions
arise for parents, ranging from "How came?" to "What to do?" Frequently the

need for guidance as to how to care for the child, what the prognosis ts,'and
how to find and to evaluate proper services for,care end/or remddiation becomes
paramount. Preoccupation with the care of the dtviant Child may alter a variety
of previously established or anticipated procedures,for childrearing practice.
Attention may be withdrawn, albeit unwittingly, from the normal child because
of the demands necessitated by a child who has difficulty communicating his/her
needs and wants. On the other hand, the communication handicapped Child may be re-

jected because of his deviancy, especially if it conflicts with parental eltpectatione.

' These are the classic positions and are reasonable possibilities. The

question is why the over-commitment or the under-coMmitmene? Among the reasons
may well be the parents' beliefs regarding the future of this child. Conceivably
some parents believe that with proper education and home training the child
will actualize his potential, and so every effort made in that direction is
valued. We refer to parents of this persuasion as recognize-optimistic, as the
parents are hopeful as to future child outcomes, but they still are aware qf
the natufe of the disability limitations. Or parents may recognize the fact
that retirdation exists,and believe that little can be done to remediate
this problem, This persuasion is referred to as recognize-pessimistic. (We

are not making a value judgment regarding the reality of the parent's belief.)
A third group of parents majr,be termed denial-optimistic. Sech parents may not
recogni, the child's difficulty as anything but a delayed detelopmental problem
and belfive that the child will outgrow the CR condition. Theie is a fourth
persuasion, those parents who exaggerate the limitations of the CH condition and
believe that the child's prognosis is hopeless. Thip persuasion we refer to as
denial-pestiimiatic. Thus, parents may recognize the CH condition, i.e., be "in
tune" with the child's capabilities, or they may overestimate or underestimate
their child's developmental capacities. Within-each of these groups, the parents
could have either an optimistic or a pessimistic view of future outcomes for the
child.
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The helief system, we argue, is a critical moderating constellation of

factors influencing how the parents behave, the urgency with which they seek

professional help, and how they integrate the child into the family.

The belief system may be differentiated relative to the sex, ordinal

position and spacing of the child. Unless parents are truly unbigised in their

hopes and plans for their male and female children, there may well be differ-

ences in how the parents will respond if the child involved is a boy or a girl,

or whether it is an only child, first-born dr later-born child in the family

constellation. Farber describes how older sisters were often expected to
function as surrogate caretaker for the young retarded child (17arber & Jenne, 1963).

Whether this is still true 15 years later is an open question. Further, the

belief that males are to be the breadwinner and fulfill the traditional male

role may well be a critical feature in infltencing how a pareht responds to the

child with a language disorder. Where maleness is viewed traditionally, it

might he expected thai different plans, expectations and acceptance of the

child's difficulty would arise for male versus female children.

Since we believe that belief systems are directly related to practice,

we would expect that particular beliefs organized around CH children might

serve a similar function. A critical feature for the parents is the degree
to,which the parents believe that with proper guidance and education the

child's condition will be remediated and, at the extremes, the parents'

belief that the child will or will not live a normal life. We planned to

explore this question in some detail because we thought that it might be a

critical feature affecting other types of beliefs.

Such parental beliefs may well be mitigated by the ordinal position of the

child with the language disorder. If it is a first-born or an only child and

the parent has had little experience with children,'then the parent may be less

aware of what to expect and, not recognizing certain sysmptoms as problems,

construct beliefs concerning normal development on'the basis of sisal information.

Yet, on the other hand, the parent may be disappointed and reject the first

child who is not normal. This may well produce a family crisis as definqd-by

Farber (1960). Having a CH child as the first born provides a different ex-

periential base (versus having a lattr-born CH child with older normal siblings)',

which would have differential effects oa parental beliefs and practices for

subsequent children.

There are again a number of possibilities for different reactions to the
CH child as a function of that child's ordinal position. If the ftIrst-born

evidences a CH condition and the second Child does not, the second Child may
be "prized" because of bis/her intactness. Or parents' experiences with the
first CH child may be a source of developmental landmarks for the parent,
leading to over-reaction to the achievements of their second, NCH child. It

is also conceivable, however, that parents may be intent on fostering the
development of the CH child and believe that this child needs special help
and attention, while the NCH child can fend for her/himself. In the case

of a second-born child who evidences a communication handicap, the usual
dethronement of the first-born may be more dramatic if parents take this
aRproach. This may be due to the added demands and services required by the

CH child. (In this sense, there can also. be economic demands,se.g., private
schools, etc.)
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In sum, entry of a CH child into a family upsets the equilibrium (if other
children are already there). Parents' expectatiow are affected and different
patterns are set in play for later births in the case of a first-born CH child.
How the parents react and cope with this event can be of momentous impact on
how the CH child will develop.

The child's educational and social success in coping with the disability
will depend to a large degreeoon what attitudes and feelings he/she brings
along into the educational'setting. Familial experiences may provide a good
predictor of'effects of any educ tipnal experience. The class of,fanilial
experiences of,moment now are Sjilose teaching/management strategies stemming
from parental belief syst and expectations regarding the chIld's prognosis
and finally the degree to which the parents' belief systems and their subsequent
derived pracOces facilitate cognitive development.

Impact of Pareptal Teaching Strategies on Children's Representational Competence

When a child develops to a certain cognitive level, he becomes capable
of representing what he knows in a variety of ways--through gestures, images
or language, forAexample. Signs ancWiymbols can then be used not only to
represent events, objects or pebple for himself, but are also available to .
the child 'for use in communication and in the service of problem solving.
It is the ontogenesis of this class of competencies, i.e., representational
abilities that are of interest in this study4

Where concern with intellectual growth has been an issue, outcome evaluation
tends to emphasize IQ scores or verbal abilities. The basic cognitive processes
that are the substrata for intellectual functioning measured as IQ typically
have been ignored in studies of individual variation 11n intelligence. This
emphasis on IQ and verbal abilities precludes an undetstanding of the dynamics
of cognitive functioning. In this investigation, our linterest was in the
development of both verbal and nonverbal (imaiinal) pr ceases thaarEbsumed
under the rubric of representational thdlught.

At present, little research has addressed itself to the role of the family
environment with regard to such fuhctioning. /In his theoretical statements,
Sigel (1970, 1971, 1972) has suggested that Parents play a vital role in the
development of representational competence. He also proposes more specific
definition of representational ability. These abilities are taken to be
fundamental human capabilities, with the quality influenced by the milieu
in which the child is reared, among other things. Knowledge can be represented

-in a form different from but related to ostensive reality through the use of
The following skills comprise such functioning: (1) the ability to

trans d the physical environment and the immediate perceptual present
by representing events,' objects or situations in mental terms; (2) the ability
to relate past to present and present to future; and (3) the abiltty to
express these constructions in mental terms (Sigel, 1972).

According to distancing theory (Sigel, 1970, 1971, 1972), representational
abilities are derived in part by events that separate the child from the
immediate environment in a cognitive sense. Distancing behaviors can be
operationalized to include classes of parental behaviors which "demand" the
child to anticipate future actions or outcomes, to reconstruct past events,

°4



'to employ his imagination in dealing with objects, events, and people, and

to attend to transformations of phenomena. Such behaviors encourage the

child to actively make inferences, consider alternatives and reach con-

clusions on his 'own.

In essence, our argument is that representational thinking develops within

the context of the whole organism. That is, biblogical and maturation factors

:are certainly primary factors, but the development of such competencies is also

influenced by the demands of the environment. On the assumption that:the

cognitive environment the parents provide through distanCing behaviors (inquiry

strategies, for example) will vary as a function of their perspective of the

child's,capability, beliefs about Child development and the position of a CH 7NIV

child in a family constellation, it is important to examine the relationship

between parental beliefs and types of parental teaching strategies such as

distancing, within the context of family size and ordinal position.

Language disorders: This theoretical framework raises fundamental consider-

ations regarding,language disorders. Distancing theory focuses in large part on

the communicative environment the child lives in and emphasizes the parents' role

in providing experiences optimal tothe development of representational abilities.

In addition, empirical reseaith indicates that parental behaviors indeed have

impact on the child's level of verbal abilities (see section Parental Influence on

Children's Cognitive Development). A language disorder in the preschool child

may itself produce effects that exacerbate the disability. That is, the child's

level of language development is likely to affect the quantity and quality of

language behaviors of those around'him/her in a negative er The frequency

of communicative overtures by family members is likely tO se in quahtity and

quality. This would limit the child's input experiences as well as limit demands

for the child's verbal and nonverbal participation. Yet, children evidencing a

language disorder represent a group with potential for benefitting from,parental

distancing behaviors since they have intrinsic cognitive abilities which are impeded

by a particular dysfunction in verbally representing events, objects or ideas.

Preschool children with a communciation handicap have been selected for the
following theoretical and practical reasons: (1) this group is likely to

benefit the most from distancing experiences and yet, by the very nature of

their disability, are less likely to be provided with such experiences in the

home environment; (2) early identification of family influence may provide a

basis for embarking on remedial programs that focus on parent behaviors prior to

elementary school entrance, hopefully preventing compounding of the child's

learning problems; (3) limitations in the child's development of language are

likely to be apparent in the child's speech and therefore are likely to be

identified earlier than other specific learning disabilities; (4) when poor

language development is not remediated early, it may well have negative effects

on peer relationships, social skills, school adjustment, etc.; that is, the

nature of the disability may lead to a set of negative outcomes that occur in

spite of the child's basic intellectual abilities; and (5) language development

is a full-time process,and a rich and primary source of language experience for

the preschool child is in the functional communication of the family environment.

ti 9
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Sample 1-

One hundred and twenty two-parent families participatO in the study.
EAch of the familiem included a target child between the ad* of Tydarm, 6
months and 5 years, 8 months. The number of children, spacing between
children and ordinal position of the target child in the family varied.

-

Sixty families incluaii-a target child who was diagnosed by a service
agency-external to ETS (e.g., public school child study team, Project Chlld,
speech and hearing clinics, private speech therapists) achaving a language
or communication disorder (CH). Each of these children had an audiogram to
ensure that sounds in the normal speech range could be heard add were judged
as having no

The remaining 60 families involved children with no known learning
disability or handicap (NCH). Each family was matched with one of the
families with:a communication handicapped (CH) child in order to serve as a
constrast group. Thus, %lie two samples were matched as closely aslossible
on target child's age, sex and ordinal position, parents'Aducational level,
sex of the sibling closest in.age to the target child, and number and
spacing of children in the family.

The final CH sample was comprissed of 10 f*t111ies with an only child, 13
families in which the CH child was firstborn an 37 families.with a later

born (secondborn, thirdborn, etc.). The contra t sample (NCH sample),
Consisted of_9 families with an only child, I5frtth a firstborn target child
and 36 with a later born target child. the families classified as a
firstborn contrast family was selected as match" for an only child CH

family. However, the NCH family had a second child within a-few weeks of
testing and information on number and pacing of children in this family was
included in analysis of demographic data. In addition, *one NCH family with

a eirRtborn target child was included as a "match" for a secondborn CH
family. This was due to an inability to locate a contrast family in which
parental educational level, sex and birth order of child, all corresponded

to the CH amlly. Each sample had 43 male target children and 17 female
target chi dren.

.
\

The'de riptive characteristics of the two,groups of families are
presented in çrebls 1. A 2 x 2 (CH versus NCH Group x Sex of targetchild)
analysis of v riance was conducted on each variable to determine if die-two
samples differed significantly in demogFaphic characteristics. For the 70
families in which older siblings of the target child were assessed, the CH J

and NCH gro

g

s differed from one another in terms of the sibling's ags

i
[F(1/67) . .04; z < .051 and months spacing between sibling'target ages
[F(1/67i 43; z < .051. Skblings in the NCH group tended to be older.
than aiblings in the CH group [means (and SD) 97.43 (23.30. and 87.94 -

(15.19) months, respectively]. Spacing between the ibling' and target t L

children was also greater in the NCH group than in the CH group [mane (and

SD) 44.94 (22.06) and 34.57 (13.83) months, respectively].
,
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'MILE 1

DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANT FAMILIES

FAMILY CONSTELLATION. GROUP (CH VS. NCH) REPORTED IN MEANS AND (5.D.)

",

DEMOGRAPHIC
CHARACTERISTICS

ONLY -CHILD TARO/I FIRST-BORN TARGET LATER -Boom JAW.
CH

N=60
cH
N=9

NCH
N=9

CH 4 NCH
N=I3 N=I5

CH NCH
N=38 N=36

I. I 1 I

TARGET CHILD'S AGE I 52.33 52.11 I 54.92 54.00 I 53.58 52.50 I 53.68
IN MONTHS I :(6.18) (5.69) I (8.20) (7.04). 1 (7.02) (7.68) I (7.10)

NEXT YOUNGER/OLDER I 0.0 9.0 I 18.85 24.40 I 90.03 98.72 I 71.52

SIBLING'S AGE IN MONTHS I ) ( 0.0 ) I ( 9.77) 1 4.781 I (17.64) (24.24) I (35.311

MONTHS SPACING DINEEN I 0.0 0.0 I 36.15 29.60 I 36.43 46.22 I 3606
TARGET AND SIBLING I (0.0 ) I 0.0 1 I (12.10) ( 7.71) I (16.35) (23.06) I US:241

C. . .

FATHER'S FORMAL I 15.11 15.11 I 14.5. 14.93 I 15.58 16.19 I 15.28

EDUCATION IN YEARS 'I (2.71) (2.98) I (3.15) (2.94) I (2.48)

4

(2.12) I (2.66)

MOTHER'S FORMAL I 14.44 14.44 t 14.46 14.20 I 14.34 14.33 I 14.38

EDUACTION IN YEARS. I (2.92) (2.55) I (2.33) (2.27) I (2.04) (1.84) I (2.21)

FATHER'S AGE 322 3.00 I 3.15 2.73 I 3.66 3.67 I 3.48

IN YEARS . A I (0.97) (0.71) I (1.34) (0.59) .I z(1.30) (1.07) I (1.27)

MOTHER'S AGE , I 2.78 2.89 I 2.46 2.337 I 2.87 3.17 I 2.77

IN YEARS A I (0.97) (0.60) I (0.97) (0.62) I. (0.811 (0.77) I (0.87)

LENGTH OF MARRIAGE 9.11 8.89 I 7.92 7.20 I 10.42 11.86 I 9.68

IN(YEARS I (3.62) (3.14) I (2.47) (2.24) I (2.75) (3.57) 1 (2.97)

FATHER'S INCOME IN I 19.89 . 25.00 I 25.38 26.60 I 27.35 27.78 I 25.78

THOUSANDS PER YEAR B I (5.53) ,(6.04) I (7.18) ( .60) 1 (6.51) (6.63) I

J
(6.94)

MOTHER'S INCOME IN I 6.67 15.00 I 5.46 2. I 3.65 3.39 I 4.51

THOUSANDS PER YEAR B I 6(6.18) (5.57) * I t6.411 (3.10) I (5.391 (2.98) I (5.76)

NUMBER OF comogN I 1.00 1.00 .I 2.00 2.13 I 2.76 2.56 I 2.33

IN FAMILY C I (0.0 ) (0.0 ) I (0.0 ) (0.35) I (0.79) (0.94) I (0.90) 4

TARGET'S I 1.00 1.00 4k1.00 1.00 1 2.58 2.42 I 2.00

BIRTHORDER D I (0.0 ) (0.0 ) ("ff.o ) (0.0 ) I (0.86) (1.00) I ,(1.03)

NEXT YOUNGER/OLDER . I 0.0 0.0 2.00 2.00 I 1,49 1.42 I 1.62

SIBLING'S BIRTHORDER 0 I (0.0 ) (0.0 1 (0.0 ) (0.0 ) I (0.65) (1.00) I (0.601

.

NCH
N=60

52.82
(739)

74.86
(40,03)

41.33
(21.15)

15.72
(2.50)

14.32
(2.03)

3.33
(1.00)

2.92
(0.79)

10.25
(3.79)

nr
27.07
(6.76)

352
(3.49)

2.22
(0.92)

1.85
(1.04)

1.59
(0.881

A) AGE OF-PARENT WAS INTICATED BY CATEGORIES CONSISTIND OF 4 YEAR INTERVALS: 2=26-30, 3=31-45 YEARS. 1,4; ci

i) INCOME NAS INDICATED BY CATEGORIES CONSISTING OF 3-4 THOUSAND DOLLAR INTERVALS: MIDPOINT OF INTERVAL S.USED FOR THIS ANALYSIS

MOTHERS INCOME WAS HOT NORMALLY.DISTRIBUTEM MOST MINERS CHOSE THE LOWEST CATEGORY: A FEW MOTHERS CHOSE THE HIGHEST CATEGORY.
C) LARGEST CH FAMILY HAD 5 CHILDREN, LARGEST NCH fonILY HAD' 7 CHILDREN.

.

BIRTHORDER: 1=FIRST-BORN OR ONLT., 2=SECOND -BORN. ETC.
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In addition, a significant &imp x Target sex interaction was obtained
for birth4prder of the siblings who were assessed, F(1/67) on 4.20; .2 < .6.
Means (an SD) for the CH group wer 1.38 (.52) for-females and 1.52 (.70)
for males. For the NCH group, means (and SD) for females was 1.89 (1.62)
and for males.was 1.15 (.37). With t e case of birth order, descriptive
data provides sore information than averages. The interaction effect is
,probably due to the fact that one sibling in the NCH female group was a
sixth-born child (5 firstborns and 3 secondborn siblings comprised the^rest
of the group). The siblings in the NCH male group were 22 firstborns and 4
secondborns. The siblings of the CH femaletarget children were 5 firstborns
and 3 secondborns. Siblings of CH, male target children consisted of 16
firstborns, 8 secondborns and 3 thirdborns.

'

TwO significant main effects were obtained for sex of the target child:
Both mothers' educational level [F(1/117) mi 4.50; 2 < .05] and fathers'
educational level (17(1/111).1m 5.77; 2, < .05] varied witb.sex of child.
Mothers of boys and-fathers of b4s tended to have higher educational levels
than parents of girls [means (and SD) for mothers on 14.61 (2.11) and 13.71

,

(2.01) and for fathers on 15:85 (2.77) and 14.62 (2.61)1. All subsequent
analyses comparing groups based on CH versus NCH or male versus female
target.children were conducted with demographic variables used as covariates
if significant correlations with outcome variables were obtained.

Families weSe recruited through contact with,serviceimrsonnel (etg.,
speech and hearingiclinics, Private therapists), public sChool'systems
newspaper advertising And posterti displayed in waiting rooms and public,
places. Participating families were paid $25.00 as compensation for thdir
driving'expenies, babysitting and tithe.

Assessment Materials and Procedure's

Three classes of materials were administered to each family: (1)

Parent questionnaires and interviews, (2) child assessments and screening
tests, and (3) observations of par, t-child interactions.

Parent Assessments

General procedures: Each parent was seen alone for a single session
for the questionnaires and the interviews, which were recorded on a cassette
tape. The parent-child interactions were videotaped through a one-way
mirror. All measures were administered by female researdi assistants ind
were independently coded at.a later date by a research assistant. Order of
administration of interviews and parent-child interaction tasks was counter-
balanced across mothers,and fathers. A brief description of each of the '

measures id presented below. Manuals describing the content, administration
and scoring procedures for each instrument are appended to this report
(Appendix A).



Parent questionnaires and interviews: The three aspects of these data

pertained to: (1) Communication strategy preferences and predictions, (2)

beliefs about child development processesand (3) views of the way their

family functions as a unit and partidular needs of individual family members.

The meisures used to assess each area'are briefly described below.

(1) Communication strategies preferences and predictions. The content

of the questionnaire and interview schedule used to assess parents' views of

child-rearing communication strategies 'Consisted of 12 hypothetical situations

involving a parent and a four-year-old child. Four response options that

represented different communication styles followed each hypothetical situation--

distancing, rational authoritative explanations, direct authoritaiive

statements and diverting strategies. Parents were first asked to rank each

of these options from best (#1) to worst (#4) ways to handle the situation.

After theyarent completed the
she/he was ihterviewed about the 12
-Was the best or ideal wai to handle

'preference). Rationales concerning-
,

elicited.

ranking procedure for all 12 ieems,

situations. The parent was asked what
the situation (communication strategy
why that strategy was best were then

The types of strategies parents preferred were coded into categories

and summed across the twelve items; The categories were: distancing,

tational-authoritative, direct authoritative, authoritarian', diverting,

activity with the child (e.g., demonstration, experimentation) and passivity

(e.g., withdrawal, nonintervention). Thus, each parent received a score for

each type of strategy preference ranging from 0 to 12.

The rationales for these strategies were coded in terms of childrearing

goals (cognitive, personal-social, behavior management, assessment, physical,

nonchild), childrearing orientation (parent-centered, child-centered, parent

role-ceniered, other-centered), temporal focus (active or passive) and.

constraints (on parent, child, setting or other) egkording to frequency of

reference to each category.

Three-coders scored these interviews directly from the cassette'-tapes.

Pairs of coders, yorking independently, scored 20 of the 240 tapes for

reliability purposes.. Range of agreement between ,pairs of coders was from

87%-to 100% (mean 94.02%). In addition, all three codera independently

scored six of the tapes. Range of agreement between all three coders was

from 712 to 100%,(Mean 91.05%). Agreement on all aspects of the interview

was high (8trategies 94%; Goals 89%; Orientation 92%i Constraints 97%;

Temporal,Focus 99%).

(2) Beliefs about child development processes were assessed using 22

sets of probes. Each set was compriaed of an initial question aimed at

establishing the parents' view of the capabilities of most four-year-old

children (e.g., "Does a four-year-old understand timer). Subsequent

questions elicited parents' beliefs about developmental and learning processes
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that account for change in normally developing children (e.g., "How does a
four-year-old eventually come to understand time?"). Parental responses
were scored as representing one or more of sixteen possible developmental
processes. In addition, each response was coded on a four-point Likert
scale indicating that the child was an active processor (4) or a passive
recipient of knowledge (1).. Finally,.the parents' confidence in his/her
beliefs wae indicated on a four-point Likert scale.

At the close of the interview concerning beliefs about children in
general, three sets of probes were administered again, relative to the
target child's development (e.g., "Does Timmy understand time?"; "How will
Timmy eventually come to understand time?"). The parents' view of the
capability'of their own child was coded as either: (1) the sane as for
children in general, (2) below that of children in general, and (3) above
that'of children in general for each of the three items. Processes accounting
for development,of children in general and their own child Jn particular
were coded as to similarity on a four-point Likert scale. eiperents'
references to processes that could account for their own child's development
were also coded according to a four-point active-paseive scale.

Four scorers coded these interviews. Each sCorer.independently coded
nine of the tapes. The mean interrater agreement across the entire instrument
was 81.11% (range 0-100%). Various coder pairs tndepeudently scored an
additional ten interviews,'yielding an agreement of 81.17% (range 0-!100%).

Coder ratings of parents' confidence in their beliefs and of similarity of
processes that account for development in general versus development in
one's own child evidenced the lowest interrater.agieement (means 60.562 .'
.and 60.81% respectively). High degrees of agreement were obtained for
scoring of processes that account for children's development in general
(mean 96.02%), views of.children's capabilities (94.80%), coder ratings of
parental beliefs about developmental processes on an active-passive (4-point)
scale (84.572), views of the parents"own child's capabilities (87.68%)
and active-passive ratings of processes that account for parents' own
child's development (83.522).

(3) Views of the family unit and individual family members were elicited
through an interview administered immediately upon completion of discussion
of communication strategies and child development beliefs. Parents were

asked a series of questions concerned with:

a) expectations about similarities and differences between children in

the family; sourcea of similarities and differences.

b) changes in time the parent spends with each child.

c) the type, source and permanence of the target child'a needs.

d) allocation of time and money to each family member.

e) person(s) responsible for major financial decisions.

4
3 0

a+,
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f) circuastances under which one child is granted larger portion& of

family resources than siblings.

In most cases, parents' responses to these'probes were coded in a

categorical manner. That is, expectations concerning whether two children
in the family would be more alike'or more different from one another were
coded as either: (1) similar, (2) different, (3) mixed, or (4) no expectation);

cited. Explanations for similarities and differences were scored as due to:
(1) genetics, (2) environment, (3) both genetic and environmental factors.

The only exceptions to the use Of coding a single category-occurred for
rationales for changes in time the parent dpent with each child and-for
allocation of time and energy to each family member. In the former case,

the parent could refer to many reasons (e.g., more childrreiated duties,
spends group time with children, needs of younger children greater than that

'of older 'children, etc:) for increases'or decreasei in time spent with the.

child. Each rationale wad coded in sgch cases. Allocation of time and Of

energy required that the parent rankAach family member in 'terns of the

share of moneY and of the parents' energy and attentidn that was directed to

him/her.

Three scorers coded these interviews. Eighteen of the tapes were

independently scored by pairs of coders. Interrater agreement ranged from

95% to 100% (mean 98.27%). An,additional eight interviews were independently

scored by all three coders. Range of agreement was from 90% to.100% (mean

96.83%).

Observations of parent-child interactions: Each parent performed two

tasks with each child included in the study. A story-telling task and an

origami task (paper-folding) were used. The order of administration of the

two types of tasks was counterbalanced across mothers and fathers and

targets and siblings.

Two stories and rwo origami tasks were used with the targets. Two

vertions of each task were necessary so that mothers and fathers would have

different tasks to do with the child. The rwo versions of each task.were

equated for length and theme of the story tasks
paper-folding tasks. The rwo stories used were
Rock by Roger Bradfield (1965) and A Rainbow of

(1966). The two. origami tasks were an.airplane

and for difficulty of the
edited.versions of Hello
My Own by Don Freeman
and a boat.

For each interaction, the parent was seated at a low table facing a

one-way mirror. When the story-telling task was presented first, the book

was placed on the table. When the paper-folding task was administered
first, a stadk of 8-1/2" x 8-1/2" paper was placed on the upper left corner

of the table'and a 40" x 30" rectangular board with each step of the folding

process represented by a piece of paper was on an easel to the:parent's

left. The parent was told to go through the story as shi/he would at home,

or to teach the child to make a boat/airplane by folding the paper. The

child was then brought into the room, and the door was closed as the

experimenter exited. Upon completion of the first task, the child left the
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room, materials ftom the first task were removed and materials and instruc-
tions for the second task were introduced. The second task wag: then

administered. Several toys that were not related to the tasks were left in
the room at all times: These props were included to distract the child, to
increase the likelihood of obtaining spontaneous measures of parental

management and structuring of the task when a child became distracted.
.

Each parent-child interaction was videotaped through the one-way

mirror. Videotaping began when the child entereckthe room and continued
until the task was Completed or until five minutes elapsed (whichever
occurred later). A time display generator was used to record elapsed time

of interaction directly onto the videotape.

Five minutes of interaction were coded directly from the videotapes for
each task, yielding two sets of scores for each of the two parent-child
dyads. A coder first viewed the entire videotape of one task, rating the
parent for warmth and for sensitivity to the child's ability and affective
level on a 4-point Likert scale. Then the first two minutes, the last two
minutes and one minute at the midpoint of the interaction were coded for
frequency of types of parent and child behaviors.

Each parental utterance was considered a unit of behavior, and nonverbal
behaviors that accompanied or followed the utterance were coded with that
utterance, as was the child's response. Parent behaviors were coded according
to: (1) form of parental utterance (statement, question, imperative); (2)
verbal emotional support (approval, disapproval); informational feedback;
(3) nonverbal management behaviors (positive-physical affect, negative-physical
affect, helping or takeover, modeling or demonstration); (4) nonverbal task
structuring (e.g., pointing, physically directing child's manipulation of

task materials); (5) communication cohesion behaviors (attention-getting,
redirecting, diverting, out of contact, verbal markers, verbal modeling);
and (6) the content or mental operational demand of the utterance (low
label, observe, describe, demonstrate; intermediate sequence, reproduce,
describe or infer similarities/differences, gymmetrical/asymmetrical classi-
fying; high evaluate, infer cause-effect/affect/effect, generalize, plan,
propose alternatives, conclude, transfdrm, resolve conflict). Child behaviors
were coded as: (1) actively engaged in the task or interaction (provides
relevant response, asks a question pertaining to current disCussion or task);
(2) passively engaged (listening oriented toward parent or task); and (3)
nonengaged (active involvement with distractor in room and not with parent,
not attending to parent or task). In addition, the child's performance in
folding the object during the origami task was rated on a Likert (4-point)
scale.

The parent-child interactions were scored by four coders. Interrater
agreement between pairs of coders who independently scored 96 interactions
ranged from 63.52 to 1002 (mean 91.552) for coding of Oarental behaviors.
Warmth and sensitivity were rated on a 4-point Likert scale which only
allowed for complete agreement (1002) or complete disagreement (02). The

mean interrater agreement over 98 ratings was 902 for warmth and 842 for

sensitivity.

32
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' Child Assessments

General procedures: The child assessments used were the WPPSI (screening),

three types of Semory tasks, a mental rotation task, an anticipatory imagery

task, and a seriation task. These tests were administered to each of the

target children (N 120). In addition, siblings who were older than the

target child were administered all tasks except the WPPSI and one memory

task. The older sibling was not assessed in families in which the sibling

was over 14 years old. Thus, a total of 70 siblings were assessed, 35 in
the CH group and 35 in the control group. The WPPSI and ohe memory task

were administered in the child's home for all target children as it was used

as a screening instrument as well as an outcomp variable in the study. All
other assessments were administered in two sessions, which occurred within a
three week period, and wericonducted at Educational Testing Service in
Princeton, New Jersey. Manuals describing content, administration, and
scoring procedures for each instrument, are appended to this report

(Appendix A).

\
Children's cognitive tasks: The anticitiatory imagery-fisk was adapted

from Piaget and Inhelderts (1971) kine4c reproductive.imagery task #5 (pp.

86-94). Two sets of materials were used. The first set was used in.the
training phase of the task sad the other was used in the experimental phase,

after the child evidenced comprehension of the task requirements. The

apparatus used in training consisted of a straight, flat board with a base

25.5 inches long (65 cm) by 6 inches wide'(15.5 cm).' Centered in the bast

was a vertical upright board running the length of the base''and standing 3

inches high (8 cm),by 1-1/8 inches deep (3 cm). Five small red lights were
spaced 4-1/8 inches apart (10.5 cm) in the middle of the upright board. The

lights were recessed into the depth of the board, so that they were flush

with its surface. The wiring for the lights was tucked into a groove
running lengthwise along the badkiide of the board where the subject

couldn't see them. The wires were connected by meami of a detachable
plug into a separate control box that allowed any single light,to be turned

on by means of magnetic switches. The upper surface (1-1/8 inches wide, or

3 cm) of the upright board was covered with a strip of steel sheeting, so

that magnets couid adhere to it. Boards 5-1/4 inches wide (48 cm) by 8

inches high (76 cm) that rose vertically from thecbase board served as legs

when the board was inverted. TWo identical turtles approximately 1/2 inch
in diameter (1.5 cm) with magnet: attached to their bases were also used as

materials.

The second apparatus.was used in the experimental phase of the task and

consisted of an open figure 8 suspended lengthwise by metal tubing approxi-
mately 4 inches (10 cm) above a base board 25.5 inches long (65 cm) by 8-3/4

inches wide (22 cm). The figure 8 was two,feet long (60 cm) by one foot
high (30 cm) and was 1-1/2 inches thick (4 cm). The upper and lower surfaces

of the track were covered by a continuous steip of steel sheeting, so that

the magnets would adhere to the trick.. Seven small red lights.were located

on the outside edge of the track between the two metal surfaces. As with

the training apparatus, the wiring for the lights was tucked out of sight

along the back of the figure 8, and was connected to the control box.
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Each child was seen individually. The child and the examiner sat side
by side at a low table. The procedure consisted of two phases: (1) a

training phase to ensure that the Child understood the task requirements,
and (2) the testing phase.

The training board was placed on the table directly in front of the
child, within easy reach. One of the turtles was placed at the extreme left
of the training track. The examiner demonstrated that the turtle could only
"walk" forward, first by "walking" her.fingers along the track, and then by
moving the turtle from one to another 9f the 5 lights, which the examiner
turned on one after another. After.such demonstration, the child was given

the other turtle, which was for his/her own use. The child was taught to
duplicate the performance of the examiner, placing his/ber turtle on the
track at the appropriate place when any of the .lights were on. Any errors

.of location and orientation were corrected as they occurred.

After training with the upright board, the examiner turned the apparatus
over so that it rested on its legs. This relocated the metal track from the
top of the apparatus to the underbody of the apparatus. Now the turtle had
to hang upside-down in order to "walk" along the track. The child redemon-
strated his/her ability to walk the turtle along from light to light in this
upside-down orientation using the same procedures as before. Again, errors
of location and orientation were corrected.

The testing phAse began immediately upon ennpletion of the training
phase. The materials used in training were removed from view. "The figure 8
was plugged into the control box and placed on the table where the training
board had been. The examiner placed one turtle above the lower left light,
on the track, facing to the right. A. in the ,training phase, the examiner
explained that the turtle could only go forward, and demonstrated this by
"walking" her fingers a short distance around the nearest loop of the figure
8. Without further demonstration or explanation the child was encouraged to
take the other turtle and place it on the track at the various appropriate
locations as the examiner turned each light on In a specified random sequence.
No feedback was providid for any of the test trials. The location and

orientation of the turtle's placement at each light was recorded by the
examiner on the diagrammatic answer sheet.

After these initial 6 trials, the examiner demonstrited the movement of
the turtle to each light by moving one turtle from light to light in sequence.
The child then copied this procedure by running the turtle around the figure'

8. Then the 6-trials were repeated, in a different random order, without
further demonstration or feedback. The child's placements of the turtle
were again recorded by the examiner on an answer sheet. Each item was

scored separately in terms of success versus failure in placeient. Since
the scores for the initial tnd final six.trials were 41001y correlated for
both the CH and the NCH groups (r's > .7t) and means for: initial and
final trials did not differ significantly from one another, correct scores
were summed across all 12 items.

3,1
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A mental rotation task was adopted from Marmor's "(1975, 1977) work, in

order to investigate whether language disordered children would evidence a

linear reaction time trend that has been assumed to indicate the use of

meneal imagery in problem-solving. No sets oematerials were used. The

first set consisted of three panda bears, approximately 15 cm x 7 cm, made

out of plywood and 24 slides of upright bears. The second set of materials

consisted of 60 slides of pairs of bears. A slide projector, a 21.5 cm

21.5 cm screen, reaction time levers, and a microprocessor that controlled

slide projection and recorded reaction time and correct selections.were

additional equipment. All bears were depicted with either their left ot

right arm raised..

All children were tested individually. The test was administered in

two sessions. In the first session the child was trained on same-different

judgments and a criterion test was administered. If the child failed the

rcriterion test, the session was terminated and the.second session was

omitted from the test battery. _If the child passed the criterion test, ehe

child was given mental rotation training and then received 30 of'the test

items during the remainder of the first session. At the second session the

child was again given the mental rotation trainipg,'and the final 30 test

items Were administered.

The three plywood bears were used to train same-different judgments.

Two of the bears had the same arm raised and one bear had his other arm

raised. Through demonstration, explanation and corrected practice, the

child was taught to discriminate between dame and different pairs. The

ability to discriminate was then tested with the criterion tests. Twenty-four

slides, half with same pairs of bears and half with different pairs, were

presented in a ,specified random order. The child pushed the lever on the

left when stimuli were the same and the other lever when they were different.

The microprocessor recorded the answer automatically and held it in memory.

If the child responded correctly on either the first 10 consecutive trials

or on 20 of the 24 trials, output was printed and mental rotation training

trials were then administered.

During mental rotation training, the'child was given seven trials with

rwo of the plywood bears. The bears were presented with one upright and one

rotated. The child pressed a lever to indicate same-different judgments and

the experimenter manually rotated the bear to the upright position to check

whether the two stimuli matched. For the remaining rotation trials, the

child was allowed to rotate the bear after the lever had been pushed in

order to check his/her answer.

The total 60 test trials consisted of six slides of 00, 30°, 60°,

120 and 150 clockwise rotations of the bear on the right hand side of

the'screen. The bear on the left was always depicted as upright. The order

of these 60, slides was presented in a specified random order. Nal'he first 30

slides were administered tamediately upon completion of mental ibtation

traintng. The intertrial interval between slides was one second, during

which an ambient colored slide was projected. For half of the trials, the
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bears were the same and they differed for the other half. Reaction time in
huridredths of seconds as well as errors were 'recorded and printed out by tie
processor.

During the second session, all children folio passed the criterion test
were again given mental rotation training. The remaining 30 test trials
were then administered.

Simon was a commercial round plastiorgame with four colored panels
arranged around a control panel. ,A4ter pressing the START button on the
control panel,.one of the panels was illuminated, accompanied by a tone.
The player repeated the signal by pressing the same color panel. The first
signal was then duplicated and another signal was added. The game continued
in this manner until the, player pressed a panel out of sequence. At the end
of the game the last sequence could be replayed in full by pressing the LAST
button on the control panel. This memory game was played by the target
children as part of a break during the WPPSI administration.

Before turning Simon on, the experimenter demonstrated whwe to press
the panels. Following the sequences Simon sets, the experimenter played the
game. If the child appeared confused and lost, another sequehce was played
by the experimenter with the child wacching. When the child responded and
was eager to participate, the experimenter played Simon with the child. The

1
child was helped to follow the sequence, the experimenter pushing some,
panels and the child pushing some with the experimenter's participation
gradually withdrawn.

After this familiarization period, the START buon was pressed again
and e new sequence was begun. The child now played the game without help.
The number correct in a sequence was recorded by the experimenter. This
procedure was followed for a total,of three games. The child's highest
level of performance was used in analyses.

Children'a memory for sentences was assessed using picture arrangements
as the response measure. The task required the child to transform aa2orally
presented sentence to ordered pictorial representations. An easel, picture
cards, score sheef and pencil were used as materials. For each of eight
items, the experimenter read the child a ,"story" without the picture cards

in view. Then the picture cards were arranged on the table in a prescribed
scrambled order. The child's task was to tearrange them in proper sequence,
tin3 the story had been told.

A memory and sequencing task (MAST) was also administered as part of .

the child assessment battery. The task involved presentation of pictures of
items in a sequence, which the child was required to reconstruct by ordering
cards with identical pictures printed on them. Two sets of materials were
used, one consisted of a set of cards that depicted meaningful pictorial
objects while the other set of cards depicted unusual geometric forma.

Two training trials consisting of two items each were presented first.

The child was given three cards and was helped to arrange only the two that
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had been presentedoin the correct order. A total of sixteen test trials
were administered with each set of materials. In each case, the child's

task was to order the cards ilk the manner in which they were presented,

eliminating the one "distractor" card included in each trial. Four trials

consisted of rwo cards, four trials consisted of three cards, and so on, up

tO five cards. Number of cards placed in the correct position was scored,

yielding a maximum possible score of 56 for the pictorial objects and 56 for

the geometric forms.

The seriation task was also divided into a training and testing phase.

For training, three pictures with the items progressively smaller than one

another were presented, followed by a blank space. The child selected one

of Lour response cards to complete the seriation and was given feedback

concernioi his/her choice. This procedure was followed for two trials.

The same procedure was then followed for the testing phase, which

consisted of five sets of pictures. In each case, three objects were

ordered along some dimension and the child's task was to select the picture

that "goes in the empty space" from four response options. The number

correct over the five trials was recorded.

a
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Resillts and Discussion

Overview '

In this section we shall,present our findings Addressing the following
questions:

I. Do,parents of CH children differ from parents of NCH children in
their.beliefs regarding the course of the children's cognitive growth?
We would expect that such differences would exist since parents of CH
children have unique opportunities to observe cognitive growth where
childreh have difficulty expressing themselVes linguistically as Well as
understanding verbal messages. Such experiences would be influenced by
the opportunities these'parents have to compare the development of their
NCH children. Where parents of NCH children have as their frame of reference-,
children who have no disabilities, parents of CH children have more exteneive
experiences working with a broader spectrum of children, including children
with disabilities.

2. Do parents of CH children differ from parents of NCH children in
their communication strategies? The rationale for expecting differences
here is that the CH child's handicap is particularly one of communication
and hence it seems reasonable to expect.parents to communicate in ways
appropriate to their children's difficulty.

3. Do parents of CH children differ from parents of NCH children in
their teaching strategies2 One would predict that parental teaching
strategies would be different with communication handicapped children
because of the verbal ability and special problems of these children.

4. What is the relationship berween parental beliefs regarding
child development and parent teaching strategies? Belief systems, we
argue, influence the way parents behave toward their children, irrespective
of theirN4tldren's handicap. In other words, parental beliefs should
predict heir teaching behavior with their children.

5 .w do parental teaching_strategies influence children's cognitive
func ioning, partiqularly their representational competence? It will be
recalled that teacang strategies are categorized in the context of their
distancing characteristics. The question then is How does the level of
distancing strategies parents use influence the children's-representational
competence? We argue that the greater the frequency of high mental opera-
tional demands the parents use, the more competent the children will be in
dealing with representational thinking tasks.

6. Finally, How do these complex variables (parental beliefs, parental
teaching strategies and children's cognitive outcomes) influence one another?
Fundamentally, our position is that the belief-teaching-outcome chain is
embedded in a causal feedback system since actions of parents are not
independent Of the actual or anticipated behaviors of children.
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Results and Discussion 4

1/2. Comparison of beliefs and communication strategies of parents of

CH and NCH chifaren: In view of the limited set of findings for beliefs and
communication strategies, we shall combine the results in one section.
Analyses of covariance to answer our first two questions revealed very few

differences,for beliefs and communication strategies between parents of CH

and NCH children. As1

ft
As for beliefs, iwo significant differences were found betwe the

parents of CH and NCH children. More parents of CH children sta the

belief that negative feedliack (unpleasant consequences) is a re event basis

for cognitive development and learning than parents of.NCH children:

' Y(1,235) 11.83, 2. < .01 (X of CH mothers + CH fathers 10, X of NCH

mothers + NCH fathers 7.47). A second difference revealed that parents of
CH ehildren viewed children as passive recipients of knowledge: F(1,235) .1.

5.56, 2 < .05 (i of CH mothers + CH fathers 68.20, 2 of NCH mot&r. +
/ INCH fathers 72.24). See Table 2 for means of each of the belief variables.

This latter finding is of interest sinte it should have direct bearing

on how parents would teach their children. Thus, we hypothesized that the

more parents view children as active learners, the more parents would use

_high level distancing strategies. The converse would be exPected for

parents holding a passive view of children's knoWiedge acquisition. (These

"results are presented on pages 44-50.)

Turning now to communication strategies, we again found shiough analysis

of covariance relatively few aifferences between CH and NCH parat groups in

their preferred strategies. Parents of NCH children were more child-oriented

than parents of CH children: F(1,235) 6.60, 2 < .01 (I of CH group

37.45, X of NCH group 41.407 The mothers of-NCH children were more

child-oriented than'all other parents: F(1,234), 3.99 p < .05 (see Table

3 for means of eech parent group).

Thus, our expectations that parents of CH and NCH children would differ

in"beliefs and in communication strategies were nof borne out. Rather,

dif4erencee were minimal. These results are iptriguing because they appear

at firSt blush counter-intuitive. Should not the parents of CH children

differ from parents of NCH children in their belief* if their experiences

with their handicapped children provide an opportunity for a new perspective

on development? On further thought, it may be the case, Ind in fact it was

the case with our sample, that parents' core beliefs of how children develop

cognitively transcends specific disabilities. In other words, parents,

irrespective of the special nature of their children, believed that children

develop cognitively in a similar way. The fact that children had particular

problems did not mean that they developed differently.

Another sotwce of data supporting the finding that the, parents in the

CH group viewed their children similar to NCH children de011opmenially were

results obtained from part of the interview called the Family Influences on

1.1 39



TABLE 2:

MEANS STANDARO DEVIATIONS (SDI FROn GROUP ANALYSES
ON CONSTRUCTION VARIABLES

ACCUMULATION

COGNITIVE PROCESSES

WMOTHER
N60

5.17
I 3.851

3.65
I 2.631 4

£11 FATHER 110-MMER
tP60

5.30
I 2.981

4.17
I 3.101

N=60

5 . 22

I 3.861

4.40
I 3381

N60

4.73
I 3.131

4.28
I 3.421

DIRECT INSTR I 14.82 14.83 14.112 15.3E4

I 5.811 I 6.391 1 5.911 I 5.521

EXPERIML1;4TION 397 4.12 4.83 4.43
l 3.061 I 2.971 1 31111 1 3.241

EXPOSURE 11.35 12.31 11.71 11.91
I 3.6,1 I 3931 I 3.521 1 4.711

MANIPULATE.ENVIRONMENT 5.56 5.60 5.43 5.20
I 3.081 ( 3.291 I 3.031 1 3.1t1

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK .

4.83 5.15 3.42 4.05

1 3.171, I 2.561 I 2.551 3.0,1

POSITIvE FEEDBACK 5.47 5.21 5.18. 4.78
I 2.471 I 3.161 1 3.451 sr- 1 3.141

SELF REGULATION; 4.07 3.73 4.45 3.97
( 2.861 I 3.111 I 3.141 2.501

ACTIVt-PASSIVE X 33.31 14.88 36.57 35.67
1 6.191 I 6.821 1 6.61)

o .

I 6.8,1

CONFIDENCE RATING 1.73
I 0.9,1

1419
I 146)

cat
I 1.001

2.110
I Lae)

NUMBER Of CONSTRUCTIONS 39.83 41.22 4837 39.45

I 8.941 I 8.431 I 7.281 / C 7.731

C-
.40



TABLE 3

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ISD1 FROM GROUP ANALYSES
ON COMMUNICATION VARIABLES'

STRATEGIES:

DISTANCING

RATIONAL AUTHORITATIVE

MIMI= 'OJAI= MA010.2 HOLUM
N=60

6.42
I 5.611

7.75
I 4.251

,N=60

6,10
I 4.901

8.60
I 4.341

N-60

7.22
I 5.77/

0.42
I 4.751

N=60

6.17
I 5.69)

9.43
( 4.68)

GOALS:

,COGNITIVE 21.82
( 5.94)

2132
( 641)

, 22.37
I 5.471

'.. 22.22

6.1i)
%

PERSONAL-SOCIAL , 11.30 , 12.52 12.85
.(
,12.12

I 5.101 I 5.661 A 4.491 I 4.631
.,0 ._,0

MANAGEMENT 12.62 12.55 12.40 12.30

I 3.001 J 5.301 I 4.461 I 5.331

TOTAL 29.70
,

31.18 30.70 30.45

'I 3.801 I 6.121 ( 4.15) I 3.261

ORIENTATIONS:

PARENT ROLE 0 42.75 39 98 '39.13 40.80

(14.23) (12.26) (15.41) 113.521

CHILD 36.27 38.63 43.47 3945
, (12.38) 1(11.58) 112.011

JO ,

(13.45)

TOTAL 50.02 49.30 52.03 49.43

C 8.561 I 6.701 I 8.9E1 I 7.761

' CONSTRAINTS:

.CHILD . 5.80 . 5.97. 5.27 5.07

I 3.611 A 4.541 I 4.541 I 3.311

TOTAL 8.37 9.02 7.53 7.43"

I 5.141 I 5.751 ( 6.09) I 4.941

I 1.

ft.
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Childrearing Interview (FICI). Each parent was asked to aniwer the questions

at the beginning of the interview in terme of children in general from which

the parent's' communication strategies and beliefs about how child develops

and learns (constructions of the child) wert obtained. In the FICI, the

parents were given the chance to talk about how their own child learned

about three topics posed in thelnitial interview: the concepts of time,

perspective taking, and Fules. Thp descriptions the parent gave regarding
his/her own child were &tapered with what hed been said about children in ,

generalt (a) were the.developmeetal processes the same, more similar,,more
different; or totally different tor the parent's own child compared to
.children in general?; (b) was the parent's own child at the same stage, at a

lower stage, or at a higher stage of development as children in general in ,

. relation to each of the topics (time, perspective taking and rules)? These

results are presented in Tables 4 and 5 in terms of frequencies of parental

responses.

As one can see from inspecting Table 4, most parents, independent
of their own child'shandicap, believed that their own child used the same

or sitilar developmental processes on all,of the topics (time, perspactive

taking, and rules) when compared to.childien in general. However, the

number of (references to more different and totally.different developmental ,

processes Increased when parents were asked about the concepts of perspective

taking and ruleel. The NCH group mothers referred to the more different and

totally different categories relatively more often than the same/similarity

categorieewhen discussing the topic of.learning.about'rules. Two possibly

contradictory inferences could be drawn from this increase in frequencies of

the NCH group mothers' references to their own child being more different/

totally different than children in general: on the one hand, they could have

expected more of.their own children than the children demanstrated; or on

the other hand, their own children's development could have exceeded children

in general.

Inspection of Tabler5 may help resolve this apparent contradiction..
l'h,e table describes the parent's views of the child's developmental stage. .

On all three concepts (time, perspective taking, and rules) moat parents,

independent Of the child's handicap, viewed their own child as heing at the

same developmental stage aa Children in general. The number Of parents

viewing.their own Child as being at a lower.stage than children in general'

increased only for the concept of rules. This could suggest then that the

topic of learning rules was believed by parenti to be difficult for all

children in .the sample,. It is interesting to note that very few parents

in either group viewed their own child as at a higher Image than children in

general on any of the concepts.

In summary, although no statistical tests were perforied, from inspection

of the frequencies of the parents' responses, one can say that all of the

- parents viewed their awn child as similar to children in general. These

results are consistent with our finding of few differences in parental

beliefs between the CH group and the NCH group.

J
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TABLE 4 .

FREQUENCIES OF PARENTS' BELIEFS OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES
COMPARING THEIR OWN CHILD TO CHILDREN IN GENERAL

DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES
(INVOLVED /N)

MOTHERS OF
CH NCI

FATHERS OF
CH NCH

LEARNING ABOUT TIME

SAME 25 21 24

MORE SIMILAR' 18 27 25 22

MORE DIFFERENT 11 3 2 5

TOTALLY DIFFERENT 5 7 12 7

NO ANSWER 1 0 0 2

TOTAL 60 60 60 60

LEARNING ABOUT PERSPECTIVE TAKING

SAME 19 27 21 16

MORE SIMILAR 21 15 19 21

MORE DIFFERENT 9

,

3 7

TOTALLY DIFFERENT 10 9 14 16

NO ANSWER 1 0 1 0

TOTAL 60 60 60 40

LEARNING ABOUT RULES

SAME 11 11 12

MORE'SIMILAR 20 16 26 . 26

MORE DIFFERENT 16 13 6 7

-y

TOTALLY DIFFERENT 11 2-0 20 14

NO ANSWER 2 0 0 1

TOTAL 60 60 60 60
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TABLE 5

FREQUENCIES OF PARENTS' EVALUATIONS OF OWN CHLLD'S
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE COMPARED TO CHILDREN IN GENERAL

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCEPT
MOTHERS OF
CH NCH

FATHERS OF
CH NCR

TIME

OWN CHILD AT SAME STAGE 40 37 V 32
AS CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT LOWER STAGE 15 19 21 24-
THAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT HIGHER STAGE 3 2 4
THAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

NO ANSWER 1 o o

TOTAL' 60 60 60 60

PERSPECTIVE TAKING

OWN CHILD AT SAME STAGE 37 41 42 40
AS CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT LOWER STAGE 18 17 16 16
THAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT HIGHER STAGE 3 1 2 3
1HAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

NO ANSWER 2 1 o 1

,

TOTAL 60 60 60 60

RULES

OWN CHILD AT SAME STAGE 28 ill 30 31
AS CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT LOWER STAGE 23 24 20 120
THAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

OWN CHILD AT HIGHER STAGE 6 6 9 a
THAN CHILDREN IN GENERAL

NO ANSWER 3 2 1 1

TOTAL ' 60 60 60 60

S.
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3. Comparison of the teaching strategies of parents of CH children and
parents of NCH children: Before comparing the CH and NCH parents' teaching
behaviors we need to consider the tasks that were used in the parent-child
interactions. It will be recalled that the two teaching,tasks could elicit
different teaching strategies due to task requirements: the paper-folding
task was a highly structured sequencing task, whereas the story-telling task
allowed greater freedom for parents in how to proceed. In spite of task
differences, we can ask whether there was any consistency in'parents'
behaviors across these two tasks. Did teaching strategies vary with the
task they were teaching or did they have some generalized approach which may
have been influenced by the task, but may have transcended task demands?

Before presenting the results of the intercorrelations of parental
behaviors on the paper-folding and story-telling tasks, it stiould be made
clear that not all categories of teaching strategies occurred in each task.
Intrusions, reading activity, imperatives, and task structuring are four
categories that did not appeai on both tasks. The remaining categories were

intercorrelated between the two tasks and these correlations are presented
in Table 6 for each of the four samples of parents (mothers and fathers of

CH children and mothers and fathers of NCH children).

Three categories of responses can be entified: teaching strategies,

reinforcements, and parental personality characteristics. We would expect

greater differences between tasks for teaching strategies than the other two

categories since the task demands could influence how one teaches, whereas
'parental patterns of reinforcement and personal-social characteristics would
be enduring and hence not vary with the task.

Correlations of parent teaching strategies on the paper-folding and
story-telling tasks were computed for each of the four parent groups.
Mothers of CH children were generally consistent in their behaviors
within each of the correlations (correlations were all significant and
positive). Fathers of CH children, however,, were more variable and less

consistent. Mothers of NCH children were also more consistent than
fathers of NCH children in their teaching strategies. The use of approvals

for child performance varied with the fathers of CH children showing the

greatest donsistency. As for the personality factor (warmth and sensitivity),
all parents were consistent. These results indicate that how parents

interacted with their children was perhaps contingent on the task, but
overall they seemed to be relatively consistent in their expression of

warmth and sensitivity. It should be pointed out that the parents'
warmth was not related to their use of approvals (correlations range from

-.02 to .14 over all groups of parents). So, parents Can express

warmth and sensitivity to their children without necessarily expressing
these feelings in terns of approvals.

To help understand the consistency issue we compared the relative

frequency of use of parents' teaching strategies. Inspection of Tables 7

which contains X scores of each of the sub,,groups (mothers of CH,

Fathers of CH, etc.), reveals that not only the X scoria but frequency



TABLE 6

CORRELATIONS 'EIMER; PARENT BEHAVIORS
ON PAPER TASK MITH,SEHAVIONS ON STORY TASK

I

SO* .17 .43* .24

LO .42* .1S* .16 .11

STATEMENTS .36* .42* .36*

ONSTIONS .47*. .16 .48* .29*

APPROVALS 3s* .54* .23 .17

NONVERBAL TASK STRUCTURDIO .3** .32* :48* ./.

ATTENTION DITTOS ,. 75* .64* .51* .52*

WARMTH .65* .77* .79* . .740

SENSITIVITY .58* .54* .60* 56*.

S.

* twEsa ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; ,r .25, It < .05.

ta



FORM: STATEMENTS
PAPER P

STORY

QUESTIONS
PAPER

STORY ,

IMPERATIVES
PAPER

MEANS AND STANDARD

CLIMB
N..60
25.08
8.30)
mem
8.94)

24.85
(10.30)
28.47

(10.78)

30.03

TABLE 7
DEVIATIONS ISOI.FROM GROUP ANALYSES

ON PARENT BEHAVIOR VARIABLES

pi FATHER HOLM=

25.18
8.13)
17.97

( 7.631

24.45
9.32)

25.17
7.43)

24.02

N*60

21.67
I 4.27)
20.00
8.42)

22.98
(10.64)
28.68
(10.38)

34-30

(15.39) (14.94) (14.73)

MOO: HIGH
PAPER 19.32 17.87 mem

0.38) 8.69) 6.58)

STORY 16.95 16,63 18.02

I 7.73) 7:67) 6.46)

MEDI(3M
PAPER 7.14 7.62 8.4$

( 4-35) f 3.761 ( 3.65)

STORY 3.43 3.22 3.23

2.61) 2.60) 2.51)

U24
°PAPER 20.43 19.35 17.78

8.48) 9.02) 4.57)

STORY 31.14 33.05 22.28

(14.33) (15.13) 8.15)

PARENT READS
STORY 10.83 9.95 10.55

5.19) 4.61) 3.92)

STRUCTURING: VERBAL TASK
PAPER 32.12 36.68 mee

(11.92) (12.19) (15.16)

NONVERBAL
PAPER 16.47 15.27 13.78

'STORY

( 8.91) ( 9.161 ( $.53)

18.60 19.00 13.22

(15.46) (12.72) (10.66)

SUPPORT: APPINIVAL
PAPER 15.55 15.78 17.15

6.49) 8.03) I 5.56)

STORY - 10.38 9.72 9.53

5.04) 5.45) I 4.64)

ATTENTION GETTING
PAPER 36.42 38.48 31.92

(13.80) (13.14) (11.50)

STORY 21.72 22.12 15.80

(13.33) (13.42) I 9.81)

NONVERBAL (intrusions)
PAPER 20.37 20.78 15.81

(15.01( (13.99) (11.31)

WILIAM!!
Ni60
25.83

( (5.98(

19.42
( 7.831

25.25
9.47)

27.02
(10.48)

28.42
(12.91)

20.02
6.99)

18.83
8.13)

8.83
( 5.46)

3.58
2.64)

17.50
7.10)

LO
.44

24.47
(10.47)

10.92
3.84)

33.15
(13.85)

14.47
( 7.89)
18.47

(16:44)

17.92
5.53)
10.27
4.90)

33.77
(12.33)
17.25

I 9.96)

18.77
(13.06)



TABLE 7 (CONT!D) ,

MEANSAND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 1501 FROM GROUP ANALYSES

CHILD ENGAGEMENT: ACTIVE

mamma

ON PARENT BEHAVIOR

12LIADER

VARIABLES

SUMMER WILEAMLII

bli60 W.1510 bli.60 N*60

PAPER 59.32 61.e5 i 60.e5 65.67
116.421 116.741 113.251 113.84/

STORY 42.10 40.70 38.03 40.60

%
113.62/ 114.801 1 8.601 112.411/

PASSIVE
PAPER 15.50 15.40 15.05 14.98

1 7.211 1 7.81/ 1 7.371 1 8.68)

STORY 21.5e 23.48 21.30 22.77 \

1 8.751 110.451 1 8.531 1 8.27Y

SUM OF RATINGS OF CHILD PERFORM
PAPER 10.18 9.40 13.13 11.70

1 4.941 1 5.221 1 4.411 1 4.701

PROPORTION SCORE OF RATINGS .

PAPER 5.55 5.22 $.77 43.50

1 0.771 ,1 1.461 1 0.621 I 0.98)

READING BY PARENT IN SECONDS ,

STORY 71.68 67.58 istss 81.95

127.251 135.341 125.411 130.361

INTERACTION LENGTH:
a

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS
PAPER 353.03 353.90 309.87 335.33.

1138.101 1106.631 1 36.831 1 77.30/

. STORY 364.68 399.35 333.22 355.18

1109.64/ ilse.se) I 63.461 1, 99.151

TASK TINE
PAPER 286.5e 291.85 231.75 260.67

1173.551 1150.58) I 85.091 1126.26/ ,

STORY 335.50 377.65 297.37 330.05

1134.51/ 1176.441 1 93.721 1118.311

RUDDER Oi INTERACTIONS
PAPER 89.27 89.92 83.48 89.10

118.18) 118.52/ 119.011 117.761

STORY 74.80 74.28 65.65 68.87

I1.e5) 119.07/ 114.951 147.55/

PARENT: MARMTH
PAPER

I
STORY

SENSITIVITY
PAPER

STORY

2.25 1.es 2.18 2.07

1 0.63/ 1 0.671 I 0.601 I 0.69/

2.18 1.93 2.18 2.05

1 0.60/ 1 0.73/ 1 0.651 1 0.701

1.97 1.70 2.18 2.03

1 0.741 1 0.701 1 0.601 1 0.691

2.20 1.92 2.33 2.15

1 0.581 1 0.67/ 1 0.631 1 0.681
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-
of use of particular behaviors was similar for all groups. For example,

rank-order correlations between, mothirs and fathers of each group on most

frequently used to least frequently used teaching strategies yielded these

results: paper task--CH rho .98, NCH rho is .94; story task--CH rho 1.00,

NCH rho .97. Thus, we can conclude that the frequeay of use of teaching

strategies was relatively similar within each parent group for each task

irrespective of the handicap of'their child.

Rank-ordering of parent behaviors, however, does not take into acceuht

the magnitude of frequency differences. We did find, however, Oat parents

differed in the frequency with which certain behaviors were used.'

Differences between CH and NCH groups were analyzed using three-way
MANCOVAs (CH vs. NCH group x.parent sex x task) on parent teaching behaviors

covarying demographic variables (see Table 8). Since sou* parent behaviors

occurred only on the paper task, two-way MANCOVAs were performed on these (see

f' Table 9). Parents of CH children used low level demands to repreeent More

frequently than parents,of NCH children, whereas parents of NCH children

used more medium level demands. Differences tetween the parents of the NCH

and CH children were also found in the use of-nonverbal task- structuring,

e.g., pointing, with parents of CH children using these strategies more

often. Getting and keeping children on task (attention-getting) characterized

parents of CH children in contrast to parents of NCh children. Other

differences between these two groups of parents were found: Parents of CH

children who took longer to accomplish the task evidenced more interactive

behaviors, interacted longer in general, were lesi sensitive to the child's

mood end ability.levels, and used more imperatives on the paper-folding

tasks. NCH children were more independent in their performance on the

paper-folding task and also more successfun accomplishing the taik.

Parents of NCH children spent mere tine rea ing during the story-telling

task than parents of CH children.

While the above results refer to groups of parents, we also/enalyzed

sex differences between the parents. Mothers and fathers differed in their

teaching behaviors. Fathers took longer to accomplish theltasks and had

longer interactions with their children. .Further, fathers tiled more

imperatives than mothers, especiallxon the paper7folding task. Mothers

were rated as warmer and more sensitive than fathers. ,

In previous research (Sigel, 1982), we found'that parents' teaching

strategies were in part a function of the tasks involved. For this reason

we examined performance differencei as a function of the task in this study.

3a. Pare t behaylor as a function of task: In Table '8 are presented

the results of COVAs comparing teaching strategies as a function Of

the task. .Parents-used statements more often on the paper-folding task than

on the story-telling task, but used ques;ions more often with the story-

telling task. High and medium level mental operational demands (MOD) to

represent were used more often on the paper-folding task than during the

story-telling task, but low level demands ware_used moreknften during the

story-telling task than during the paper-folding task.

5 2



TABU 8

Significant Main and Interaction Effects from 2 x 2 x 2 (CM vs. NCR Group x Parent Sex I Task) MANCOVAa on Parent lehavioree

Dependant Variables Main Effect Rain Effect Variable
Variable Mean

Interaction Interaction Effect Variable Menris
Variable Mean

Y(1,473)
Form: Statement Task Paper 100.76

67.31*** Story 76.27
7(1,470)

Question Task Paper 97.53 Group xjask CR/Paper 47.83
11.01*** Story 109.54 3.80 CH/Story 57.35

NCH/Paper 49.70
NCH/Story 52.19

MOD: HI Task Paper 76.01
4.09'- Story 70.43

MED Task Paper 32.11
206.95*-- Story 13.46
Group CH 21.45
5.38** NCH 24.12 ..)

1.0 Task Paper 75.06 Group x Task CH/Paper 3978
Story 110.98 11.77*ww CH/Story 64.23

Group CH 104.01 NCH/Paper 35.28 '

33.66*ww NCR 82.03 RCN/Story ,,46.75

edS)Provf1 7(1,470) Paper 66.43 7(1,467) CH/Paper. 31.33
Task Story 39.90 Grout, x Task CH/Story 20.10
157.58*** 3.80** NCR/Paper 35.10

NCH/Story 19.80

Nonverbal task structuring Task Paper 60.19
4.65** Story 69.29

Group CH 69.54
4.42** NCH 59.94

Cohesion (attention Task Paper 40.59
' getting) 202.24 Story 76.89

Group*** CH 118.74
18.20 NCH 98.74

Engagement of child: 7(1,474) /

Active Task Paper 247.69
292.18ww* Story 161.43

Passive Task Paper 60.93
84.22A ** Story 89.13

Interaction length: 7(1,470)

Total time in seconds Task Paper 1,352.13 ,

6.91 ** Story 1,452.43
Group CV 1,470.96
11.54*** NCR 1,333.60

Parent COX Mother 680.40
6.47*** Father 721.89

Task time Task Paper 1,070.84
30.60 A ** Story 1;340.57

Group CN 1,291.57
10.77-- NCH 1,119.84
Parentmum Mother 575.59
6.16 Father 630.11

Ill of interactions Task Paper 351.77
104.56*** Story 283.60
Group ti 328.27
9.88*-w NCH 307.10

Parent: Warmth 7(1,469)
Parent*Itx Mother 4.40
12.91 Father 3.94

jensitivity Task Paper 7.88
Story 8.60

Group CH 7.79
14.82*** NCR 8.69 .

Parent sex Mother 4.35 .

12.06*w* Father 3.90

a
Other variables not listed here yielded no significant effects. Covariates in these analyses were demographic variables, he.
mothers' education, fathers' education, mothers' age, fathers' age, fathers' income, number of children in family, birth order
b
Appropriate individual means summed fres CR mothsr, CH father, NCR mother NCI father.

we a**
*t 4 .10. 4 .05.

53
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, TABLE 9
40.

Significant Main Effects from 2 x 2 (Group (CH vs. NCH) x Parent sex)

MANCOVAs on Parent Behaviors on the Paper Task or Story Taska

Dependent Variables Main Effect Main Effect Variable Means
Variable Mean

PAPER TASK
IQ>

Imperative F(1,235) CH 64.33 ..

Group - 16.11*** NCH 52.44 -

Parent sex 2 5.70** . Mother 54.05

Father 62.72

Verbal table. structuring Group - 3.36* CH 68.80
NCH 62.23

Parent sex - 6.61*** Mother 61.20
Father 69.83

APproval Group - 4.42** CH 31.33* ---"

NCH 35.10
,--

Cohesion Group-- 6.12*** CH 74.90

(attention getting) ._ NCH 65.69
4

Rate-sum) Group - 16.85*** CH 19.58

i

(summation.of child's
performance ratings)

16

I .
Parent sex - 3.18-

NCH

Mother

24.83

23.31

Father 21.10

STORY TASK
4

Reading by parent Group - 16.84*** CH 139.26

(in seconds) 'NCH \ 170.48

40ther variables not listed here yielded no significant eefects.

Covariates were demographic variables, i.e. mothers' educatidn, fathersr

education, fathers' income, sex of child, mothers' age.

bAppropriate individual means summed from CH mother, CH father, NCH mother,

NCH father.

< .10
**.
p < ,05

***. < .01



When we looked at differences between fathers end mothers onaach of
the tasks, we found that fathers evidenced more verbartask structuring than
mothers during the paper-folding task (see Table 9). Verbal task structuring
2ccurred infreqUently on the story-telling task, therefore kas only analyzed
Par the paper task. .

Finally, -.me found group x task (CH vs. NCH) interactions in our analyses
. (see Table 8). Parents of CH children used more low level deMands and more
questions on.the story task than parents of NCH'children;-, wherein; parents Of
NCR children.ueed more approvals, ttvin parents of CH children on the paper-
folding taai. Parents of'NCH children,, however, used more questions

,on the paper-folding task than parents af CH children.

The different strategies parents used may be a function of the children's
inVolvement in the task. Children generally were more actively engaged in
the paper-folding task, while passive engagement characterized-children's
performance on the stoxy-telling task (see T le 8).

3h. Comparison of CH 4d NCH children s perfOrmance on the cognitive
tasks: While the frevious .presented ana ses showed differences in parent
IZEMors as a 'function1 the task and h dicap of the child, there is
reason to believe that the parents' teaching strategies were also influenced
by the children'i ability level. Therefore, before proceeding to examine
the relationship between parental teaching strategies and children's repre-
sentational ability, let us, examine if, and what kinds of, cognitive ability
levels appeared among the two groups of children. Are there, for &ample,
differences in cognitive ability between the CH and NCH groups?,

Children's scores on each of the cognitive tasks were comparaousing
analysis of covariance. The 1 scores and results of the analyses are
presented in Table 10. On each of the cognitive tasks the NCH children
scored significantly higher than the CH children. Thus, it can be concluded
that, in fact, the CH children were less able to deal with representational
and IQ tasks.

A measure of degree ofjinearity lor the mental rotation task was
computed from,a reaction time score for each subject using the Fisher Z-trans-
formation of the multiple correlation from the polynomial regression of mean
reaction time on degree of rotation (and square of rotation). A repeated
,measures analysis was performed on this mean reaction time transformation to
test for a linear trend difference between the tH and NCH groups. No group
differences were found. The same analysis was performed on the transformed
error (arc-sine transformation on proportion of errors at,each rotation)
score with the same results. No group 4ifferences were found here also.
This showed that the CH children Were able to perform this task is well as
the NCH children, indicating the skills needed for this task were not
limited by the children's handicap. It should be,noted that a linear
trend in meiwreaction time was found for the CH and the NCHogroupacombined
indicating that is the Teddy .bear was rotittbd further from 0 , the children
took longer to react [F(1,69) 45.54. .2. < .01]. A linear trend was also
found:for the error Score far both groups combined which means that the
further froa,the 0° rotation, the more errors [F(I,69) 22.99, 2, < .01].
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TABLE 10

Significant Main Effects Obtained from a

2 x 2 (Group (Cievs. NCH) x Target sex] MANCOVA on Cognitive Variablesa

Dependent Variables' Main Effect - F(1,111) Main Iffeci Variable Meansb
CH NCH

Anticipatory Imagery

Memory fsF Sequenc4Kg of
Unfamiliar Geometric Forms

Memory for,Sequencing of
familiar Pictures

Seriation of Picturbs

Memory of Sentences

Simon .

Verbal IQ on WITH

Performance IQ on'WPPSI

-Group - 8.97
***

Group - 13.30***

Group - 16.50***'

Group - 8.67***

Group - 13.01***

Group -. 11.95"*
#

Group - 3943***

Group - 21.83***

7.98

16.70

23.68

2.57

10.80

1-.70

95.60

y98.47

\._

9.78

22.72

32.12

3.47

14.63

2.58

116.42

116.25

aCovariates: Target age, birthorder, numbernof children in family, mothere
education, fathers' income,

0Appropriate individual means summed from CH mother, CH father, NCH mother,

NCH father.-

.2. < .10
**
2.<.05

**le.

56
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Finally, when controlling for target age, there was no group by rotation
difference in'error8.

Suspecting that there was more variability in the performanCe of the CH
children than NCH children, the F test for homogeneity of-variance was
perforled On each of the cognitive measures: except for the mental rotation
task (see Table 11). The cit children were found to be more variable than
NCH children in performance on the anticipatory,imagery, task and each.of the
WPPSI IQ measures. However, on all of the memory tasks and the seriation
task, nb significant variance-differences were found. These results lead to
the conclusion that the performance level was lower for the CH children but
not nece4arily more variable than the performance of NCH children.

However, in view of the significant variability found among the CH
children on the IQ measures, we investigated further the role of the children's
representational ability using the WPPSI verbal IQ score. This investigation
would determine whether parents were reacting differently to children who
scored imigher versus those who scored lower on the WPPSI verbal IQ measure,
resulting in an evaluation of the effect of children's ability level on
parental behavior. The discussion of these results will occur later in the
report (see pp. 73-75).

4. The relationship between parental beliefs and parental use of
distancing strategies: From our constructivist perspective, we reasoned
that parental use of distancing strategies would express parental beliefs
regarding how children learn and develop cognitively. Specifically, We
would expect that parents with the belief that children are self-regulating,
developing organisms who acquire knowledge through experimentation would
engage their children in a teaching-learning task using high mental
operational demands and would use inquiry as a teaching strategy. In

contrast, psrents who construe children as relatively passive recipients of
parental directives and as having a knowledge base that 18 a product of
assimilation and accumulation would use directives or low level distancing
strategies, thereby creating few opportunities for the child to problem
solve. In essence, the latter type parental behaviors minimize children's
autonomy.

Correlational analyses were performed for each of the subsamples of
parents between beliefs as determined in the interview and parental distancing
strategies employed lin each of the two teaching tasks--paper-folding and
story-telling. The array of significant correlations is presented in
Tables 12 and 13. AA can be seen, by inspecting these tables for each task,
there is no striking consistent pattern of results.

First, let us attend to the correlational analyses of parental beliefs
with distancing. 'strategies in the paper-folding task (see Table 12).. Parental
use of high level cognitive demands correlated positively with parental
beliefs in self-regulation as a developmental principle. However, this
relationship was obtained only for mothers of NCH children. The only other
positive correlation found between beliefs and the use of high MODs was with

5 7
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TABLE 11

Real:Its/of F Test for Homogeneity of Variance
-max

in Cognitive Assessments

Cognitive Assessment
Standard Deviations

CH NCH F (2,60)

Anticipatory ITAgery 3.89 2.55 2 .'33***

Memory for Sequencing of
Unfamiliar Geometric Forms 11.61 9.95 1.36

Memory for Sequencing of
Familiar Pictures 13.85 1284 1.16

Seriation of Pictures 2.07 1.74 1.42

,

Memory for Sentences 7.55 651" 1.35

Simon 1.45 1.68 1.34

WPPSI: Verbal IQ 22.27 .13.96 2.54***

Performance. IQ 24.82 15.28 2.64***

Full IQ ,./.93 14.36

***2. .01 [F (2,60) .01.96].

9

1., 58
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PARENTAL BELIEFS

TAKE 12

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PARENTAL BELIEFS AND PARENTAL.TEACHING STRATEGIES ON THE PAPER TASK a

ACCUMULATION
CH - MOTHER

FATHER
NCN -MOTHER

FATHER
COGNITIVE PROCESSES

tH - HOTHER
FATHER

NCH - MOTHER
FATHER

DIRECT INSTRUCTION
CH - MOTHER

ATHER
NCH - MOTHER

FATHER
EXPERIMENTATION

CH MOTHER
FATHER .

NCH MOTNER
FATHER

EXPOSURE
CH - MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - MOTHER

FATHER ,

NANIPULATE ENVIRONMENT
CH -MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - MOTHER

FATHEp
NEGATIVE FEEOSACK

HOTHER
FATHER

NCH -* MOTHER
FATHER

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
CH - MOTHER -

FATHER
NCH - NOTHER

FATHER
SELF-REGULATION .

CH --MOTHER
FATHER

NCH - MOTHER
FATHER

ACTIVE-PASSIVE SUM
CM - MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - HOMER

FATHER

STRUC... STATE- IMPER- NONVERBAL NONVERBAL ATTENTION

MOO HI MOGHNED MOD LO TURING MENTS ATIVES QUESTIONS APPROVAL STRUCTURING INTRUSIONS GETTING

.25

.33

-.24'

.027

.27

-.26

.32

.24

.32

.24

r -.31 -.24

.26

. .26
-.28

.26

-.25

-.24

. 40 -.29 .30

.29

.56 .25
-.t6

-.31 ., -.27

.29 .29
-.25 -.32

-.25

.24

-.24'

.27 ,.25

. a El=60 MOTHERS AND 60 FATHERS IN EACH GROUP. THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT NEOMNT CORRELATIONS; r = .25, 2 <

-.27

-.24 .26

. 26 -.29

.27



TABLE 13

SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS ORTNEEN PADDITAL RELIEFS AND PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES ON THE STORY TASK4

PARENTAL BELIEFS

ACCUMULATION
CH - MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - BOTHER

FATHER
cosmunt PROCESSES

CH - MOTHER
FATHER

NCR 7 MOTHER
FATHER-.

DIRECT INSTRUCTION
CH - MOTHER

' PaMER
NCH MOTHER

' FATHER-.
EXPERIMENTATION
, CH MOTHER

.FA/HER
,NcH - MOTHER

FATHER
EXPOSURE

111

STATE NONVERBAL ATTENTION

MOO HI MOO MED MOO LO RENTS QUESTIONS\ AMROVAL STRUCTURING GETTING

.33

.,.29

't .25

.33'

' CH - MOTHER
FATHER

NCH - MOTHER
FATHER

MANIPULATE ENVIRONMENT
CH - MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - OTHER

FATHER

. 32

- . 26

-.37 -.28

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
CH HOTHER

.28

FATHER
NCH - MOTHER .33 .33

FATHER
.28

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
CH - MOTHER

FATHER
NCH - MOTHER

FATHER .26

SELF-REGULATION
CH - MOTHER

FATHER . 34 .25

NCH - MOTHER
FATHER

ACTIVEPASSIYE SUM
CH - MOTHER -.24

FATHER
NCR - MOTHER

FATHER 1.24

a kr-60 MOTHERS AND 60 FATHERS IN EACH GROUP. THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATTONS: .25, p. < .05..

.25

.29

" . 32

,
4
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the belief in children learning from exposure-to environmental opportunities.

This relationsii0 Was found only for.the NCH group mothers and the CH group

mothers.

Fathers of NCH children who held that children learn through experimentation

used medium MODs. Mothers of CH childrenwho held that children learn through

cognitive processing also used medium MODs. The belief that children learn

through the accumulation of knowledge amoached significance when dbrrelated

with the use of low mops group Whers, while fathers of NCHchildrem

who used low MODs believe .
hat.direct instruction causes children to learn.

The NCH-group mothers' use of questions correlated with beliefs in aniopure`

and self-regulation. It is interesting to note that these are thasamm
-beliefs that correlated with high MOD. for NCH.mothers. Foi this same.set

of mothers, their use of apVrovals_also correlated with selfregulation.

Each of these findidgs is, in general, consistent with Our expectations, .

but, we expected such correlations for each grouvof

Thesignificant results of the correlational analyses between beliefs

and behaviors on the story-telling task are presented id Table 13. It will

be recalled that not all the distancing strategies ideniified in the paper-.

folding task occurred in the story-telling task% As with the paper-folding

task, significant correlations were found as predicted, but varied with the

sub-sample of parent's. But, as we shall see, some contradictions occurred

also. Fathers of CH children, lor example, who used high MODs, believed

that children's cognitive growth occurs through self-regulatory.mechanisms,

but they also believed that children assimilate knowledge throtigti exi)osure

to objects and events. Mothers of CH children who held that children

aituire knowledge through experimentation used medium MODs.

Use of low MODs related negatively to beliefs in children's capability

to employ such cognitive processes as inference ind judgment for NCH group

fathers. These fathers also produced a negative correlation between the use

of low MODs and belief in learning through accumulation of knowledge.

Mothers of NCH children used low MODs while believing in negative feedback

as a developmental principle accounting for children's cognitive development.

The use of questions produced two significant correlations with the belief

in negative feedback, one for NCH group fathers.and the other for CH group

mothers. These results were not predicted.

Turning now to parent teaching strategies which are non-distancing, lie find

some consistent, predictable trends with the paper-folding task, but they are

contingent on the sex of the parents and the pathogenic state of the child. As

in the previous discussion pertaining to belief-behavior distancing relationships,

the pattern of findings is not highly consistent.

Specifically, examination of Table 12 reveals that structuring on the

paper task correlated negatively only for the fathers and mothers of NCH

children with thole beliefs that can be classed as views of the child as an

3
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active cognizer, i.e., one who learns through active engagement with the
environment, such as through Experimentation for NCH'group fathereand
through the child drawing inferences and making judgments (Cognitive Processes)

for'NCH group mothers. The correlatione'between negative feedback from
the environment as avource of learning yielded different reiults for
mothers and for fathers of NCH children in that the 'relationship was'positive
for mothers and negetive for:fatherw. MOthers of Citohildren who used
structuring tended not to mlew the 'child as an active processor of knowledge
in general (Active-Passive Sum), although none of .tbe'individOal)eliefe
mentioned above correlated significantly with.etrUcturing forthese mothers'.

.

' Thus,'we can conclude .that while thete was.some indication df a relationship
'
between parental, belief: and distancing stretegies, end also some consistency for
the belief-behavior, relationshig'for mon-distancing strata s, overall the

.results were.far from-satiefiCtorle

The other non-distancing stritegies (imperatives, 110O-VO bal structuring,
and attention-getting) produced cdrrelations that fit with our expectations
in some cases and not in others (iee Table 12). For instance, we predicted
that the use of itperatives would correlate negatively with the belief in
cognitive processing, but cdrrelate positively with the 'belief .in giving the

child direct instruction. For the NCH group mothers on the paper task, the,
predicted negative relationship of imperatives to cognitive-processing was .

supported but not.for the other groups of parents. For the CH group fathers

on the paper task, the prediction of a positive relationship between impera-
tives and direCt instruction was supported, but again not with the other

parents. Nonverbel structuring on the paper task also produced results
consistent with,distancing theory in that' negative relationships would be
expected with cognitive processing, experimentation, self-regulation, and
viewing the child as a passive recipient of knowledge. As can be seen from

'Table 12, each correlation was for a different group of parents. Attention-

getting on the paper task was expected to correlate negatively with the

belief in learning through experimentation. The correlations for the NCH
group fathers and forthe CH group fathers was consistent with our expectations

but this was not the case for the mothers. We expected attention-getting
behaviors to correlate positively with the belief in manipulation of the
child's environment, and our expectation was supported for the CH group

mothers but not for 94 CH group fathers. Since all of these behaviors
occurred more frequently on the paper task, we will not discuss the results on
the story task, although these can be examined in Table 13.

The failure to find consistent'relationships between beliefs and
behaviors is discouraging. It conjure up the long-term debates between
attitude and behavior. Ironically, the correlations reported here were

consistent in part with our hypotheses. However, the sane set of relation-
ships did not oCcur for each sub-sample. Since the reason for the unevenness
in the findings may have been due to artifacts such as frequency or distribu-

tion of particular beliefs among the groups, we proceeded to riauce the

number of beliefs by categorizing them into logicil clusters as follOws:
Cluster I contained beliefs in the child as a recipient of parental or

a
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environmental dxperience. Beltefs grouped in this cluster were Direct
Instruction, Manipulation of Environment, Negative Feedback, and Positive
Feedback. Cluster II wee ef the same genre as Cluster I, but without either

,o1 the feedhadk,beliefs.eince.feedback implies rfciprocal interaction.
AcCumnlatiou And Exposure which are beliefs that the

child's growth in knowledge occurs:through addition, not through internal
,prOcesses of the child; *dd. Cluster IV included those belief* (Cognitive
PrOcesses,.ExperimentitiOn, and Self-Regulation) that in their aggregate
hold the child to be an active processor of knowledge where experimentation

ts-a mode di relating to the environment. In this last cluster, the child's
acquisition of knowledge occurs through internal governing and controlling
,processeirectually the,piagetien notion of equilibration.

Me requite of the correlational analysis between the clusters and
parent behaviors on the paper-folding task produCed almost no significant
results.or discernible patterns of relationships, therefore these data are
not Presented.

Id sdmmary, correlatidhs hetween parental beliefs and behaviors were
spotty, but revealed some relationships that were consistent with distancidg
theory. However, as we have aeid, these varied with.the sex of the parent,
and with the child's pathogeniC state. The results are tantalizing for two
reasons: FirQt, because thete is a theory-based logic for expecting beliefs
to act as qdasi persodaf coistruCts gpidifig one's behaviors, and second,
because there are a number of obtained correlations which armsuggestive.
Upon reflection, we HYpothesized that perhaps parehts were reacting to the
capabilities of their childreu, modifying their behaviors but not necessarily

their beliefs. The parents of the CH children may have viewed their children
as special exceptions to the' way they believed normal development proceeded,
requiring only different teaching behaviors, not different beliefs. In our

concluding section we shall describe in more detail the conceptualization of
the belief-behavior relationship Which may provide suggestions for future
research.

5. Relationship between parental teaching strategies and children's
representational competence: We shall present the results of two types of
analyses: Pearson product-moment correlations and multiple regression
analyses. Theltorrelations describe relationships between each parental
teaching strategy on each teaching task and children's performance on each
of the representational and IQ tasks. Since in reality thildren are exposed
to both parents, regression analyses will be reported wherein the teaching
strategies of mothers and those of fathere were used to predict to children's
performances.

.

Pearson product-moment correlations are presented in Tables 14 and 15.
Table 14 shows correlations between parental teaching strategies of mothers
and fathers separately on each task and children's scores on the cognitive
measures for the NCH group, revealing a relatively consistent trend for
mothers and fathers. The use of didactic-controlling strategies (e.g.,
verbal structuring, nonverbal structuring, attention-getting behaviors,



TABLE 14

CORRELATIONS BETMEEN FREQUENCIES OF PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES AND CHILDREN'S SCORES ON COGNITIVE NEASURES

%
NCH GROUP I jr40

MEMORY (EMORY MEMORY

PARENT ANTICIPATORY SEQUENCING SEQUENCING FOR MPPSI
1..,

BEHAVIORS IMAGERY (PICTURES) (GEOMETRIC( SERIATIM( SENTENCES 'SIMON VERBAL PERFOMIANCE FULL'

MOD; HI
PAPER - MOTHER

FATHER
STORY.- MOTHER

FATHER

.01

.32*

.06

.10

-.08
.18
.00
.13

MOO: MED
PAPER - MOTHER .04 -.03

FATHER .05 -.15

STORY - MOTHER -.11 -.15
FATHER .00 -.18

NM: LO
PAPER - MOTHER '-.27* -.00

FATHER 4.05 - .12

STORY - MOTHER .11 -.36*
FATHER -t02 -.30*

STATEMENTS
PAPER - MOTHER -.39* -.20

FATHER .03 -.41

STORY - MOTHER .08 -.21

FATHER .06 -.28*

IMPERATIVES
PAPER - ((OTHER -.09 -.32*

FATHER - . 340 -.22

VERBAL TASK STRUCTURING
PAPER - MOTHER -.14 ,7.31*

FATHER -.30* -.25*

NONVERBAL STRUCTURING
PAPER - MOTHER -,.04 -.17

FATHER -.15 -.16

STORY - MOTHER Of -.03 -.24

FATHER -.04 -.50*

ATTENTION GETTING
PAPER - MOTHER -.20 -.39*

FATHER -.05 -.2111*

STORY - MOTHER -.01 -.40*
FATHER -.01 -.18

NONVERBAL INTRUSIONS
PAPER - OTHER .04 -.33*

FATHER -.18 -.20

* THESE ARt PEARSON PRODUCT MONENT CORRELATIONS;

6

-.05 -.20 -.08 -.al

.18 (.10 -.01 -.21

.06 -.06 -.01 -.19

.18 ...04 .05 , -.03

.06 -.22 -.20 -.22

-.21 -.06 .05 .05

-.05 -.24 ,-..21 -.15

-.14 -.09 . -.05 -.14
.

-.16 -.24 1..15 -.21

-.07 .04 .04 - -.30*
-.30* -.27* -.43* -.22 .

-.24 -.21 -.30* -.23
.

-.15 -.14 -.30* -.17

-.00 .14 -.08 -.12

-.11 -.10 -.38* -.10

.-.24 -.08 -.69 -.14

-.30* -.34* -.21.-.22
-.16 -.28* -.15 -.30*

-.27* 1.28* -.43* -.21

-.19 -.27* -.30*

-.05 -.18 -.30* ".37*

-.21 -.11 -.02 -.14

-.06 -.06 -.32* -.22

-.34* -.20 -.47* -.31*

.-.31* -.34* -.41* -.23

-.18 -.19 -.25* -.34*

-.21 -.21 -.38* -.25*

-.19 -.16 -.25* -.22

-.16 -.19 -.29* -.15

-.33* -.20* ,

...,--i

-.37* -.25*

r = .25k 11 < .05.

.

(.>

-.04
-.02
-.07
-.01

.01

-,.00

.07
,00

-.02
-.03 -

-.00
-.01

.02 -.041 -...01

.01 -.15 -.07

-.15 -.23 t -.22

.06 .14 .12

.

-.09 -.18 -.15

-.10 -.13 -.13

-.24 -.16 -.23
-.33* -.24

.
-.32*

. .,-

-.07- -.26* . -.la
i

...14 -.18 -.19 Ln

-.JO -.09 -.11
r
i

.-.17 -.17 -.19

-.20 -.30*
-.22 -.21

-.15 -.31* -.26*

.-.23 -.23 .-.26*

-..11 -.21 -.10
-.20 -.20 .-.23

.0t -.13 -.06

-.30* -.31* -.33*

-..19 -.41* -.34*

-.25* -.26* -.29*

-.24 -.32* -.31*

-.14 -.10 -.13

-.16 -.16 -.10

-.15 -.27* -.23

%.1
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CORRELATIONS BETNEEN FREQUENCIES Of PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES AN) CHILDREN'S SCORESOM COGNITIVE MEASURES

CH GROUPA17.60)

PARENT
OEHAVIORS

ANTICIPATORY'
IMAGERY

MEMORY
SEQUENCING
(PICTURES)

MEMORY
SEQUENCING
(GEOMETRIC) SERIATIM

MEMORY
FOR.

SENTENCES SIMON
NPPST

VERBAL. PERFORMANCE FULL

MOO: HI
PAPER - MOTHER. .30* .01 .01 .24 .27* .18 .26* .24 .27*

FATHER .17 .oa .os _As -.00 .11 .23 .16 ..21

STORY - MOTHER .30* -.01 -.01 .26*, ' .11 .12 .29* .28* .30*

FATHER 37* 49 .03 .39* .16 ..24 35* .36* .37*

MOO: MEO ,

. PAPER - MOTHER .30* -.01 -.03 .15 .05 .oa .18 . .17 .19

FATHER: .30* .20 ,10 .24 .26* .24 .37* . .29* .35*

STORY - MOTHER -.12 --.38* -.24 .13 ..21 -.10 -.oa -.14 -.12

FATHER -.04 -.02 .00 .07
, .(,)7 .17 --03 7.09 -.06

MOD: UM
PAPER - MOTHER -.31* -.35* -.30* -.34* -.34* -.35* -.36* -.38* -.39*

FATHER -.09 -.25* -.20 -.01 '7..30* -.27* -.25* -.24 -.25*

STORY - MOTHER 7.51* -.54* -.44* -.44* -.43* -.41* . -.51* -.52* -.54*
FATHER -.34* -.40* -.29* -.20 -.39* -.41* -.480 -.43* -.48*

STATEMENTS 0
PAPER - MOTHER -.03 -.24 -.21 .01 -.02 .h.02 . -.06 -.16 -.11

FATHER .42 - .10 .10 .24 .15 .11 .30* .25* .29*

STORY - MOTHER -.27* -.35* -.23. -.12 -.23 -.14 -.12 -.17 -.15

FATHER -.11 -.21 -.14 .07. -.08 7.09 ,04 -.00 .01

IMPERATIVES
PAPER.- MOTHER -.36* . -.35*. -.33* -.31* -.47* ' -.40* .;..53* -.SO*

FATHER -.33* -.35* -.25* -.19 -.33* -.45* -.43* -.38* -.42*

VERBAL TASK STRUCTURING
PAPER - HOTHER -.10^ -.19 -.25* -.21 -.36* -.30* -.23 -.32*

FATHER '-.10 -.28* -.12 -.01 -.20 -.30* 7..21 -.16 -.19

NONVERBAL STRUCTURING r

PAPER - MOTHER 7..34* -.36* -.340 -.la -.30* -.27* -.27* -.24 -.270

FATHER -.09 -.15 -.07 .03 -.19 .03 -.02 -.10 -.06

STORY - MOTHER -.46* -.49* -.38* -.34* -.42* 34* -.43* -.47* -.48*

FATHER 1.11 -.35* -.27* .01 -.24 23 -.21 -.17 -.20

ATTENTION GETTING
PAPER - MOTHER , -.46* -.58* -.59* -.48 * -...53* .r..590 -.58* '2-.61*

FATHER -.49* -.42*, -AO* -.42* ',--.55* '7.420 -.45* -.46*

STORY - MOTHER
.7.45*
-.55* -.63* -.53* -.42* -.53* .: -.49* l -.61* -.62* -.64*

FATHER -.47* 7,570 -.52* -.29* -.45* 748* -.540 - -.57* -.59*

NONVERBAL INTRUSIONS
PAPER - MOTHER -.36* -.31* ( -.29* -.24 -.33* -.42* -.42* -.37* -.41*

FATHER -.20 -.121 -.15 -.25* -.11 -.18 -.16 . -.07 -.11

* THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; r = .25, < .9 .
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imperatives, stat nts), related negatively to each of the cognitive

measures for each ask. As for the distanctng strategies (Hi, Med, and Lo

MODs), the correlations were less consistent. High mental operational
demand strategies related differentially for each task and for each cognitive

variable. The trend was for high MODs to have relatively little influence

on cognitive function, while low MODs and medium MODs tended to relate

negatively to cognitive outcomes. One reason for this set of findings
relative to medium or low level strategies was that the use of these MODs

may well have been less relevant and hence less demandini than high MODs :

in the story context. It is of interest to note, however, that for fathers

of NCH children, particularly on the paper-folding task, high MODs related

significantly to performance on the anticipatory imagery task (r .32,

C .05).

The resultn-for the CH group were indeed impreasive. High leyel
distancing strategies, irrespective of type of task or parent sex, related

positively and significantly to the anticipatory imagery task; seriation,

and the WPPSI (see Table 15). While some of the other correlations were
not significant, what is important is that with only two exceptions the

general trend.was consistent.*. These strategies were not dignificantly

related to our memory tasks (memory for sentences and auditoty sequential

memory, called Simon), except in one instance (high MODs of mothers.of CH on

the paper-folding task cortelated significantly with memory for sentences).

Thus, in summary we can conclude that parents' use of high level distancing

strategies while teaching a prestOool commUnicatiOn handicapped child

related significantly to the child's representational competence and general

intellectual ibility.

Low and medium MODs, however, tended to yield negative.relationships.

For the story task, the CH group mothers' use of low MODs and mddium MOD's

related negatively and more often, significantly, to each of the cognitive

measures. Results for the CH group 'fathers were similar, with the magnitude

of some of the correlations being less than for mothers. Negative relation-

ships were elso obtained with the use of authoritative strategies.

The findings for the paper-lolding task for the.CH group were somewhat

different. Aa with the story taik,' low MODs and medium MODs related to many

of the cognitiVeacores when used by fathers or mothers. Low MODs, as well

asithe structuring and imperatives used by mothers or by fathers, were
consistently negative, and.in many instances, significantly correlated with

cognitive scores. For mothers and fathers there was a pOsitive significant

relationship between medium MODs used on the paper-folding task and performance

on the anticipatory imagery task. The fathers' medium MOD strategies on the

paper-folding task related positively to other cognitive measures. One

reason why medium MOD strategies may have played an important role in,this

task is because the paper-folding task required sequancing, asymmetrical

classifying, and reproducing material from one representational domain to

another.
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Correlations_qf the mental rotation task (Teddy) with parental,teaching
strategies will be presented separately since the results of this complex
task require more detailed description. An arc-sine transforMation Was
performed on the proportion of errors made by the 'children at each rotation.
Theee transformed scores were used as error scores and were correlated with
parental behaviors On the story and.paper tasks. We predicted that.error
scores on the mental rotation task would correlate negatively with parental
use of high and medium distancing strategies since distancing experience
should enhance children'errepresentational skills. Teaching strategies
which are nondistancing-mould be expected to correlate positively with
errors since these strategies are held to have little influence on represen-
tational competence.

Beginning with the CH group, the correlations presented in Thble 16
reveal that the use of high and medium distancing strategies by mothers on
the paper task correlated positively with errors made by Children at all of
the'rotations, contradicting. our predictioni in part. The correlations
between distancidg behaviors by these mOthers on the story task and errors
by children did not produce significant results. However, the correlations
of nondistancing behaviors (imperatives, attention-getting, nonverbal
structuring) of these mothers on both taske with errors by children were

, positive. Although the correlltions weremot always significant, the
direction was consistent thereby confirming the nondistancing part, of our,
predictions. The overall reSults for the CH group mothers ire puzzling:
Why should distancing behaviors relate positively to error scores while
nondistancing behaviors related similarly?- No definitive answer is available
at this time.

Interestingly enough, for fathers of-CH children (see Table 16), the
nondistancing behaviors on both tasks correlated with errors similarly to
the mothers, but these correlations were not significant-on either task.
Although these latter correlations were often negative (the predicted
direction), the magnitude was too low to be,of importance. Therefore, the
results obtained with the nondistancing behaviors (verbal structuring,
imperatives, nonverbal structuring, attention-getting) of the CH group
fathers provided stronger support to that part of our predictions than
mothers' behaviors, but the prediction:4 of a negative relationship between
distancing behaviors and errors was not supported for these fathers.

4

The findings for the NCH group are presented in Table 17. Overall, theee
results we're not very strong, plus they were inconsistent with our predictions.
-For example, on the story task the use of both nonverbal structuring and
,high MODs by the NCH group mothers producecitpositive significant correlatione
with,errors by children at Some rotations and not at other rotations.
As indicated earlier, we would have expected errors to be positively
correlated with nonverbal structuring but negatively correlated with high
MODs. The results obtained with the NCH group fathers were also inconsistent
(see Table 17), supporting the predictions in sone correlations and not in

71
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/TABLE 16

CORRELATIONS OF ARC-SINE TRANSFORnATIONS OF PROPORTION OF ERRORS
ON TEDDY TASK WITH PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES ON PAPER TASK A,ND STORY TASK

PARENT BEHAVIORS

CH GROUP (h=35)

DEGREE OF ROTATION

0 30 60 f 150

MOD: HI

//20

PAPER - MOTHER .34m .15 .40m' -.41m 34m
FATHER --.11 -.04 -.01 -.05 -.01

STORY - MOTHER .09 .01 .20 .21 .20
FATHER .04 -.11 .06 .03 -.04

MOD: MED
PAPER - MOTHER .08 .31 .35m mlo. 37x .24

FATHER . .04 .00 .12 -.03 -.05
STORY - MOTHER -.10 -.09 .04 .16 -.03

FATHER -.13 .07 -.01 .08 -.00

MOD: LO .

PAPER - MOTHER -.12 .22 .21 .35N -.08
FATHER .23 .23 .19 .20 .25

STORY - MOTHER .09 .16 .16 .19 ,03
FATHER .29 .13 .27 .09 .06

STATEMENTS
PAPER - MOTHER -.01 -.13 -.06 -.04 -.08

FATHER .06 .21 .24 .18 .16
STORY - MOTHER .18 .08 .09 .01 .07

FATHER .27 .06 .12 -.01 .06

IMPERATIVES
PAPER - MOTHER .23 .32 :16 .34* .18

FATHER .46N .50N .49N .45m .54m

VERBAL TASK STRUCTURING
PAPER - MOTHER - .22 .19 .14 .19 .12

FATHER .36M .53m .55m .49m 52m

NONVERBAL STIUCTURING .

. .

PAPER - MOTHER .31 .32 ' .42m .34m .30
FATHER .25 .44m .22 .34m .24

STORY - MOTHER .34N .25 .18 .32 .22
FATHER .26 .31 .37m .20 .25

ATTENTION GETTING ,

PAPER,- MOTHER .44m .45m .36m .39m .32
FATHER .41m .58m .49m .48m .53m

STORY - MOTHER
FAtHER

.25

.49m
.09
.41m

.13

.33m
.13
.29

.03

.21 //.----

NONVERBAL INTRUSIONS
PAPER - MOTHER .15 .25 .10 .23 .10

FATHER -.00 .21 .35m .16 .30

APPROVAL
PAPER - MOTHER .10 .19 .33m .31 .25

FATHER -.10 -.11 .17 .05 .06__,.
STORY - MOTHER -.03 .24 .18 .24 .08

FATHER .13 -.06 .10 -.02 .11

m THESE ARE PEARSON PRBOUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; r .33, 2. < .05.

.
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TABLE 17

CORRELATIONS OF ARC-SINE TRANSFORMATIONS OF PROPORTION OF ERRORS
ON TEDDY TASK WITH PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES ON PAPER TASK AND STORY TASK

, NCH GROUP (11=35)

DEGREE OF ROTATION

60 120PARENT BEHAVIORS 0 30

MOD: HI
,PAPER - MOTHER -.06 . .14

FATHER -.12 -.21
. STORY - MOTHER =,25 .01

FATHER '-.14 -.13
i.

MOD: MED
PAPER - MOTHER -.12 -.16

FATHER .12 .05
STORY - MOTHER -.12 -.06 -

FATHER .03 .04

MOD: LO
PAPER - MOTHER .29 .29

FATHER .03 -.25
STORY - MOTHER .25 , .27

FATHER .18 .43*

STATEMENTS
PAPER - MOTHER .06 .01

FATHER .04 .06
STORY - MOTHER .02 '.15

FATHER -.00 .10

IMPERATIVES
PAPER - MOTHER. .30 .14

-
FATHER .27

4.

.16

VERBAL TASK STRUCTURING
PAPER - MOTHER .13 .11

FATHER .26 .23

NONVERBAL STRUCTURING
PAPER - MOTHER .08 .05

FATHER .21 -.03
STORY - MOTHER .33* .11

FATHER .29 .31

ATTENTION GETTING
PAPER - MOTHER .25 .13

FATHER .39* .38*
STORY - MOTHER .17 .32

FATHER .26 .35*

NONVERBAL INTRUSIONS
"PAPER - MOTHER .19 .24

FATHER -.01 .11

APPROVAL, ,

PAPER -1 MOTHER -.41* -.37*
FATHER -.05 -.09

STORY - MOTHER -.26 -.18
FATHER .16 .48*

150

,

.17 .24 .24

.14 .19 .27

.13 .34* .48*

.02 48 .24

-.11 -.08 -.04
.09 -.08 .07

-.02 -.12 -.08
.02 -.04 .15

.24 .11 '.12
-.24 r.33* -.27
.20 .21 .10
.13 .09 .02

:A3 .07 .02
-.17 -.13

.0 .15 .23
.07 .19

-.12 -.07 -.05
-.01 .09 -.05

-.08 .12 -.01
.07 - .15 -.01

.05 -.01 -.13

.12 .13 .21 -

.22 .28. .07

.27 .16 .22
;

-.08 .11 -.04
.20 .09 -.10
.18 .22 .25
-16 .13 .13

.07 .07 -.00

.02 -.08 -.23

-.21 -.23 .00
-.11 -.23 -.21
-.10 -.10 -.04
.10 .18 .15

* THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; r .33, k < .05.
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others. Insummary, the results with the mental rotation task for the
NCH group did not proVide a coherent pattern of findings. Few significant

correla0ons were.found, raising the question of whether they occurred by
chance. The trends, however, suggest that at least nondistancing behaviors
did relate positively to errors made by children at most rotations.

Perhaps the results of.both the CH and" NCR groups should be considered
in terms of the characteristics of the mental rotetion task. It is possible

that parental,teaching behaviors from other situations do not transfer
directly to children's mtformance on this particular task because of the
nature of the task. .Fureber research should be conducted in this area.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted in ord to.investigate

relitionships between parental teaching behaviors and chi ren's performance

dn'the other cognitive tasks when both mothers' and father behaviors were
simultaneously included as predictors to children's cogni ive scores.
Demographic variables.were-initislly forced into the regression analyses
followed by the parent behavior variables whfth represented A class of
variables that have demonstrated,in a previolls Study (Sigel, 1982) predic-
tions to children's representational competence. Reaults of the regression
analyses are presented separately for the two tasks in Tables 18 and 19.

In general, on both the paper and story tasks, the behaviors of mothers
of CH children produced the most significant increments in multiple correlation
coefficients. It is interesting to note that on the paper task the behaviors
of fathers of NCH children produced more Significant increments in multiple
correlation coefficients than either fathers.of CH children or mothers of

NCH children. Of further interest is that behaviors of mothers of NCH
children produced few significant increments in multiple correlations
coefficients on either the paper or story taint.

The Specific results indicating the relationships between pirent

behaviors on each task to the children's performance an each of the repreten-
tational tasks are predented in Tables 18 and 19. On the pa sk (see

Table 18) within the CH group, the attention-getting behaviors of there

were negatively related to all of the child assessment variables: ildren's

anticipatory imagery, memory,for sequen2ing.of familiar pictures, mesiOry for

sequencing of udfamiliar geometric forms, seriation of pictures, memori' or

sentences, Simon, verbal IQ on the WPPSI, and performance IQ on the WPPS .

In addition, the use of high MODs by these mothers was related positively to
dhildren's anticipatory imagery, memory fbr sentences, and verbal IQ on the

WPPSI. Fathers within the CH group evidenced behaviors related only to
Simon, negative relationships with both attention-getting behaviors'and
interaction time wIth the child.

Within the NCH group performing the paper task (see Table 18) the time
the father spent interacting with the.child was negatively related to the
following: children's memory for sequencing of familiar pictures, verbal IQ
on the WPPSI,-and performance IQ on the WPfSI. The time the NCH group
mothers spent interacting with the child was also negatively related to

7 4
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TABLE 18

MUltiple Correlation Coefficients for Parental Paper-folding

Behaviors and Child Assessment Variablea

CH (N60)
AnticipatOr4'Imagery R

NCH
R

Control varieblesf
Target age°
Father inclime (-)

Target sex .31

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .58
# High level mental operational

demands .(mother) .63

. 2
*

V Statements (mother) (-) .52
# Nonverbal intrusions (mother) :61
Nonverbal task structuring (father) (-) .65

Memory for Sequencing of Familiar Pictures

Contiol variables:
Target agea,b .37 .59

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .66

Interaction time with child (father) (-) .65

Memory for Sequencing of Unfamiliar Geometric Forms

Control variables:
Target agea,°
Father income .38 .68.

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .68

Nonverbal task structuring (father) (-) .71

Seriation of Pictures

Control variables:
Target agea,° .1.1)

Father income .43 .54

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .60

(N60)
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STABLE 18

Memory for Sentences

(Cont'd)

CH (N60)
R3.

*

,

NCH
R

(N..60)

Control varia4es:
Target agea,° *

Father income .45 (-) .55

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mother) ( -) .67

# High level mental operational
demands (mother) .70

Task structuring (mother) (-) .61

Interaction time with child (mother) (-) .64

SIMON

Controlkvariables:a
Mother educaEion (-)

Target agea'ub
Father income .50 ( -) .42

Explanator5 variables:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .70

Attention getting (father) (-) .73

Interaction time with child (father) (-) .76

# High level mental operational
demands (father)

# Imperatives (father)

(-)

-(-)

.53

.59

1,46

Verbal IQ on WPPSI

Contrql variables:a
Mother education .10 .34

Explanatory variables:
4Attention getting (mother) (-) .60

# High level mental operational
demands (mother) .64

Interaction time with child (father) (-) .44

Attention getting (father) (-) .50
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TABLE 18 (Cont'd),

CH (N60) NCH (N60)
Performance IQ on WPPSI

Control variables:
Mother education
Target agea .14 .41

Explanatory variables.:
Attention getting (mother) (-) .59

Interaction time with child (father) .(-) .51

Note: All R'S for relationships between parent behaviors and child assess-
ments are significant at p < .05.

Indicates p of .05 or less for demographic variables.

(-) Indicates direction of zero-order correlation.

a
Indicates demographic variable significantly (2 < .05) contributing, to R for
NCH sample.

b
Indicates demographic variable significantly (2 < .05) contributing to R for
CH sample.

7
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TABLE 19

Multiple Correlation Coefficients for Parental Storytelling

Behaviors and Child Assessment Variables

Anticipatory Imagery

Control variples:
Target age°
Father income
Target sex

a

"CH (N60) NCH (N60)

.31

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mothers) (-) .62

# High level mental operational
demands (mothers) .70

# Low level mental operational
demands (mothers) (-) .73

Memory for Sequencing of Familiar Pictures

Control variables:
Target agea,b

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (fathers)
Attention getting (mothers)
Nonverbal task structuring (fathers)

.42

.37 .59

(-) ' .69
(-) .74

Memory for Sequencing of Unfamiliar Geometric Forms

Control variabi.es:
Target agea'°
Father idaome

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (fathers)

Seriation of Pictures

Control variaq.es:
Target agea'°
Father income

Explanatory variables:
#Low level mental operational

demands (mothers)
# High level,mental operational

demands (mdthers)

(-) .68

.38 .6fr

(-) .67

.43 .54

(-) .57

.64

,P
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TABLE

CH (N60) NCH
Memory for Sentences R R

Control-variables:.
Target agea,'

* *
Father income .45 (-) .55

Explanatory variables:
Attentionaetting (fathers) (-) .66

NonverbarIask structuring (fathers) (-) .64
# Statements (mothers) (-) .67

SIMON

Control variables:a
Mother education )
Target agea,b
Father incomeb .50 (-) .42

Explanatory. variables:
Attention getting (fathers) (-) .73

Verbal IQ onlIPPSI

Control variables:a . *
Mother education .10 .34

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mothers) (-) .62

# High level mental operational
demands (mothers) .67

Attention gettins/(fathers) (-) .70
# Low level mental operational

demands (fathers) (-) .45

Interaction time with child (fathers) (-) . .51

(N60)
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TABLE 19 (Cont'd)

Performance IQ on WPPSI

. CH (N60) NCH (N60)

Control variables:
Mother edusation
Target age .14 41

Explanatory variables:
Attention getting (mothers) (-) .62

# High level mental operational
demands (fathers) .67

Attention getting (fathers) (-) .71

_Note: All R's for relationships between parent behaviors and child asiess-

ments are significant at 2 < .05.

Indicates 2 of .05 or less for demographic variables.

(7)'Indicates direction of zero-order cofrelation.

.
a
Indicates demographic variable significantly (2 < .05) contributing.to R

for NCH sample.

b Indicates demographic variable significantly (2. < .05) contributing to R

forCH sample.
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memory for sentences.- Fathers' nonverbal 4tructuring was neget4vely 'related
thchildreq's anticipatory imagery and memory for sequencing of unfamiliir
g:Itetric forma whereas mothers' verbal task structuring was negative4
r ted to children's eimory for sentences. Mothers'.use of statements was
negatively related to children's enticipatory imagery while fathers' usof
imperatives and Hi MOD. was negatively ralate4 to children's pefiOrmanci4u
Simon. Fathers' use of attention-getting strdtegies was negatively related
to children's verbal IQ on pre wgesI. Finally, mothers' use of nonverbal
intrusions was related positively to children's anticipatory imagery. %It is
interesting to. note that all of,the relationships within the NCH group were
negative with the exception of mothers' use of nonverbal intrusions.

On the.-"etortask (see Table 19) within Fhe CH grotip, the attention-e
getting behaviort of both parents were negatively related to all of the'
child asseesment variables, except children's seriation of picturidr:
children's anticipatory imagery for mothers' behaviors, memory for sequencing
of familiar pictures for both mothers' and fathers' behavior', memory lir
sequencing of-unfamiliar geometric forms for tethers' behaviors, memory for
sentences for fatbers' behaviors, Simon for fathers' behaviogp, verbal ;Q oh
WPPSI for both mothers' and fathers' behaviors, and serforeance IQ on WPPSI
for botfaHmothers' and fathers' behaviors. Motheri'-use of high MODpwas -

related positively to children's anticipatory imagery, seriation of,picthWes,
and verbal IQ on WPPSI whereas fathers' ues of high MOD. was related vositively
to children's performance IQ on the WPPSI. Mothers' use of low MOD. hes
negatiqaly related to children's anticipatory imagery anr4eriation of
picturts.

Within the NCH group on the story task (see Table 19), fathets' use of
nonverbal. structuring was negatively related to children's memory for

sequencing of familiar pictures and =awry for sediencep. Also, fathers'
use of low MOD. and fathers' interaction time (time spent with chilld
performing the task) were negatively related to verbal IQ on the_WPPSI. Trfairep

only relationship for mothers was for their use of statements, which was
negatively related to children's hemory for sentences. Again, all of the

relationships within the NCH group were negative.

A
1

To summarize, it appears that mothers of CH children played the primary
role in influencing their children's representational competence while 1

fathers of NCH children had a similar influence. Irrespective of task, the
CH children's parents' use offattention-getting itrategies predicted to
lower child performance on the majority of the cognitive tasks. It shoulci

be mentioned that within the CH group there was considerable variability in
the severity of the handicap of the child, which could cause the parents of
the more severe children to exhibit different behaviors', but alio the
degree of severity could be related .to the perforhance of the child. if tha$

parent was reacting appropriately to the child's level of ability, with the more -

severely handicapped child, the, parent may !live used a variety of strategies
trying to gat and/or maintain the childs dttention to the task as well as using
low level meatal operational'demands sua as labeling or describing while at tile
same time this type of child was not able to perform well on the cognitive /

tasks.

11.

p.
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This wouldcindicate that the child's ability level Was causing the

parent to behave in certain ways. At the other end of the extreme, where
the child is less severely handicapped and therefore probably performed
better on the cognitive tasks, the parent (still responding to the ability
level of the child) may have considered it appropriate toruse'high level
mehtal operational demands such as planning or inferring cause-effect
relationships. This variability within the groups is most probably related
to the variability of the parents' use of high level mental operational

demands.

Within the NCH group the children Were bright (mean WPPSI IQ on verbal

and performance measures 116) and had.no handicaps which, may account for
less variability in the parents' use of'high level mental operational demands
(they probably all used them; reacting'appropriately to the child's ability

level) Also,' within this group there may have heen morevariability in
parente use, of low level mental operatiOnal'demands and various structuring
behaviors (verbal and nonverbal) in, reacting to the.children's ability level
'since these,children were capable of responding to a variety of behaviors aw
well as being capable of handling the task Without the parent.maintaining
the structure of the task. In all of the relationships with parents' use of

low level mental operatiOnal demands, verbal-task structuring, nOnverbal
structuring, use of statements, and use of imperatives, the prediction:was
to lower performance of the child on the assessment tasks. these findings'

are consistent with predictions based on distancing theorykthat deal with

iw'level demands', structuring; statements and imperatives in that all
of these Should be negatively related to childien's performance levels.

.

It is:possiblethat some of'the reported correlations were a function
of the.Variability among each of the parent sub-samples. wA high.degree of

variability would suggest considerable individual differences among the
parent grotkps in their mse of a particulai teaching strategy.. To test for

this variabiliMthe F teit.foi homogeneity Of, variance was performed

on parental use of teiaIng strategies from each of the tWo tasks. The

results are prbsented in Table 20 for the paper task and Table 21 fOr the
story task in terMs of Comparisohs. between the standard deviations of two

subgroups of parents

When.comparing mothers and fathers of CH children on the paper.task <see

Table 20), only 6tal'tiMe yielded'a significant difference in variance with

r\the mothers being morevariable than the fathers. Tpen mothers of NCH children

were compared with father*of,NCH children, fathers were significantly,more
variabk_than mothers ih'the use of medium MODs, total time, and tiMe to

. -

:Ili .

he story task (see Table 21)-were similar to those on
.

CH group paients; total time and time to complete the

.0

.icaht

4ff
ierences Lc wiVariance th the father being more

mother i each comparison. For NCH grqup parents signifi-
in variance were fOund in their use of questions', nonverbal
tbtal title, with fathers being more.variable than,mothers

in all three comparisons.

( complete the task. )

The results

the paperTDask.
task-yielded s
variable t
cant dif es

-struct , and

gat

'1)

, I kj
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TABLE 20

Results of F Teat for Homogeneity of Variance in-max

Parent Paperfolding Behaviorsa

Parent Behaviors

Standard Deviations

CH CH NCH . NCH
Mother Father ' Mother, Father F (2 60

-max ,

MOD WI - 8.38

8.69

MOD MED 4.35 3.76

, 4.35

3.76

MOD LO - 8 68
A

9.02

Task structur 11.92
12.19

Approval-\, 6.49 8.03

6.

8,03

Nbnver al intruaion 18.01 13.99

18.01
13.99

Cohesion 13.80
(attantion getting). 13.14

Total time in seconds i38.:10 106.63

138.10

106.63
0

Time to complete task 173.55 150.58

173.55
150.58

6.58 1.62*
6.99

1.34
3.65 5.46
3.65 1.42

54a6 2.11***

6.57 1.74 **

7.10 1.61*

15.16 1.62*
13.85 1.29

1.53*
5.56 5.53 1.01
5.56 1.36

5.53 2.11***

11.31
11.31

11.50

1.66*
13.06 1.33

2-.54***

].3.06 1.15

1.44
. 12.33 1.14

1.68**
34.83 77:30
34.83 ' ,,,, 15.72***

f-- 77.30 1.90**'

.
41

..

41.33
85.09 126.26 \%. 2. ***,

85.09 4.1 0
126.26 1.42

a
Other behaviors not listed h reiyielded no significant differences in variance.

* , ** ***
Approaches .2 .05 [F 2,60) 1.671. 2 .05. - .01.

-max ac
e g'

/

E)3
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TABLE 21

Results of F Test for Homogeneity of Variance in
-max

Parent Storytelling Behaviorsa

Parent lehaviori

MOD HI

MOD DO
)

Question

Nonverbal structuring

Cohesion

(attention getting)

Child engagemensActive

Passive

Total timprin seconds

Time to complete task

Total # of interactions

StandardDeviations

F (2,60)
'Max

CH
Mother

CH
Father

NCH
Mother

NCH
Father

7.73 7.67 1.02

6.46 8.13 1.58*

14.3 15.13 1.11

8.15 10.47 1.65*

14.33 8.15
A

3.09***

15.13 10.47 2.09***

10.78 .10.38 1.08

7.43 10.48 1.99***

10.78 , 7.43 2.11***
10.38 10.48 1.02

15.46 12.72 1.48

10.66 16.44 2.38***
15.46 10.66 2.10***

12.72 16.44 1.67**

13.33 13.42 1.01

9.81 9.96 1.03

13.33 9.81 1.85**

13.42 9.96 1.82**
lr---

13.62 14.80 1.18

8.60 12.81 2.22***

13.62 8.60 2.51***
14.80 12.81 1.33

8.75 8.53 1.05

10.45 8.27 1.60*

109,64 158.38 2.09***
63.46 99.15 2.44***

109.64 63.46 2.98***

158.38 . 99.15 2.55***

134.51 176.44 1.72**

93.32. 118%31 1.59*

134.4k 411193.7 2.06***

176.44 118.31 2.22***

19.85 10,195 1.76**
17.55 1.18

aOther behaviors not listed here yielded no significant differences it variance.
%

* **
Approaches .2 .05 [I? x(2,60) 1.67]. 2 .05. 2 101.

t

J.
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Comparisons between mothers (CH versus NCH) and between fathers
(CH versus NCH) are available in Tables 20 and 21. Careful inspecOon of
the standard deviations in both tables will reveal a tendency for the NCH
group mothers to be the- least variable (except in their use of verbal tasltC
Structuring on the paper task where they were.the Most variable) even though
the tests-for differences in variance were not significant for all of
the comparisons. The tables also show that no single group of Mothers or
4athers wax consistently the most variable in their use ofNthe teaching
strategies. 'Scamning the standard deviations in bdth,tables reveals a
tendency for the parents of CH children tc be more variable than)the;parents
of NCH children although no comparisons we e computed between the groups
when combining mothers and fathers.

To summarize, these results indicate that the vaiiability in parental
use of"Histancing strategies and nondistancing strategies can be useful in
interpreting the correlations and analyses of variance presented in this

' report. ,

Returning to the regression analyses,jithin the CH group the parents'
use of high level mkntal operational demagds was positively related to
children's performance on Xome cd the assessment tasks while low level
mental operational demands were negatively related to childrem's performance
(see Tables 18 and 19). These findings also support the predictions based
on distancing theory, i.e., low level demands should be negatively related
to (and high level demands should be positively related to) children's
performance levels.

To clarify Ole negative relationships of interactiOn time with the
various child assessments we interpret these results as'a function of the
children's competence, that is, the more coMpetent the child, the faster the
child finished the task and hence received'a lower score on interaction
time.

In general, the predictions of distancing theory have been supported in
part by the following findings: (1) high level mental operatio,al demands
predicted to high child performance on some of the child assessments; ,

(2) low level mental operational demands predicted to low child performance
on some of the child assessments; (3) use of statements or limperatives 4

predicted to low child performance on aome of the tasks; (4) structuring.,
(nonverbal and-verbal) behaviors predicted.to low child perfotmance on some
tasks; and (5) attention-getting behaviors predicted to low child performance
on severalltasks. The use Of low level demands by parents of all the
children was negatively related with children's performance whereas the use
of high level demands was positiyely related primarily to the handicapped-
children's performance.

6.. The relationship of children's competence on the paper-folding task
to parental teaching strategies, to childrEh's performance on eRe cognitive
tasks, and to parental beliefs: In the previous analyses we have shown that
pkrental beliefs did not predict consistently with parental use of distancing
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strategies. But we did find that parental distancing strategies did relate

to children's representational and intellectual performance. In each of

444
these analyses, however, we did not examine the relatio hip between the

parents' teaching strategies and rhe children's perfo 1. 'nce on either the

paper-folding task or on the,story-reading task. Rather, we have.assumed'

that the teaching behavior of the parent as expressed in our laboratory

situation, was a.sample ot their teaching behavior in general. Further, 'we

have argued that the effect of these teaching strategies could be found.by

independent assessment of the child'Ocognitive competence. In effect, our

measures were distal measures of children's cognitive ability. At issue

then is tb identlfy a proximal test between the parents' use of distancing
u

strategies and the CgIldren's performance.

The ratiRnale for the isteest in the proximal performance was rwofold:

the quality of this interaction may be representative of how parents "teach

their children" thereby providing an.explanatory basis for obtained relation-

ships with distal.variables whereas the in vivo observation provided a

contemporary view of the quality of the interaction between parents and

their children.

To accomplish these goals we' fOcused On'the parent-child interaction
..

.
.

with the paper-folding task because this teak demanded employpent of repre- ,,:

sentationa& thinking processes which were congruent with our Conceptualization

-of representational thought. To complete the task successfully the child

had to inspect the model, transform the observed vertically presented steps

in the modal to the horizontal, and followreach step in sequence. Unless

this was done, the child could not complete the task. Thus, the, child had '

F

to analyze component parts and restructure them into coherent 09- s. The

hechild had Only blank sets of 13 b:-1/2 xA3-1/2 paper availablim' in their

wholeness did not resemble any'part of the models to be followe_.O Thus, the

child was in part involved in Performing a task which requlred representational
---...

competence.

From our perspective, the paper-folding task allowed for an array of

teaching strategies which ,could tap intosual processes as planning, visuali-

zation of three-dimensions, eic. -How the parent piovided the child with the

opportunity tbemploy these prosesses through the use of particular strategies

was an open question. TO illustrate this point more clearly, let us point

,out that each parent had a choice as to what and how to teach the child each

step. Thus, the parent could begin by defining the task or by asking the

child what he/she-thinks tbs-taak is, or tAe parent could model and ask the

child to watch and copy. Any one or more of these approaches was possible.

Essentially, our view Vas that whatever Ippproach the parent used would be

characteristic of that parent.,

'Before we proceed tb present our findings relating child performance on

the paperf lding task and parental teaching strategies, let us first

cletermine he relationship between the child's competence on the paper task

and perform4nce on the cOgnitive tasks. In effect, this analysis can be,

considered to be a.validation of our conceptual analy,zis of the paper-folding

task.
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Competence on the paper-folding task was determined by an observer who
evaluated the child's performance on a four-point scale ranging from "0"
where the child failed (needed much help to complete the step) to "3" where
the child completed the step eithout needing outside'help. This rating was
done for each`of six steps. Thus, a child could get a score from 0-18 (called
Summation of ratings).. These ratings were correlated with each of-the
cognitive and intelligence measures. The results are presented in Table 22
for each sample, i.e., fathers and mothers with their CH and NCH children.

It is clear from Table 22 that most correlations between child performance
on thelpaper-folding task and the cognitive measures were positive and
significant. Thus, We can conclude-that performance on the paper-folding
task did require the use of processes similar to those in our representational
competence measures. However, it is worth noting that thi magnitude of
these correlations was considerably higher for the CH children than for the

/ NCH .children.

The next.question is: What is the relationship between,the child's
competence on the paper-folding task and the patent's teaching strategies?

41 These results are presented in Table 23. Inspection of the table reveals

4P' that parental approvals*of childrer014erformance were positively relatedto
Children's competence, particularly for the CH group. The use of approvals
by mothers and fathers of CH children correlated significantly and positively
with the children's performance; approvals for NCH children, while posttive
were of considerably lower magnitude.

In reviewing correlations between parental strategies and th children's
competence on the paper-4olding taak, it is of interest to note that the
relationships varied with the sex of the parent (le Table 23). For mothers
and fathers of CH children and for mothers of NCH children, the use of

e.imperatives was negatively and significantly correlated with children's
*.)

, competence. Variations among parent groups were foun4 for other strategies
(nonverbal intrusions, attention-getting, structuring and iitatements).

The results which indicate that children's competence on the parental-
teaching task was related to the.sex of the'parent raises an interesting
question. Were the correlations,a function of the teachin&strategies the
parents used or did these findings reflect the children's 1A0cerns and
anxieties while interacting with their fathers or.mothersr

A 4 In this regard
it is worth noting that parental sensitivity to the child's competence did
correlate with the child's performance in the case of both NCH.parents, but
most particularly with the fathers.

In sum, then, children's competence on the paper-folding task was a

reflection of children's representational competence. The influence-of
parental teaching strategies relative to the children'aperformance wai
,striking Trimarily in terms of the negative, meaning those strategies that
evidenced negative relationships to performance(e.g., impetatives, intrusions,
etc.). However, the relationship between parental strategies and childieh's
coMpetence was dependent oh the aex of the parent. 4



TABLE 22

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN'S COMPETENCY
ON PAPER TASK WITH CHILDREN'S COGNITIVE SCORES

.1-

COGNITIVE MEASURES MOThERS

.CHILD PERFORMANCE RATINGS FROM PARENTCHILD INTERACTION,

CH GROUPW-60) NCH GROUP(60)

. FATHERS HOTHERS FATHERS

ANTICIPITORY IMAGERY 64* .45*" .16

L,

.01

MEMORY SEQUENCING (PICTURES) .63* .58* .37* .53*
*

s.

MEMORY SEQUENCING (GEOMETRIC) .62* .57* .1, .48*

3ERIATION .50* .46* '.28* .34*

MEMORY FOR SENTENCES .64* .50* .42*

SIMON , .66* .66* .36*

WPPSI: VERBAL IR
s--\\,

PERFORMANCE IQ

.63*

.67*

.62*

.64* .32*

.33*

.45*

FULL IQ .67* .66* . 34* 43*

* THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; r = . 25, 11 < ."05.



TABLE 23

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN CHILDREN'S COMPETENCY
ON PAPER TASK WITH PARENTAL TEACHING STRATEGIES

CHILD PERFORMANCE RATINGS FROM PARENT-CHILD INTERACTION

PARENT STRATEGIES

CH GROUP( pJ.60)

MOTHERS FATHERS

NCH GROUPIW60;

MOTHERS FATMER,

MOD:. HI .21 615 -.29* -.09 ---
.,

,.

MED .09 .27* -.14 .03

LO -.32* -.28* -.30* -.03

STATEMENT -.00 -.03 -.44* .12

IMPERATIVE -.34* -.33* -.29* -.01

QUESTION. -.02 .11 -.24 -.35*

VERBAi ;ASK STRUCTURING -.10 -.36* -.04

NONVERBAL STRUCTURING .27* -.06 -.19 .1*

ATTENTION GETTING -.51* -.52* -.5044: -.19

-- .

NONVERBAL INTRUSIONS -.48* -.22 -.61*' '. -.41*

APPROVALS .40It 54 .25*

WARMTH .D* -704 .06 .38*

SENSITIVITY .25* .15 .32* .454

THESE ARE PEARSON PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS; r - .25, 11 < .05.
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6a. The relationship of children's verbal IQ level to parental teaching

strategies and to parental beliefs: To determine whether the children's
intellectual level was-a factor influencing parents' distancing strategies
and beliefs, a series of MANCOVA procedures Were performed. The verbal IQ
scores of the CH and NCH groups of children were divided at the median

(Mdn IQ CH 100.5; Mdn IQ NCH 117.0) resulting in four groups: Low IQ CH

group (1 77.73), High IQ CH group (R 113.47), Low IQ VCR group

(i 105.67), and High IQ NCH group (R 127.17). The reason we

eleeted to examine the differential effect of verbal IQ was that children
who performed relatively well on verbal measureTTS3Uld be more capable of
expressing their ideas, should have a vehicle for enhancing social interactions,
and possibly should be more capable of using their verbal skills in solving

representational problems. (Means and standard deviations Prom verbal IQ
analyes can be found in Appendix B.)

The results of the MANCOVA are presented in Table 24. A significant

number of main effects were found for CH and NCH groups on a number of
distancing variables. However, as'can 'be seen from the table, 9)ese varied

with the population of't4e parents. Parents of CH childrereuseefewer high
MOD's with the Low IQ group, but used More low MODs with this group. -

Attention-getting behaviors of these parents were more frequently used with

the Low IQ group, approvals were used more with the High IQ group, and
nonverbal struturing was used,more with the Low IQ group. As might be

expected, the time on task and the number f interactions was greater with

the Low IQ group.

There were also sigalficant interaction effects for verbal IQ group x

task within the CH sample. The parents of the Low IQ group used more low

- MODs on )each of the tasks,.but the parents of the High IQ group used the

lowest number of low level distancing'strategies on paper-folding (X 37.03).

On the other hand, the use of approvals showed an interesting reversal: It

was the High IQ children who received the most approvals on paper-folding

(X 36.40) in contrast to the Low IQ children while.the, use of approvals

was similar for both IQ groups on the story task.

For the NCH sample results were similar (see Table 2,)). The parents of

the NCH children used more low MODs with their Low IQ children. These

parents also used more statements,'more attention-getting behaviors, and

more.nonverbal structuring with the"Low IQ chi%dren. One difference between

the parents of CH and NCH children was that thi parents of the NCH group'
used pore approvals with the Low IQ children. The NCH group parents of the
Low IQ children'took longer to complete the task and used more interactions,
as did the CH group parents of the Low IQ children. .The only significant
interaction effect (verbal IQ group x task) for the NCH group was in the use

of low MODs. The use of low MODs on the paper task was similar for the two

.
IQ groups,_but on the story task, more low MODs were used with the Low IQ

children, (X 52.40).

In looking aApach task separately for the Low IQ children we found that

on the pape tasErthe parents of the'CH group used more imperatives while

9

ft

ow,



TABLE 24

Significant Main and Interaction IQ Group Effects
Obtaiied from 2 a 2 x 2 NAMCOVAs on Parent Rehaviorsa

(High Verbal IQ Group vs. Low Verbal IQ Group x Parent Sex at Task)

Dependent Variables Main Effect Main -Effect Variable Maansb Interaction Effects

It(4234) Low IQ Grp. 1110 IQ GrP. P(1,231)

Interaction Effect Variable Neansb

. Variable Low IQ Grp. High IQ Grp.

CH SAMPLE

MOD: NI 8.56*** ;64.76 76.76

LO 18.47*** 116.96 91.07 Verbal IQ GrIvx Task Paper 42.53 37.03

6.18 Story 74.43 54.04L__

Approval 12.39
666

45.76 57.10 Verbal IQ Grp. x Task Paper 26.26 36.40

4
'7.99*'* Story 19.50 20.70

Attention getting 36.98*** 138.26 99.20

Nonverbal structuring 6.20 76.87 62.20
\***

Active child engagement 1.52
*

'197.74 210.20 .

Interaction length:
Time to complete task 8.15*** 1,499.12 1,184.01

Number of interactions 5.565* 339.96 316.56

NCH SAMPLE

MOD: LO 10.1526- 75.80 Verbal IQ GIR1 x task Paper 35.86 34.70

6.01 Story 52.40 41.10

Statements 7.22*** 93114 - .43.77

Approval 11.16*** 59.23 50456

Attention atting 8.43;:* 106.10 91.37

Nonverbal structuring 6.93 * 67.80 52.06

Passive child engagement 10.12*** 80.37 67.83

Interaction length:
Time to complete task 7.93*** 1,1040 1,040.96

Number of interactions 4.67
1116

. 317.83 296.36
s,

aOther variables not listed here yielded no significant

Covariates: mothers' education, fathers' education.

verbal IQ group effects.

bAppropriate inlvidual meana summed 6tom CH mother, ai /ether. NCH mother, NCH father.

4 .11)
*5*
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parenEs of. the NCH grOup used more hpprovals (see ,Table 25). In analyzing

the reading behavior of parents on the story taik, bothithe CH group

paFents and the NCH group parents read longer with the High IQ children.

In sum, it is clear that the IQ level of the child did play a role in

influencing what distancing-etrategies parents used. However, it should be

kept in mind that the intellectual level of the child interacted with the

type ottasiCto influence the parent's behavior. 4

We fOund virtually no differences in parental beliefs between parents

of High and Low-IQ children 26).- The Only exception was the

helief in the process of ace= ation of knowledge with parents of low IQ CH

children holding to this belief more than parent' of High IQ CH children..

On the other hand, the NCH group.parents differed on the role of negative

feedback AS an explanatory developmental principle 'with the parents of the

Low IQ children expressing this belief more often than parerits ofthe Hig

IQ children. -

6b. The relationship of birth order to parental beliefs, communication

strategies and to parental teaching strategies: In addftion to consideration

of the intelligence factor influencing parental use of distancing strategies,

the birth order of the target child was investigated. The liter/161re is

.
replete with claims that HITth order is an important status variable that

accounts for personality and intellectual,differenced among children in the

same family. One retson that differences'among siblings occur is that

parenta treat their ahildren differently. The first-born is the parents'

first,experience as. a parent and consequently is subjected to the inexperience

of parenting, while the child is in effect an only child an t erefere

has the unique opportunity for,enlisting the parents' htte io1 without

competition from other siblings. For this reason, as well s fte-inany

reasons so often cited in the literature (Toman, 1969; Zajo c & Markus,

1975), we elected to see if parents treated their first-bor children

differently than they treated later-born children and whethe parents'

preferred way of teaching'differed as a"function of birth order. sentially

we asked these questions: (1) DO parents differ in their beliefs, co unica

tion strategy preferences, and distancing strategies with their first-lbo

compared to later-born.children?; (2)-Do parents of first-born children who

are CH differ from parents whose children are NCR in their beliefs,*comnuni-

cation strategy preferences, and distancing behaviors? (Means and standard

deviations from the birthorder analyses can be found in Appendix B.)

No significant birth order effects were found among parental beliefs.

The only significant difference found for communication strategies (see

Table 27) was that parents, independent of the handicap of the child, preferred

distancing strategies as a way of interacting with latervborn children

rather than with first-born children. 21.10e other hand, a strong trend was

found for parents of first=borns to prefer rational authoritative strategies

and management goals compared to parents of later-borns.

A more complex set of findings, however, was found when we examined

parental teaching strategies (see Table 28). MANCOVA's yielded results

92



TABLE 25

Significant Main IQ Group Effects within each Task
Obtained from 2 x.2 MANCOVAs on Parent Behaviorsa

'(High Verbal IQ Group vs. Low Verbal IQ Gioup x Parent sex)

Dependent Variables Main Effect
F(1,115)

Main Effect Variable Memsb
Low IQ Group High IQ'Group

PAPER TASK - CH SAMpLE

Form: Imperatives , 8.52*** 72.70 55.96

STORY TASK - CH SAMPLE

Reading by parent 10.71*** 122.23 156.30

PAPER TASK - NCH SAMPLE

Form: State ents 2.91* 53.11 48.87

Suilport: Appraval 5.32** 36.53 33.66

STORY TASK - NCH SAMPLE

Reading by parent 11.70*** 153.97 187.00

40ther variables not listed here yielded no significant verbal IQ group fffects.

Covariates: mothers' education, fathers' education.

bAppropriate individual means summed from CH mother, CH father, NCH mother,
NCH father.

***
2.

**
< .10 < .05

S.
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TABLE 26

Significani Main IQ Group Effects-
Obtained from 2 x 2 MANCOVAs on Construction Variablesa

(High Verbal IQ Group vs. Low Verbal IQ Group x Parent Sex)

Dependent Variables Main Effect
F(1;115)

lain Effett- Variable Meansb
Ow IQ Group High IQ Group

CH SAMPLE

Accumulation

Confidence Rating

NCH SAMPLE'

Accumulation

Negative Feedback)

4.18**

4.77**

2.88*

4.85**

11.70

5.67

9.07

9.06

5.00

11.-00

6.50

ter

aOther variables not listed here yielded no significant IQ Group effect..

CoVariates: Mothers' education, fathers' education.

bAppropriate individual means summed from CH mother, CH fratPler, NCH mother,

NCH father.

< .10
**

p < .05

S.

9,1
1
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TABLE 27

Significant Aiin Birthorder Effects
'Obtained from 2 x 2-2( 2 MAVOVAs on Communication4trategy Variablesa

(Firstborn vs. Laterborn x CH Group vs. NCH Group x Parent Sex)

Dependent Variables, Main Effect
F(11234)

Main Effect Variable Meansb
Firstborn Laterborn

--

Distancing strategies
*

4.04** 22.73 27.99

'Rational Authoritative
strategies

2.69* 36.92 32.53

Management goals 3.01* ' 51.38 49.02

aOther variables not listed here yielded no significant birthorder effects.
Covariates; mothers.' education, fathers' education.

bAppropriate individual means summed friorm CH moafer, CH father, NCH mother,
NCH father.

**
p < .05

4RIP"

J

111



TABLE 28

Significant Main and Interaction Birthorder Effects Obtained from 2 x 2 x 2 x 2

(Birthorder x group x Parent Sex x Task) MAMCOVAe on Parent BehevIorsa

Dependent Variables Main Effect
F(1.473)

Mainilffect VeTiable Meansb
Firstborn Laterborn

Interaction Effects
F(1.467)

,

Interaction Effect Variable Meansb
Variable Firstborn Laterborn

Question 3.05* 197.56 213.24 Birthorder x Parent sex Mother 103.26 103.28

4.46** Tether 94.30 109.96

Birthordeta Task Paper 87.84 103.63

4.63 Story 109.72 109.61

MOD:- HI 4.54** 136.46 152.67

-1930
.

7.38*** 41.60 48.06 Birthorder *Task
8.11***

Paper
Story

28.47
13.13

34.41
13:65

to 6.94*** 200.71 177.42, ° Birthorder Group CH 116.91 96.56

5:41* NCH 83.80 80.86

Birthorder i Task Paper ° 75.52 74.85

8.11"" Story 12519 102.57

Attention getting 12.41*** 237.20 205.51
,

Nonverbal structuring ,3.24* 139.03 123.81

Interaction length:
Total time in seconds 3.27* 2,906.37 2,745.17 2irthorder x Task Paper 1,427.06 1,307.21

5.54**k' Story 1,479.31 1,437.96

Time to complete task 3.87** 2,544.43 2,334.07 Birthorder x Group CH 1,421.09 1,216.57

3.73** NCH 1,123.34 1,117.50

aOther variables not listed here yielded no significant birthorder effects.

Covariates: mothers' education, fathers education.

bAppropriate individual means summed from CH mother, pn father, NCH mother, NCH father.

*2. < 10
dt*

< .05

(Y6
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which indicated that parents of later-borns used more questions, high MODs,
and medium MODs. However, parents of first-borns used mote low MODs, more

attention-getting behaviors, and more nonverbal strncturing. Parents of

first-borns spent more time with their children and took longer to complete

the task. ,

It will be recalled that some teaching strategies appberon1y on the
paper-folding task, therefore this task was analyzed separately (see Table

29). There was a strong trend for parents of first-borne to use mbre task
structuring than parents of later-borns. This trend also held for the use

of more approvals and more attention-getting with first-borns. Parents used

more imperatives with their first-borns than with later-born children, but
parents of later-born children used more questions.

Inspection of Table 28 for interaction effects will help understand the
basis for our findiing, significant main effects. It can be seen that the
significant interaction effects were due to birth 9rder x task most often.

Group difference (birth order x group) interaction effects resulted only for

low MODs and time to complete the task with first-born CH children receiving

more low MODs and taking longer to complete the task. The task itself was

the more critical factor first-borns received fewer questions on the paper
task, later-borns received more medium MODs on the paper task, first-borns

received more low MODs on the story task, and later-borns took less total

time on the paper task). In essence, irrespective of the handicapping

condrtions, parents' use of distancing strategies was More often influenced

by the task than by any other factor studied.here. The results of the birth

order analysis are surprising and perplexing. Had more birth order x group
interactions occurred, we wouid not have been surprised because in our

previous analyses, parents ofcCH children did use different strategies. Why

the first-born should be treated differently from later-born irrespective of

handicap is unclear. It might be thought that the differences in parental
teaching strategies would be related to verbal ability since it will be

recalled we did find that parents interacted differently with children with

a high verbal IQ relative to a low verbal IQ. Thus, it was necessary to

determine if the fitst-born children had higher verbal,IQ scores than the

later-born children. This difference would be expected on the basis of
Zajonc and Markus' (1975) report of the higher IQ of first-borns. In view

of our results and .this report, we tested for verbal Performance and,full IQ

differences between first- and later-borns We found no significant
differences between .first- and later-horne within either CH or NCH groups.

Therefore, differences we found between btrth order groups and parental

teaching strategies were not directly related-to IQ, but to birth order

alone.

Another interpretation of these results may be attributed to the
parents', desire for their first-borns to perform better. Directive teaching

strategies may well be perceived as having a more direct link to achievement.,

The literature tends to suggest that firSt-borns are more achievement

oriented (Marjoribanks, 1979). Could it not be that parental use of direciive

strategies is consistent with a high parental need for their children to

perform well?



TABLE 29

Significant Main and Interaction Birthorder Effects Obtained from 2 x 2 x 2 /'-
'(3irthorder x Group x Parent Sex) MANCOVAs on Parent Behaviors on the-Paper Task*

Dependent Variahles J4afn Effect
F(11214

Main Effect Variable Meansb
Firstborn Laterborn

Interaction Effe s

F(1,231) 11

Inieraction Effect.Vviable Meanab
Variable Firstborn Laterborn

Imperative 547** 128.38 109.66
***

Question 7.69 87.84 103.63 Birthorder x Parent sex Mother 47.98 50.22

4.70** . Father 39.86 53.41

Verbal task tructuring 3.36* 139.76 125.51 ,

Afproval 3.10* 68.18 65.26

Attention getting 3.16* 152.87 133.17 Birthorder x Parent sex Mother 75.56 63.95
.

v 6.61*** ' Father 77.31 69.22

Otber variables not listed her* yielded no significant birthorder effects.
Covariates: mothers' education, fathers.' education.

b
Appropriate individual means summed from CH mother, CH father, NCH mdther, NCH father.

***
< .10

**
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While we have emphasized the significance of birth order as influencing
parental teaching strategies, we decided to examine the role of the sex of
the parent relative to birth order in view of our previous findings that
mothers and fathers differed in their teaching behaviors. Sex of the

parent was entered in the MANCOVAs. Only two significant interactions were

found: (1) fathers of first-born children used fewer questions than mothers
of first-borns or mothers and fathers of later-borns (see Tables 28 and 29),
and (2) mothers of later-borns used fewer attention-getting behaviors than
ffathers of later-borns or mothers and fathers of first-borns (see Table 29).

In sum, ourcresults suggest that birth order was a viable status
variable and that parents differentially interacted with first-born children
compared,to later-born children. What is perplexing is that even though the

IQ scores were significantly higher for NCH than CH children (X of
verbal IQ of CH 95.60; X of verbal IQ oC NCH 416.4Z), and that

parents of CH children taught their children differently than parenti of NCH

children, birth order seems to transcend these factors. Finally, our

results suggest that birth order shOuld not be ignored as an impottant
factor in defining outcomes of parent-child interactions.

6c. A causal-model analysis for Parent-child mutual influences: The

conceptual model of trfs research project argues for distancing strategies as
the mediators interve ing between parental beliefs and their consequences for
representational conijIetence in children. However, the relationship is not
hypothesized as a unidirectional one, but rather,,as involving feedback from
the child, i.e., parental teaching strategies are hypothetically modified
by the child's level of performance on representational tasks. We'argue that

the parent's beliefs are also not independent of the child's cognitive level;

but rather, are influenced by the child's observed competence by the parent.
Each of these variables (beliefsteaching strategies, representational compe-
tence) is defined by a set of theoretically and empirically definsd
characteristics.

While a relatively large number of teaching categories were examined,
these were categorized into three types of teaching interactions: distancing

strategies, non-distancing strategies, and pon-task related supports. We

focused the causal analysis on the non-distancing teaching strategies
because the relationships between distancing stratgies and beliefs, as
well as with children's representational competence were not consistent
for mothers and fathers within the CH and NCH samples. In preparation for'

causal analysis, three non-distancing teaching strategies were identified

which characterized parent behaviors as follows: cohesions (COHESCM)
and imperatives (IMPER) on the paper task and Low MODs (MOD LO) on the story

task. It should be noted that each, of these strategies' share the common
feature of high control and not encouraging the child to be an active

participant. Of particular interest is the role of cohesion, which is
primarily an attention directing strategy aimed at getting and keeping.the

child's attention on the task. The parental teaching behavior, then, in
this model can be identified as at the lowest end of a distancing continuum
with emphasis an authoritative control, which we are calling didactic-

control strategies in this analysis.

11)
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Three tasks define the representational competence variable:
anticipatory imagery (TKI12RR), memory for unfamiliar figures (TMASHVGA)
and serietion (TSERTOT). These tasks encompass the major"characteristics
we define as representational competence. They are also principally non-
verbal tasks chosen to decrease'rhe *effect of verbal ability for the CH

sample.

The beliefs used in the path analysis represent those in which the child
is seen as a recipient of parental or environmental experience: direct

instruction (D), manipulation of the enviranment (M), negative feedback (N),
and positive feedback (P). These beliefs were combined for the model
because logically they belong with didactic-control teaching strategies in
that parents holding these beliefs would be expected to use didactic-
control teaching strategies. Therefore we will refer to these beliefs as
didactic-control beliefs. eliefs which would predict to high level
distancing teaching.strategies were excluded from the causal model becklse

they were not logically appropriate.

The status variables, age of parent and education of parent that
were hypothesized as significant determinants of parents' beliefs were
included in the path analysis even though these variables were restricted
in their ranges. In this sample most of tice mothers were the same)age while

the dame was true for the fathers. The distribution for years of mothers'
education wassomewhat bimodal, with clusterings at the high school level

and college degree level.

Path models were constructed for the families of CH children and for

. families of NCH children. Since we were interested in the relative cantribu-

tion of. fathers' And mothers' teaching 'strategies to their children's cognitive
development and since we were interested in the role of parental beliefs
influencing teaching strategies,_we generated a causal model which included

threejrariables: parental beliefs, parental didactic-controlling teaching
'strateiies and children's representational competence. The family behavior

variable used in the path model was a combination of each parent's didactic
control teaching strategies.

-Two hypotheses were formulated: Hypothesis I predicted relationships
between parental beliefs and teaching strategies; Hypothesis II predicted
relationships between parental teaching strategies and children's
representational campetence.

In formal terms, Hypothesis I states that parents holding the belief

that children learn through exposure to direCt instruction, negative and

positive feedback, and environmental manipulation would express these

beliefs through didactic-control strategies. Hypothesis II holds that
didactic-control strategies.would influence children's representational
competence negatively, and that poorly performing children would be more
likely to elicit didactic-control strategies from their parents than more

competent children.

10
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Using a Lisrel analysis, 4 model was hypothesized and tested separately
or CH and NCH families. Figure's 2 and 3 depict the assumed causal scheme
and show the estimated standardized path coefficients. The Lisrel estimation
procedure (J8reskog & Sdrbom, 1981) was used because it allowed one to
estimate the path coefficients between a family behavior factor and a child's
representational ability factor. The use of factors rather than observed
variables minimizes the attenuating effects of measurement error and also
:tends.to reduce the instability in the path (regression) coefficients that
stem from excessive multi-colinearity. '

The reader will note that Hypothesis II suggests a non-recursive or
interaction model underlying the relationship between parental teaching
strategies and their child's representational competence. Thia interactive
relationship is shown pictorially by the two opposing arrows between teaching
strategies and representational tompetence. A primary substantive concern
here is whether one "causal" direction is more important than the other.

Before proceeding with a discuSsion of the major "causal" results,
those determining the relationship of parental beliefs to family behaviors
and of-family behaviors to children's representational ability, we will
begin with the influence of the status variables, parental age and education,
on parental beliefs. The path coefficients for mothers' age were not
significant, although in the CH sample (see Figure 2) there is an indication
(.12) that the older the mothers, the more likely theybelieved in direct
instruction, manipulation of the environment, negative feedback and positive
feedback (DMNP), called didacttc-control beliefs. The same relationship
(.16) was shown for the fathers of the NCH group (see Figure 3).4 These
findings are consistent with predictions.

The education variable yielded somewhat inconsistent results. In the
CH sample (see Figure 2), although the value of the path coefficient (-.21)
was not significant, there was an indication that the more educated the
mother, the less likely she was to hold the didactic-control-beliefs (DMNP).
This relationship is consistent with our predictions. For the CH group,
fathers' education did not influence their beliefs (.03). In the NCH sample
(see Figure 3), the higher the mothers' education, the more likely she was.
to hold the didactic-control beliefs (.28, It< .05). Fathers' education,
although not significant, showed the same positive trend (.13). These
reaults are contrary to our predictions. Since only one of the status
variables had a small but statistically significant relationship with
didactic-control beliefs, ane must go beyond parental age and education to
explain the obtained relationship. We have no data which enable us to do so.

Inspection of the standardized path coefficients in Figure 2 reveals
that mothers' beliefs in the role of direct instruction, etc., did predict

' significantly to their teaching behaviors, but this was riot the case for
the fathers. Thus, Hypothesis I was partially supported.

1 oi
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As for Hypothesis 11, our analysis (see Figure 2) , showed that the

significant finding was that children's representational competence level

had a significant influence on the parents' uae of didactic-control teaching

strategies. The CH children's performance, while moderately influenced
by their chronological age, had greater effect an the parents than the

parents' behaviors had on the children. The magnitude of the path coefficient
of CR children's representational competence to family beahvior was
significant (-.50, Il< .05), while the path coefficient for the family
behaviors effect on the children's representational competence was a
nonsignificant -.31. The signs of the relattonship in this model were both
negative, suggesting that the model was not in equilibrium. In summary,

these' resulta lead us to conclude that the CR children's representational
competence influenced the parents' use of didactic-control teaching strategies

to'a greater degree than the parents influenced the children's performance.

The model for NCH families (see Figure.3) ahares some characteristics

with the model for the CH group, except that in the NCH model the beliefs

of fathers and of mothers were not significantly related to family teaching

behaviors. Examination of the directional relationship bdtween parental
teaching strategies and children's competence reveals that NCH parents were

also responding to the ability'level of the child, that is, the more competent

the child, the less likely.the parent was to use didactic-control teaching

strategies (-.61, Iv .05). Similarly, the less competent the child, the

more likely the parent was to use didactic-control strategies. Didactic-

control strategies by the NCH group parents did not play a significant role

relative to the children's representational competence. As expected; age

contributed significantly to the NCH children's performance on the representa-

tional taskEt. ,

In both groups it ia clear that children's repreaentational competence

did have an impact on how parents teach their children. Path analysis,

therefore, partially confirmed our basic premise that parents and children

influence each other's responses. The fact that parents of both CR and

NCH children,teacted to the level of the children's representational ability

suggests that the children's competence level was an importaA-factor influencing

the type of teaching strategies parents used. The fact that measured

parental beliefs had little to do with didactic,control teaching strategies

(compared to the child's ability) suggests that much of the parental teaching

behavior may be,a learned response based an what works and what doesn't

work in actual interactions with their child rather than what theory,Might

'suggest is optimal parental behavior.



Summary, Conclusions and Imgications

Summary of Major Findings

The results of this study can be summarized as) follows:

6 (1) Parents of CH children hold the beliZ4f that children are pagstve
recipients of knowledge and learn through negative feedback (unpleasant .

consequences) to a sipificantly greater extent than parents of NCH children.
No differences were found for any of the other beliefs.

(2) Parents of NCH children were more child-oriented than parentClbf CH
children, with mothers of NCH children being more child-oriented than any of
the other parent groups in the study.

(3) Generally, all the parents viewed their own children as similar to
children in general.

\

(4) Generally, parental teaching strategies were correlated across.i_
tasks with the exception of intrusions, imperatives, verbal task otructdring
ald reading strategies which seem to by task specific. ,

(4a) Although consistency across tasks was noted, .ple frequency

of use and the magnitude of correlations varied among the four
parent groups.

(4b) Parental teaching strategieo varied with task, with paper-folding
providing a wider array of parent behaviors than story-telling.

(4c) Parents of CH children used more'low level demands, non-vergbl
task structuring, attention-getting, imperativds, took longer to
accomplish the task, interacted longer in general, and were less
oensitive to the child than parento of NCH children. 0

(5) CH children tended to show more variability on some'cognitive
tasks than NCH children; CH children generally ocored lower than NCH children
on all cognitive tasks.

(6) Relationships botween parentnl beliefs and parental use of distancing
strategies were generally minimal and.not consistent; although some findings
were consistent with our predictions, these were contingent on sex of parent
and child's pathogenic state.

(7) The predictions of distancing theory have been supported in part
(especially for CH children) as evidenced in the following.findings: High

level mental operational demands predicted to high child performance on some
child asoessments; low level mental operational demands predicted to low
child performance on some of the child ,sessments; use of statements

1 "'
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or imperatives predicted to low child performance on some of the tasks;

structuring behaviors predicted to low child performance on dome tasks,

as did parental efforts getting the child to attedd to the task at hand.

(8) A reciprocal reIatIonship was found between papent and child
behavior, where the less intellectually able the child the more likely,the

parents would use lbw level cognitive demands and where the child was

intellectually able, the more likely the parents would use high level
cognitive teaching strategies. Thus the IQ leVel of the child influenced

what distancing strategies parents used.

(9) Few significant birth order effects were found relati4e to parental

beliefs and coMmunication strategies. Strong trends 'were found'for parents

of first-borns'to prefer rational authoritative strategies and management
goals compared to parents of later-botns who preferred distancing strategies.

Birth, order effects, however, yere found relative to parental teaching

strategies with parents of firat-borns using more didectic-controf7strategies
compared to parents of later-borns.

Birtbforder, it can be conflUded, is a relevantlactor influencing
parental teaching, strategies. \

Conclusions

Two types of conc ens can be drawn from this.research project:
conceptual and methodo ogical.

On the conceptual level, our basic argument that a -reciprocal set of

relationships exists between parental beliefs and parental teaching strategies

and between these teaching strategies and representational competence of

preschool children was partially supported, primarily for the relationships

predicted between parental teaching strategies and chii-dlen's representational

coMpetence:1

The obt ned relationships between parental beliefs and teaching strategies

were for all practical pu oses not significant. Yet, it seemed reasonable

at the outs t to expect c ordance between how a parent construed de;ielopment

of the chil en's representational competence and how the parent acted to

facilitate that development. This expectancy was based on the results'reported
by McGillicuddy-Derisi (1982) in a prevtous study employing the same model used

in this study, but with working- and middle-class families of nonhandicapped

children. McGillicuddy-DeLiii reported, "beliefs were predictive of child-

rearing practices above .and beyond factdrs of SES and family constellation.

Thus, there is some support for our hypothesis that there are factors internal

to the parent, such as beliefs, from which parents' child-rearing styles may
emerge" (McGillicuddy-DeLisi, 1982, p. 294). However, the relationships between

beliefs and behaviors McGillicuddy-DeLisi (1982) reported were dependent on

9
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the teaching task inVolved. Beliefs, then, are not generalized characteristics,
but limitedtO specific contexts. In this study, even this level of-generaliza-
tion was not found. Whydlis this the case? .All we can offer at this point
are spetUlations.

Beliefs were conceptualized in this study as priMarily reality definitions,
that is, world views parents hold regarding child development. World views

--Villa a core orientation that does not necessarily incorporate behaviors which
would express these beliefs. Perhaps another level of beliefs exisEs which
refer to the way a core belief can be expressed. '-For example, two parents
may agree in.principle that children's representational-competence develops
throudh varied exPloratory experiences. However, one parent may believe
that the way to stimulate exploratory experiences would be by engaging
actively with the child while the other may creating a permissive,
Safe environment with minimal adult internction woul the most appropriate.
Since_we did not directly examine the parents' beliefs regarding instrumental
behaviOta relative to world view beliefs, we may have inadvertently committed
the error so typical of attitude research, where'attitudeS have been poor
predictors of behavior.

On the other hand, since the results of the earlier McGillicuddy-DeLisi

(1982) report are not consistent with the results of this study, the discrep-
ancy must be addressed. The problem may not only be conceptual but also
methodological. Consequently, we leave that discussion to a later section
and turn now to the,second part of our model, the relationship between
parental teaching strategies and children's representational competence.

It will be recalled that we discovered that the intellectual level of
the CH children plus the birth order of the children influenced parents'
behavior. These findings suggest that the'child's characteristics may well ,

play a significant role impacting parental teaching strategies. We were not
able to determine the relative importadce of which child characteristics
influenced parental teaching strategies. Nevertheless, our findings confirmed
the significance of children's characteristics as relevant determinants of
parent behaviors. These results are in line with the general argument that
understanding of children's influence on parents is necessary if one wants
to understand the dynamics of parent-child interactions (Bell 61 Harper, 1977).

To add to the complexity of the problem of identifying determinants or
perhaps constraints on parent behaviors, we found that the context, i.e.,
the task that engaged the parent and children, had an important role to play
in defining the range and type of parental teaching strategies used, e.g.,
the paper-foldingi task provided opportunities for teaching not found
with the story-telling task and vice-versa. Leaving beliefs aside, then, we
are certain that children's characteristics (IQ and birth order) id conjunction
With the task to be taught interact, and this complex interaction influences
the quality and quantity of parental tea hing strategies. Thus, we have not
only identified some of the relevant ing dients which interact to influence
parental behavior, but we have also =been ble to identify some significant
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relationships between the parents' teaching strategies and children's

representational competence.

Beginning with the negative, we have shown that parents' use of didactie-

controlling'strategies related negatively to the children's performance on
Virtually'all of our tasks. To understand this set of results requires

consideration of the psychological characteristics'of these types of teaching

strategies. Basically, the didactic teaching techniques are auqloritative,
intrinsically definitive in scope and allow for no obvious disagreement..

,Disagreements in this context require noncompliance to the parents' message.
When a parent tells the child in no uncertain terms to aCt in a particular

way, die child is not encouraged to doubi, to examine, or to reflect on

,alternatives. Rather, the child is told and expected to do what he or she'

is being told. If such parental behaviors are indicative of a consistent
and pervasive_pattern of response, then we can ask where are the opportunities

for the child to think for him/herself, to explore alternatives or to

reflect on alternative methods as to how to proceed? The representational
competence measures in this study often require the child to be an active

problem solver. The child who has been exposed to didactic-controlling
Strategies has probably not had the opportunity to develop strategies or
confidence as to how to proc4ed in situations which involve self-determination.

The child may be limited not only in terms of an available repertoire of

problem-solving strategies, but also may not have acquired the confidence in

his own competence. Even though the parents did not appear to be harsh or

p tive when the child did nolt.perform well, it may be the case that the

chi d did not feel free or comfortable to itak, risks for fear of failing.

Whil these are speculations, there is reason to think that the interpretation

has fterit. The literature is replete with studies which point out the
negative consequences of authoritative behavior of significant adults for

children's cognitive and affective development (See Sigel, Dreyer, &

McGillicuddy-Delisi, in press, for literature review).

Before we leave this issue, it should be pointed out that while our

results are consistent with many reports in the literature, we are still

left with the need to explain these results in a yay that deals with the

question: What is there about didactic-controlling teaching strategies that

produces negative cognitive outcomes, even when parents are benign?

Turning now to a discussion of the relationships between parental

distancing strategies and cognitive outcomes, our results were equivocal.

For the CH children, parental use of distancing strategies yielded positive

correlations, but this was not the case for the NCH children. Ironically,

we did find that the parents of CH children not only used high level

distancing strategies, but did so effectively. These results Ire different

from those obtained with parents of NCH children. There are two possible

explanations for these findings. One is that CH children probably are
exposed to didactic-control techniques in their therapeutic Orograms, while

the parents, who use high level distancing strategies, provide alternatives

flu



. which are in sharp contrast to the child
novelty, tben, of the parents' approach

-in the child's intellectual and communic

en's school exierience. The

y convey the parents' confidence
tive skills.

A second possibility is that these Children, when exposed to higher
level strategies, have opport9ities to employ their communication skills
which stand them in good stead in performing on our cognitive tasks. In

effect, high level cognitive demands may well provide a set of experiences
which allow children to "practice" their problem-solving skills. For the .

NCH children, exposure to high level distancing strategies is not only less
novel, but may lose its impact because the children are already using the
competencies these strate ies are presumed to enhance.

Although the relition hips between parental teaching strategies and .

children's competence is far-from understood, the results of this study shdw
that it does make some ditference how parents teach their children. One of

the major findings is that the obtained relationships are dependent on the
task involved. The differential relationships found between the paper-folding
and the story-telling tasks temper the generality of our findings. Does

. this mean the generalizations regarding the influence 9f pare tal teaching
wer is no. Since some f the resultsstrategies are not possible? The a

relating didactic-controlling strateg
across task (the magnitude of the corre
it is clear that these strategies can be
influence on children's representational
is needed to help explain the unaccounte

s to cognitive outcomes are consistent
ations ranges from low to moderate),
said to have a generally negative
competence. To be sure, research
for variance.

More research is needed directed at a more intensive study 9f the
dynamics of the interactions between parent and child, the role of the
"teaching history" of parents and children, and the role of the child's
comprehension of the parents' language. Finally, there is need to do

,structural analyses of a,variety of tasks or contexts,in which parents and
children interact which could lead to defining approOriate and productive
teaching strategies relative to classes of tasks.

There is reason also to think that some of our findings may have been
due to methodological problems. One particular issue relates to how we
identified and scored teaching strategies in the one-time context. Not only
was the time frame limited, but using frequency counts for each strateiy
limited our understanding of the stream of interactioni that transpired
between parent and child. There is; then, a qUestion of whether each
teaching strategy abstracted from particular contexts and counted au a set
of acts to, be summed is the best procedure. Of course, in ippite,ofthat
criticism we did get a number of significant results and even many findings
which conformed to our expectaqons. In that sense the procedure was
justified. Nevertheless, had alternative analytic procedures been used,
such as sequence orelinguistic analyses, we might have obtained mbre powerful
and consistent outcomes. Sequential analyses may be a productive direction
to take to capture the quality and meaning of the interactions. Only future

analyses will answer that question.

lii



.Related to the issue'of scoring and coding observations, is the choice

'of the teaching task. We found that the task itself created constraints

regarding the kinds of strategies parents used. Note the differences in

strategies used on the paper-folding task compared to the story-telling

task. Further'research needs to be done, increasing the types of tasks used

and extending the length of time the parent and child spend together using

the same class of observational categories. Further; it may be desirable

to use more than one time point in sampling parent-child interactions. By

so doing, opportunities to check on the consistency of parental behaviors

across more than one time period can occur. By dedonstrating these effects,

we could begin to define a class of social factors that do play an important

role in the child's intellectual functioning. HoAfully, results of this

type will stimulate further investigations accentuating the role of direct

social inflences--a position advocated not only by us but by investigators

interested in determining the course of cognitive development. To understand

how children come to know about their world, and the cognitive proCesses

they employ in this tontinued search-is in part defined by their social

mileiu interacting with the parents' ways of teaching.

Implications of the Research for Practitioners

We have discussed some of the strengths and shortcomings of our research

effort. We shall now address the practical implications of this project.

Our findings regarding,the significance of didactic-controlling styategies

p have direct implications,for educational practitioners and parents. Since

we found that such strategies correlate negatively with children's cognitive

performance, it would seemhreasOnable to use such strategies cautiously

and to try alternative appfoachis. Higher level distancing strategies, for

example, would be appropriate because for NCH children.these Strategies are

benign, but for CH children they have a positive effect.

In addition to the implications these findings regarding teaching

strategies have for the practitioner's use, these results should sensitize'

practitioners to the role of parental teaching strategies. There is reason

then to recomnend that family histories should contain information on how

parents characteristically teach their children. Such information should be

included as practitioners develop a coherent intervention program.

Since we discovered that the parents' ways of teaching their children

are influenced by such child characteristics as IQ, then in working with .

parents the practitioner should identify parents' constructions of their'

children's abilities. Helping parents extend their perspective may result

ln a better match.between practitioners' recommendations and parents'

behaviors.
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What our research has conclusively demonstrated is that fathers' and
mothers' contributions to their children's intellectual funrtions differ,
but each parent does have particular influences. What is important, however,
in this context is that thA practitioner should realize that fathers
and mothers differ in their ways of interacting,.and hence contribute
differentiallY to the child's cognitive functioning. Fathers' and-
mothers' ways of parenting are correlated. Nevertheless, we believe that
the statistically significafit correlations should not sOlead the practi-'
tioner to assume fathers and mothers should be considered as similar.
While our data do not tell us how parents cope with their differences,
the practitioner should be aware of-this possibility. This recommendation
is based on the fact that statistical significant correlatione,may not be
psychologically. significant. The unaccounted for variance May well prove
to be of considerable moment.

The implication of this research for Nrse working with CH children is
clear. Since distancing strategies do relaie positively to CH children's
representational competence, practitioners might be well tO incorporate
these findings into their own practice. We have ideitilfied the negative
outcomes for didactic controlling strategies--suggesting that there might
be a self-fulfilling prophecy operating here, both for practitioners and for
parents--the less able the child is judged, the More didactic and the cycle
begins.

While we have emphasized the'practical implications of the teaching
strategies, the findings regarding the role of beliefs parents hold regarding
children's cognitive development should not be.overlooked. In spite of the 4

lack of findings of a direct relationship between parental beliefs and
teaching strategies, there are logical reasons for continuing to consider
beliefs as salient determinants of parental behaviors. At least two reasons

for holding to this conviction can be identified. The first is;that parental
behaviors do not emerge de novo, but must have some personal dispositional
determinants. We have already presented one,interpretation for thib lack of
significant correlations of beliefs to behaviors; namely,, the possible
variations in expression of beliefs, The second reason for the resu4s may
be due to the methods of determining beliefs. This is not the place Pa
dwell on the methodological issues other than to acknowledge the problem.

It still seems reasonable to contend that when practitioners seek to
identify the rationale of parents' behaviors, 81. effort should be made to
identify the parents' rationale for employing th strategies they do. We

suspect that child characteristics interacting with parental constructions'
of children's development in general and their own child in particular, may
well converge as determinants of the types of teaching strategies parents -

use.

1 13
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Final Word

The complex set of findings and issues presented in this reportAave

significant findings for how research and practice interrelate. While not

all of qur questions are answered, we believe we have made a beginning in

untangling the complex nature of the role the family plays as a critical

social influencerelative to the development of children's intellectual

competence.

I.
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Content: The questionnaire consists'of 12 hypothetical situations which

involve a parent and a four-year-old Child interacting within the context of

. a situational problem or Pcritical incident." Considerations of typicality

and diversity governed the selection oI the hypothetical situations in order

to insure that parents could relateoo theft and so that parental responses

could be obtained over a wide range of circumstances. Onehalf of the situa-

tions preient "Mother" as the parent and one:.half-present "Father." Within

- this dichatady, half of the situations Involve a female child and half

involve a male child. All toys, settings and activities presented within

the situation were selected as represeAting neutrality with respect to sex-

role sterempes.

Within the set of 12 hypothetical situations, four are concerned with

Vaching faots and ptinciples to the child, four with the chiles social

skills and interactions with others, and four with management of the child's

overt behavior. Of each situation type, half are.positive instances and

half are negative. The positive-negative dichotomy will be explained

within the definitions of typei of situations pre4ated below.

A teaching situation is defined as one in which the parent and child

are involved in-an information exchange in which the primary focus is on

-
cognitive content. This content involves either the learning of some

information or the attainment of a concept. The content of the interaction

involves some feature of the physical environment. A negative teaching

situation is one in which the child has expressed'or evidenced same mis-

conception. A positive situation is one in which the child has no apparent

misunderstanding or misconceptions about the subject matter and is simply

acquiring new information or knowledge.
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A social situation is defined as one in which the parent and the-child

are engaged in an exchange where emphasis is placed on the child's inter-

personal capabilities or environment. The content may involve prescriptions

and proscriptions regarding social situations or it may involve soma Social

skill, such as role-taking. A negative situation is one in which the child

is evidencing a noticeable lackmf soma soCial skill or failing to interact

with another in a socially appropriate manner. A positive situation is one

which provides,an opportunity to encourage a social responseibut the child

is not evidencing socially inappropriate behavior.

A management situation is defined as one in whidt the focus is on the

child's overt behavior with some object in his physical environment. A

negative situation is one in which the child is misbehaving and termination

of the misconduct is desired. A positive situation iskone in which the

child is not actually misbehaving but he is not engaged in a behavior that

complies with the immediate demands of the situation. The 12 hypothetical

situations,,including the four response options, are presenteebysituarion

type in the Appendix.

The order of presentation of situations was determined by assigning a

number to each situation and then sequencing them through the use of a random

number table (Winer, 1971, p. 881). The three situation types and the

positive-negative dichotomy were included in the questionnaires in order to

ascertain response consistency within and across variability in content and

severity of child behaviors. The purpose is to explore the extent to which

communication strategy preferences and self-predictions are influenced by,

situational factors. The same communication strategy may be responded to,

differently by parents in different situationvbecause of possible foreseen

differential consequences in terms of the child's Cognitive state, self-
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eoceem, etc. These possibilities are examined when the rationales for

their responae selections are elicited from parents in the Communication

Strategy Interview.

Reaponse Options: The communication strategy response options included

in the questionnaire were selected to represent a range of appropriate

behaviors-for a parent to,engage in with a young child. The four response

options can be thought of as varying JP the extent to whidh an explicit

demand is made for the child's active problem-solving involvement.

'The "distancing" response option is an interactional communication-

strategy in which the child's active cognitive and verbal participation is

invited through a verbalization that functions as an inquiry directed toward

the child. The "authoritative" response options (rational and direct) are

one-way communication strategies that do not stimulate the child's active

verbal participation; but are directed at the situationel issue through

didactic methods. The authoritative options differ in amount and type of

cognitive content conveyed to the child: (1) statements that include a

logical explanation (rational), and (2) statements that iterate an observable

fact, but without an explicit explanation. Finally, the "diverting" response

option is a noninvolvement strategy in the sense that no demand is made on

the Child to direct himself to the situational issue. Rather, the parental

statement permits and encourages the child to disengage from the problem at

hand.

These four response options were selected as representations of different

levels 'of distancing potential. While no options presented in questionnaire

form can fulfill all the requirements of distancing behaviors described by

Sigel (1972), the "distancing" strategy contains the highest Potential for

1 26
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a distancing experience for the child, followed by rational-authoritative,

direct-authoritative and diverting strategies. The questionnaire items and

fiiponse options are presented at the end of this section.

Administration Procedure: Each questionnaire is administered indi-

vidually to both the mother and to the father. The interviewer first

establishes rapport with the parent and explains the purpose of the

Communication Strategy Questionnaire and the Communication Strategy

Interview. The parent is than asked to read and sign the consent form.

The in'terviewer, presents the printed instructions to the parent and informs

him or her that questions for clarification may be asked at any point. The

parent fills out the questionnaire at his own pace with the interviewer

present.

Administration and Coding Procedures

Interview Questions, Alternatives, and Probes: The interviewer is

required to avoid certain statements in conducting the interview. While it

is permissible to paraphrase questions in order to clarify ambiguous

responses, extreme caution should be maintained by the interviewer to avoid

leading or embarrassingly repetitious questioning. For this reason, alternate

probes and follow-up probes have been constructed. :lie following three sets

of questions and their accompanying probes would be asktd according to the

following schedule:

1 2'1
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Preferred Communication Strategies

1. What do,you think is the best way for a parent to handle suCh a

situation?

Alternate: What is the best response for a parent to maks in

this situation?

la. Why do you think that this reeponse is the best reiponse in this

situation?

Alternate: What makes this response the best one for this

situation?

If the parent does not provide a comprehensible and substantive

(i.e., scorable) reason for thesstated preference, the following probe is

asked.

2b. What do you think that the parent in this situation would be hoping

to accomplish if he or she were to use the response that you believe

to be the best way of handling the situation?

Follow-up probes: (i) What would the parent in this situation be

.

trying to accomplish?

(ii) What do you think the parent would be trying

to achieve in this situati6n?

(iii) What would be the parent's primary goal in

this situation?

(iv) What would be the main objective in this

situation?

(v) What do you think that the parent would be

aiming at?

If the parent does not give a satisfactory answer, the interviewer

should try as many, and only as many, of the follow*up probes under
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Question 2b as are necessary to elicit a scorable answer before proceeding

to Predicted I Communication Strategies.

Predicted I Communication Strategies

1. If this were a real situation and you were the parent how do

you think you would probably respond?

Alternate: How do you think you would probably respond if this

were a real situation involving you as the parent?

Regardless of whether the parent indicates that s/he wodld handle the

situation in the same or in a different manner than was previously stated

as a preferred response, rationales should be elicited with the following

probes.

2a. Why do you think you would respond in that way?

Alternate: (i) Why would you (repeat the strategy just started by

the parent)?

(ii) Why, do you think you would handle it that way?

If the parent does not provide a substantive rationale for the strategy,

proceed to Question 2b.

2b. What would you hope to accomplish by (repeat the parent's strategy)?

Follow-up probes: (i) What would you be,trying to achieve?

(ii) Inlet would be your primary goal in this

situation?

(iii) What would be your objective?

(iv) What would you be aiming at?

The interviewer should try only as many of the /ollow-up probes as are

necessary to elicit a scorable answer before proceeding to Predicted /I

Communication Strategies.

1 2



Predicted II Communication Strategies

1. If you were the parent in a real situation just like this one, and

you tried...(indicati the response that the parent has just stated

he would do), but the child still did not respond as you hoped (he

or she) would, what then might.you try next?

Alternate: (i) What might you try if (repeat the problem presented

in the hypothetical situation) did not occur?

(ii) And if that (previous strategy) didn't work, what

would you try next?

2. Why would you respond that way at this point in the situation?

Alternate: Why do you think you'd do that?

If the parent does not respond in a scorable fashion,.probes listed under

Predicted I Communication Strategies (2b) should be administered as necessary.

Response Units: A response unit is a meaningful unit of analysis

designated within the total parental verbal response for each of the 12

Communication Strategy Interview items. The first response unit is the

parent's verbal statement in answer to he.questions and probes concerning

the response' that the parent believes to be best for the hypothetical

situation and his or her associated reasons for this choice (Preferred

strategy). The second response unit is the parent's verbal statement in

answer to the questions And probes concerning the response he or she would

'prObably make in a real situation of the same nature,,taken together with

its accompanying justifications (Predicted I strategy). The third response

unit is the parent's verbal statement in answer to the questions and probes

concerning the probably contingent response assuming that the parent's

'initial response has not been successful (Predicted U strategy).



The coder is to listen to the entire response unit before coding;

however, the coder may relisten to the response unit either in part or in

ics entirety as often as is necessary. It is important in scoring that

the coder disregard any extraneous material not directly elicited by the

interviewer's questioning but rather introduced by the subject as a

personal digression. The coder is to further disregard any information

elicited by improper interview procedures, e.g., leading questions,

questions beyond those prescribed as paraphrasing the formal interview

schedule questions and probes, etc.

Administration Procedures: The Communication Strategy Interview is

administered upon completion of the questionnaire. The parent is asked to,

respond to a number of questions that would clarify his reasons for pre-

ferring certain types of communication stratekies. Thequtrent is first told

that the options included in the questiwnaire do not necessarily repreient

every way of respohding to a situation. The interviewer instructs the parent

that during the interview it is permissible to designate responses that

not have been presented in the questionnaire, if he or she feels there is a

substitute,that is better or more appropriate. Caution is given to the fact

that although the parent hsa the option to insert a nev response, it is not a

muirament of the task. The interviewer then proceeds with the structure

outlined above.

Codina System for Communication Strategies: All,preferred and predicted

communication strategy responses are identified in terms of the response

category or categories indicated. There are 8 general response categories

13i
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which represent different ways of communicating with a young child in

different situations:

DistancisK: This response category covers responses by the parent which

attempt to influence the child through the use of a procedure intended to

induce the child's active verbal participation centered on a problem defined

in the situation. This type of communication places a mental demand on the

child and functions as an inquiry directed at the child from the parent.

It may take the form of an interrogative sentence ("How will your friend

feel without anything to play with?"). or a declarative senteece ("Tell me

how you think your friend feels.").

Examples: "What do you think is right?"

"Tell me what might happen to the toy if you
play with it very rough?"

"Can we build the tower taller if we make the
bottom wider?"

Rational Authoritative: This response categorytincludes communication

strategies which provide the child with a statement of fact, rule, or

information, and whiCh are accompanied,by a supporting elaborative azplana-

tion that is an appeal to reason or to social norms.

Examples: "I'd tell the child not to throw blocks because the
blocks flying through the air could hit something
and break it."

"Natal spoons are too heavy to float."-

"I'd tell him not to eat candy mr, because there
are rules About eating habits everyone should
follow."

1:3')



Direet Authoritative: This category is used fof a parental response that

is directed toward changing the child's behavior by providing a statement

of fact or rule without any further elaboration or explanation.

Examples: "The metal spoon will mit float in water."

"You must scop throwing the blocks."

Diversion: This category refers to responses that the parent might prefer

.co try so as

che ane that

co alter the

not

to involve the child in soma behavior or activity ocher than

is specified La the hypothetical situation. The parent attempts

child's behavior by proposing a substitute activity which

explicitly 'relevant to the problem at hand.

Examples: "Why don'tjou play with one of your favority old
toys instead of that nevi one?"

"Since you're having trouble with the blocks, why
don't you play with another toy instead?"

is

Activity: This category includes all responses that indicate parent-child

participation, including demonstrations and/or experiments that the parent

performs with or

F 4IF es:.1)10

for the child.

"/ would sit on the floor and
building with che blocks."'

help her build the

"I would bring in lots of different objects to show
him chat things made of different materials either
sink or float."

Authoritarian Behavior: This response category refers to parental choices
41-

of means of responding to the child in the situation that includes physical

manipulation of the child and/or his surroundings, or to the use of verbal

threat or abuse.

Exampleso "I'd probably'spank him then."

"Re'd better listen then and he'd know it."

133
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Passivity: This response category includes parental responses which indicate

that the parent will not intervene in any systematic way to modify the

situation. Concessions to the child's desires are included in this category.

Examples: "It's her choice to play with the children or not--if
she chooses not to, I'd just let her be."

give him a piece of candy. He'll want to eat it
no matter what I say to him."

Other: This category is included to allow for the possible introduction

of a childrearing goal that is not consistent with any of the previous

categories.

Combinations of Strategies

Cases might arise in which the parent refers to more than one response

category in a given response unit. If the parent states that one res oust

would precede the other, the first strategy discussed is coded for that

response unit. If the parent indicates that two or more categiries are

considered jointly and not separately, the following rules are applied for

coding purposes.

(1) If "distancing" occurs concurrently with "rational authoritative,"

"direct authoritative," or "activity" strategies, code as "distancing."'

(2) If "rational authoritative" and "direct authoritative" strategies

occur concurrently, code as "rational authoritative."

(3) If "activity" strategies'occur in conjunction with "rational

authoritative" or "direct authoritative" strategies, code as "Activity."

(4) "Authoritarian behavior" strategies subsume all strategies excent

II passivity" strategies. That is,'if "authoritarian behavior" occurs with

"distancing," "rational authoritative," "direct authoritative," "tiversion,."

"activity" or "other," code as "authoritarian behavior."

,



(5) 'Diversion" strategies subsume all strategies except "passivity"

and "authoritarian behavior" strategies. That is, if "distancing," "rational

authoritative," "direct authoritative," "activity" or "other" occur in

4

conjunction with "diversion," code as "diversion."

(6) 'Passivity" strategies subsume all other strategies. That is, if

any other strategy occurs concurrently with "passivity," code as "passivity."
-

(7) "Other" is subsumed by any communication strategy it occurs with.

That is, if any\codable strategy occurs in,conjunction with a strategy that

is encompassed only by the "Other" category, refer only to the strategies
-

that are consistent with defined coding categories.

(8) The number of categorically different strategics that the parent

proposes in a concurrent manner should be noted on the code sheet.

Coding system-for communicition strategy rationales: Parental rationaris-

associated with the three communication strategies given for each interview

then are coded according to four criteria: Childrearing goals, temporal focus,

lthildrearing orientation, and situational constraints. The scoring procedures

for each of these criteria are presented below.

Childreaping Goals

Types of objectives parents express as rationales for the communication

strategies they propose are coded according to six categories.

Parents may refer to only one goal or they may refer to a number of

goals simultaneously when discuising a particulsr communication strategy.

Lf a parent refers to more then ane goal, eachioal is coded.

These goals that are given litele emphases (i.e., expressed with lesser

1
frequency or less intensity relative to otheriloals within the response

unit) are coded by assigning a score of 1. Coils which are expressed as

primary objeCtives riceive a score of 2. Whenever a parent refers to only

4

.1 3
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one goal, that goal is assigned a score of 2. All goals that are not

mentioned by the parent are assigned a score of O.

The categories of parental childrearing goals reflect different

emphases on aspects of the child and/or the child's environment. These six

-

categories are termed cognitive, personal-social, physical, child-

management, assessment, and nonchild goals. Zach category will be defined

beloW.

(1) cognitive: A cognitive childrearing goal is defiled as a parental

concarn for the child's intellectual capabilities and/or.functioning.

Parental goals that imply an intellectual objective for t4e child are coded

within this category. The substance of a cognitive goal may include concept

formation, concept applYtation or cognitive processes.

Examples: "He hould learn that the boat will float
and the spoon should sink."

"/ want her to understand that heavy things
will sink and light ones float."

"/ wiluld want him to think about what could
,happen at the park if he were alone."

"It's important to always encourage a child to -
make decisions so she CiA becomes thinking adult."

(2) Personal-Social: Personal-social goals are defined as parental

e

concerns for the child's emotional-dispositional state and/or develoOMent,

as well as the child's idterpirsonal abilities. Parental.objectives that

focus on how the child-feels, on some dispositional characteristic of the

child or_on the nature of the child's relationship's and/or interactions

with others are personal-social goals:

cs.

130
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AExamples: "I'd like her to _Wow to be a happy person."

"As soon as he got upset with the building I
would helpohim So he wouldet get frustrated."

wI'd take him to the swings and try to get him
.to stalk to the Oher kids because I want him

4 to play with other kids."

"; want him to be confiaent."

(3) Physical: The parent expresses concern for the child's bio-
,

logical state and/or phylical safety. Concerns for the child's health,

physical needs ana physical skillg,sre included.

Examples: "I wadt him to eat his supper because it's
better for h4.m than candy'

, "She'll become better at fitting the logs
together the more she plays with them."

"I don't want him to get hurt by flying blocks."

4
(4) Child Management: The parent focuses on instilling positiliely

valued behaviors and/or prohibiting negatively valded behaviors in the

child. The parent may emphasize socially approved behaviors or prosocial

prescriptions for behavior or may focus,on controlling antisocial or non-

accepted modes of behavior.

Examples: lie has to stop pestering ma when /'m busy."

"I want her to be ready On tiose.7

"I don't-want him to hdtt someone by throwing
the blocks all over th ,VD101102."

"I want him to be careful, about other people's
peoperry."

(5) Assessment: The parent focuses on gaining a greater urideritand-

Jag of the child's internal state/functioning or overt behavior: The

parent may simply desire to know his child more fully, or theparai-may

.1 3 7
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wish to have additional knowledge through which he -can guide his own

behavior as it is directed toward the &hild.

Examples: "I need to know whylhe thinks the cartoons are
alive before I call deal with his misconception."

"He might be.afraid of a dog or a Child in the
park so you have to isk him."

"I'dmant to know if.she understands, why rules
exist.."

(6) Nonchild: The parent focuses on parental Childrearing considera-
,

tions that dre not related ta the development or socialization of the-aild.

The parent's behavior as an end-product may be a goal: or the parent may

focus on iAces-of expediency.

Examples: "I'd dress her myself. That would be the
fastest way to get to the movies on time."

"I have to finish making supper."

"I've tried putting the candy on top of the
refrigerator and it works.°

Temporal Focua

The second criterion applied to parental rationales concerns their

temporal focus. A distinction is Made between parental statements that

reflect an active temporal perspective and those reflecting a-passive

perspective. An active perspective involves placing'a demand on the child

to actively represent a state or event that is not directly observed by

the, child. The parent's goals may include either (1) a demand on the child

to make a connection between different events and/or points in time, or

(2) a demand on the child to represent a present, past or future state that

is not evident to the child or is a nonpresent state. By definition, an

active temporal perspective implies a distancing effect on the child. The

child is required to go beyond the visible concrete situation and either
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reconstruct the past, represent the present, anticipate the future or relate

these points in time in a psychologically relevant manner.

A passive temporal mode places no demand on the child. The parent may

refer to events and/or states in time (present, past, future) or to the

relation between them, but the parent is not-Concerned with the child

making connections between these temporal points. within the passive mode,

the parent himself may represent present and nonpresent states or may

represent states along a temporal continuum. For example, the parent may

suggest*that the present state will benefit the child La the future. The

parent's temporal perspective is passive in this instance. It is the parent

who is thinking along temporal dimensions, not the child.

The active veraus passive dimension of the parent's temporal perspec-

tive is indicated for each communication strategy goal.

Childreaqns Orientation

The third criterion applied to each parental rationale concerns child-

rearing orientation. The inclusion of this criterion is based on the desire

to investigate the relation herween communication strategies and the extent

to which the parent tries to be sensitive to the child's state. Since

effective cognitive stimulation requires a match between environmental

demands and the child's level of comprehension, childrearing orientation

may be helpful in determining which parents are likely to be effective

: distancing agents. On the basis of inspection of the data, four possible

parental perspectives have been identified: (1) Parent-centered, (2)

child-centered, (3) parent role-centered, and (4) other-centered. The'

dnfinitions and scoring procedure for these orientations are presented

below.



(1) Parent-centered: The parent views the situation primarily from

his own perspective and places emphasis on his own interests or needs.

The personal priorities of the parent-as-self are considered before those

of the child.

Examples: "/ would play with him so he would leave ma
alone and I could gat dinner ready."

"T want him to go to the zoo so I can be
proud of him."

"I'd give her something else to do so I could
have some peace and quiet."

(2) Child-centered: The parent's primary concern is in fulfilling

the needs and wants of the child. The parent attempts to take the child's

perspective and acts in accord with his hypotheses shout the child's

thinking, feeling or needs.

Examples: "I'd play with her because she must be feeling
lonely to keep asking me like that."

"I would let him go if he wanted to, but I
don't think I should push him if he doesn't
want to go to the zoo."

"I think the child's needs should come first
in the family."

k_ (3) Parent role-centered: The parent's perspective is one of

himself as the primary teacher, socializer and emotional supporter of

the child The parent is trying to fulfill expectations of parental

duties and responsibilities in childraaring.

Exampies: "There are certain rules a parent must lay
down so the child knows what to expect."

"It's important for parents to take the
opportunity to teach their child whenever
the opportunity arises."

/01/4

"A parent has to make sure a child eats
what's good for him."
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(4) Other-centered: The parent takes the point of view of a third

person or of society at large instead of or in addition to his own and/or

the child's perspectives.

Examples: "I don't want his friend to feel left out and
sad without anything to play with."

"I wouldn't want to keep her friend and her
friend's family waiting while she makes up
her mind about the zoo."

"Other people aren't going to like that kind
of behavior."

Situational Constraints

The fourth and final criterion applied to parental rationales concerns

situational constraints. This category is used to score the inclusion or

emphasis of qualifications indicated by the parent which may affect or

tamper the parent's response to the situation. Situational constraints

may be parent-based, child-based, or setting-based.

(1) Parent-Based: This code refers to specific parent-self referents

which may qualify the response to the situation; i.e., the state of the parent.

A distinction is to be drawn between statements scorable as situational

constraints as illustrated tn the examples below and more enduring charac-

teristics of the parent which would not be scored as such (e.g., "...since

I'm generally short-tempered, I would scold him," etc...).

Examples: "If I happened to be very tired, I would give her
a few candies before dinner."

"If I were happy about his behavior on that day,
I would give him more attention."

(2) Child-Based: This coda refers to specific child referents which may

qualify the parent's response to the situation, i.e., the state of the child.

Again, more enduring characteristics of the child (e.g., that he or she is

only 4 years old) are not scored as child-based situational constraints.

,le
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Examples: 'Xaybe she's just in a cranky mood and isn't able
to listen to an explanation."

"He might not went to play with the other children
bcause he had a fight with one of them."

(3) Setting-Based: This'code refers to those circumstances stemming from

the setting which may qualify the parent's response to the physical situation

(i.e., external factors).

Examples: "Since we live on a busy street, I have to put
my foot down firmly."

"If it's very close to the time the show starts,
then she just has to get dressed."

(4) CNIAAr-Based: This code refers to the parent's consideration of

third persons that may inflUence or qualify ithe parent's retponse to the

situation.

Examples: "If his friend didn't care about playing with the
Lagos, I wouldn't force him to share thai."

"If her friend's family,is waiting for her, I would
tall her to make up her mind now."

, The twelve hypothetical situations and the response options thatel°

accompany them are presented below.
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/tam 1

Billy was playing with his Lincoln Logs. A couple of logs wouldi't fit

together and Billy started throwing them about the room. Father said:

1. Stop throwing your blocks. /t is not safe to throw blocks.

2. What could happen if you thrOw blocks aroudt1 the room?

3. Since you are having trouble with your blocks, why don't you play with

another toy instead?

4. Please stop thrawing your blocks.

Item 2

Karen and her father had earlier planned tO go to the movies. It Was

getting late and Karen was still not ready. Tither knew that Karen

should be getting dressed now but Karen kept on playing. Father said:

1. Lat'kfind the new shoes that you wanted to wear today.

2. You aren't dressed yet. You must get dressed now.

3. You have to get dressed so we can get to the movies on time.

4. Tell me why you should get dressed now.

Item 3

One day Jimmy's friend was invited over to play. Jimmy had taken out only

his Lego building sat to play with in the living roSM. He wasn't sharing

any of ihe pieces in the set with his friend. Father said:

1. Why don't you get one of your other toys to share with your friend.

2. Haw will your friend feel without having anything to play with?

3. You have to share your toy with your friend. Then you will both have

sbmething to play with.

4. You have to share your toy with your friend when he comes over to play.
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tem 4

David kept asking his mother to play wittl him. MOther told David that she

was very busy right now. But David still kept asking her to play. Mother

said :

1. Please stop asking ma to play with you now.

2. Why do you think I cannot play with you right now?

3. While I'm finishing my work, why don't you do a puzzle?

4. Please stop asking ma to play with you, I am busy with my work now.

Item 3

At Christmas time Bobby and his mother wore in the living room. Bobby saw

a reflectionOf their Christmas tree in the window and told Mother that

they had another Christmas tree outside. Mother said:

1. That is a copy of our Christmas tree shining in the window glass.

2. That is our own Christmas tree you see in the window glass. It's

just like when you see yourself in the mirror.

3. If you stood in front-of the tree, what would you see out the window?

4. Yes, I see the tree in the window glass. But for now let's-decorate

our tree La hero.

1
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Item 6

Father was giving Eric a bath. Eric was playing with his cereal bowl

and soma other things in the tub. Eric wanted to know if his cereal

spoon would float like his bowl. Father said:

1. The spoon cannot float. It is metal and too heavy to float.

2. I don't have your spoon here. Let's play with the toys that are

here.

3. What would happen if we put the spoon in the water?

4. Your spoon will not float. It,will sink to the bottom.

Item 7

Stephen came home with si140Arc(aMdy Pram a birthOy party. He wanted to

eat the candy, but Mother wanted him to wait until after supper. She

said:

1. You can't eat the candy until after supper.

2. Why don't you save your candy until after supper. You can go and

play on your swing set until suppertime.

3. Whk could happen at suppertime if you eat your candy now?

4. You can't eat the candy now. You will be too full to eat all of

your supper.'

1 4
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Mother took Patty to the playground.where she usually liked to play

but Pattydust stood watching the other children. Since Mother wanted

her to play with therother children, she said:

1. You should play La the playground so that you can have fiat ciith the

7 other children.

2. Tell me why it might be fun to play with the other children.

3. You shauld play La the playground with the other childrem.

4. Do you want to leave now? You can call a friend to come and play

with. you at home.

Item 9

One day Father was watching S(ndy build with blocks. Sandy was.trying to

make a tall building by stacking the blocks one on top of the other, but .

the building kept falling down. Sandy asked her father why the building

kePt falling down. Father said:

1. You cannot stack so many blocks on top of one another when you make

a building.

2. Maybe you would like to build something lower with your blocks

instead of such a tall building.

3. When you stack your blocks too high. the top of the building may be

shaky and fall down.

4. How about telling me why you think the building keeps falling down.

1
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It= 10

Paula had been watching cartoons on television. ShA told her mother that

cartoon characters were alive. Mother said:

1. Cartoon characters are not alive. They are drawn like the pictures

in your book.

2. Next time your cartoons are on we can see if they're alive. For now

why don't you color in a coloring book?

3. The cartoon characters that you see on television are not alive.

4. How do you think cartoon characters are like pictures drawn in your

books?

Item 11

Mary knew she was not supposed to go to the park by herself. One day

Mother saw her leaving the yard, heading in the direction of the park.

Mother called her back and said:

1. Why do you think it is not safe to go to the park by yourself?

2. You cannot go play in the park all by yourself.

3. You cannot go to play in the park becamse 1.4.you needed help yOu

would be alone.

4. I/You cannot go to the pSrk but you can go next door and play,with

your friend.
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Item 12

Betty and her father were invited to go to the zoo with her best friend

Ann and Ann's family. Betty's father couldn't go but he thought that

Betty might have fun if she went anyway. Betty couldn't make up her mind

so Father.said:

c!a

1. How would you feel if you went to the zoo today with Ann?

2. You should go to the zoo with Ann even though I cannot go.

3. You should go to the zoo without me because you'll have fun at the

zoo with Ann.

Why don't you look at the pictures of zoo animals in your book. We

can go to thevfoo soma other time.
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Scoring Kay for Situation Types, Response Alcernatives
a
and types of'

"Distancing" for the Communication Preference Questionnaire

Item 'Situation Response Alternatives
f 2 ' 3 4

1. BADC
2. ,D- C 3 A

3. D A

4. CADB
5. B . CAAD
6. A BDAC
7. CDAB
8. BACD

S.

9. A CDBA
10. BDCA
11. ACBD
12. A C D

Situation Type Response Alternatives

A. Teaching physical facts & principles: positive A. "Distancing"

B. Teaching phys cal facts & principles: negative B. "Rational authoritative"

C. Promoting social.,,skili,is & norms: positive

D. Promoting social skills & norms: negative C. "Direct authoritative"

E. Behavior management: positive D. '"Diverting"

P. Behavior management: negarive
Qi

aPresentation orders of situation types and response alternatives are by
random selection.

:Zs,
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Construction of the\Child Interview

Content and Administration

There are 22 sets of probes comprising the Construction of the Child

Interview. Thal content of each set of construction probes stems from an

issue raised in each of the hypothetical situations presented for the

,Communication Strategy Questionnaire and Interview. Eadh set of probes

consists of initial questions aimed at establishing the parent's view of

whether or not the child has attained the concept or ability at the age

in question. Follow-up questions aimed at eliciting the parent's beliefs

about developmental procesies,that have or will lead tO such an attainment

are then administered (e.g., "Does a four-year-old understand time?" and

"How does Wchild come to understand time?").

Appropriate sets of probes are administered separately for each hypo-

thetical situation immediately after communication strategies have been

discussed in full for that situation. After the parent responds to the
4

construction probes, the next hypothetical situation is discussed for

communication strategies and then for constructions of the child, and so

on until all 12 situations have been completed. The 22 construction of

the child probes are presented bel6w, organized in terms of the appropriate

hypothetical situation they follow.

Quigionnaire Situation 1/1

Billy was playing with his Lincoln Logs. A couple of logs wouldn't fit

together, and Billy started throwing them about the room. (3-4 year oldsr

Billy was putting a model airplane together. A couple of pieces

wouldn't fit, and Billy started throwing the model around the room. (6-7

year olds)

151
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Construction probes (same for both age groups).

Say to parent: In answering these, think abo0t -year-olds in general.

(a) Do -year-old children realize the consequences their own

actions may have? For example, does a -year-old know

that something could get broken if they throw things

around?

(Do not ask second question with 5- to 7-year-olds.)

(b) How does a child come to realize the consequences of

.his/her own behavior?

Questionnaire Situation #2

Karen and her father had- earlier planned to go to the movies. It

was getting late and Karen was still not ready. Father knew that Karen

should be getting dressed now but Karen kept on playing.

Construction probes

1. (a) Does a _7year-old understand time?

(If necessary the following probe may be used.)*

.Does a child know about an hour, tomorrow, a year?

(b) How does a _7year-old eventually come to understand about

time?

2. (a) po _7year-olds plan what they want to do ahead of time?

(If necessary the following probe may be used.)*

For example, does a _7year-old plan that "For now

Itll watch TV and then I'm going to the movies"?

(b) How does, a-child become able to plan?

These probes are to be used only if the parent requests clarification
or indicates that they do not understand the original question.
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Questionnaire Situation #3

One day Jimmy's friend was invited over to play. Jimmy had taken out

only his Lego building set to play with in the living room. He wasn't

sharing any of the pieces in the set with his friend. (3-4 year olds)

One day Jimmy's friend was invited over to play. Jimmy had taken out

only his Lego building set and had built a *village. He.Wouldn't share any of

the pieces in the village with his friend. (6-7 year olds)

Construction probes (same for both age groups)

3. (a) What makes two _7year-olds friends?

00 What do you think "friendship" means to a _7year-old?

(c) How does a person get the idea of friendship that she/he

has as an adult?

4. (a) Does a _7year-old realize that someone else may be feeling

differently than (he)she does?

(If necessary the following prObe may be used.)*

Yor example, that someone might feel sad while (s)he is happy?

(b) How does a child come realize other people may feel

Something differently from themselves?

\\

Questionnaire Situation #4

David kept asking his mothtr to play with him. Mother told David that

she was very busy right now. But David still kept asking her to play.

Construction probes

5. (a) Does a _7year-old know how to take someone else's point of view?

(b) How does a child become able to take another's point of view?

6. (a) Does the child understand that her (his) parents have some

duties and responsibilities that don't directly involve her

(him)?

.1 r-J
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(If necessary, the following probecan 'be used.)*

For example, does a'child understand that you must

go to work, do work around the house?

(4) How does a, child become able to understand this?

Questionnaire Situation #5

At Christmastime Bobby and his mother were in the living room. Bobby

saw a reflection of their Christmas tree in the window and told mother that

they had another Christmas tree outside. 0-4 year olds)

One'night Bobby and'his mother were riding in the car. Bobby was watching

the moon out the window. He told his mother.that the moon was following them

home. (6-7 year olds).

- Construction probes (same for both age groups)

7. (a) Is it important to correct misunderstandings or misconceptions

a child, may have about the real world? Why?

(b) Where do these misconceptions come from?

(c) Why do such ideas eventually change?

Questionnaire Situation 1/6

Fkather was giving Eric a bath; Eric wee playing with his cereal bowl

and some other things in the tub. Eric wanted to know if his cereal spoon

would float like his bowl.

Construction probes

8. Haw do you think the child comes to know which things will flOat

and which ones Won't float?

9. Haw does a child come to know why some things float and others

do not?

re 154
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Questionnaire Situation #7

Stephen came home with some candy from a birthday party. He wanted to

eat the candy, but Mother wanted him to wait until after supper.

Construction probes

10. (a) Does a _7year-old understand rules?

(b) How does a _-year-old understand rulesl? That is, why does a

child follow certain rules?

11. Where do the rules that a person follows as an adult come from?

(If necessary the following probe may be used.)*

How does the child eventually get rules of his(her) own,

that he(she) follows on his(her) own?

12. What makes a child delay something until a more appropriate or
4

better time?

Questionnaire Situation 78

Mother took Patty to the playground where she usually liked to play,

but Patty just stood watching the other children. Mother wanted her to play

with the other children.

Construction probes

13. (a) What purpose does playing with others serve?

(b) How does playing with others accomplish this?

14. (a) Is it important for a child to be socially outgoing?

(b) Why/why not?

15. (a) Ill it ever-necessary to give a child a gentle push in a

certain direction?

(b) Why/why not?

155
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Questionnaire Situation #9

(b
One day fAther was watching Sandy build-with locks. Sandy was trying

,

to make a tall building by stacking the blocks on top of'One another, but

the building kept falling down. sandy asked her father why the building

kept falling down.- (3-4 year olds)

One day Father was watching Sandy 'build with blocks. Sandy was trying

to build a slanted roof.on her building with the blocks, but it kept falling

_ down. Sandy asked her father why the building kept falling down. (6-7 year olds)

Construction probes (same for both.age groups)

16. What role do you think frustration may play in learning?

(If m!ssaaj the following probe may be used.)*

Is it ever OK.to allow a child to become frustrated?

When? Why?

Questionnaire Situation #10

Paula had been watching cartoons on television. She told her mother

that cartoon characters were alive. (3-4 year olds)

Paula had been playing with her toy animals. She told her mother that

her toy monkey was alive. (6-7 year olda)

Construction probes _(_same for both age groups)

17. (a) Do yop think children ever think that inanimate objecte like a

rock or a tree have feelings and thoughts?

e--
(b) Where do you think these ideai come from? or Why doesn't a

child ever have such ideas?

(c) (If appropriate) Why do ideas like this change?

18. What makes a child come to realize some thingsre alive and

others are not alive?

1 6
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Questionnaire Situation 011

Mary knew she was not supposed to go to the park by herself. One day

mother 6aw her leaving the yard, heading in the direction of the park.

Construction probes

19. (a) ts it all right to allow a child to exert his/her inde=

pendence instead of following a rule(s) he usually follo6s?

(b) Why/why not?

20. (a) Does a -year-old know when to be independent and when to

follow a rule?

(b) How does a child come1to know when to follow rules and when

to be independent?

Questionnaire Situation 012

Betty and her father were invited to go to the zoo with her best friend

Ann and Ann's faMily. Betty's father couldn't go but he thought Betty

would have fun if she cient anyway. Betty couldn't make up her mind.

Construction probes

21. (a) Should children make their-own decisions?

(b) Why/why not?

(c) On what do they base their decisions?

(d) How do they work out problems when they want to do two things

at the same time?

22. (a) What makes a child act on his(her) own?

(b) What makes a child independent?
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Administration of these probes should follow the order presented above

in all cases except,the following: If-the parent says the child "learns,"

"sees," or that changes are due to "socializabion;" "experience," or

"individual differences" the interviewer must probe for an explicit process:

The following probes are acceptable.

"Can you tell me what you mean by

"Haw does accOmplish this?"

"Can you tell me more about

Coding

The Cdnstruction Interview coding is separate from the Communication

Strategy Interview. -The coder first listens to the entire Protocol for

a parti,cular set of construction probes. The coder then listens again to

the parent's statements in response to eadh construction probe.
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The parent's verbalizations are scored for frequency and

intensity of reference to each of 16, constructs of child'states and

processes. Any construct that is not referred to is assigned a score of

0. Those constiucts that Are included, but with less' frequency or

intensity than others, receive a score of 1. The primary or dominant

constructs expressed in parental statements are scored 4ith the'numeral 2:'

,
Whenever a parent.refers to,only one construct, that construct receives a

score of 2. The coder may relisten to the parent's statements either in

part or its entirety as often as:necessary. The, constructs used for this

portion of ooding are defined

ABSORPTION

The process of incorporating or taking into an existing system without

transformation to a new or ,different form. Active processing of information

by the child cannot be implied. Constructs that do include internal process-

ing by the child in their definitions will subsume "absorption" constructs.

That is, if constructs of "accumulation," "cognitive processes," "experimentation"

or "self-regulation" are coded, any references to "absorption" included in the

parentarverbalization is ignored. Parental references to the "child's

experience," "being in a specific situation," "having it happen to them,"

"learning by doing" when not further probed for explicit child processes

are inclu4,eld in the definition of "absorption."

Examples: "When a child plays with lots of things in the bath,
he will know which things'will float and which won't
from his experiences." (has not specified al% internal

process)

"When a child hears a rule, the rule will sink in."

153
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ACCUMULATION

.The parent refers to an increase or growth in knowledge, or behavioral,

sotial and affective skills that occurs by addition. Repeated actions,

. observation, practice and repetitions that are seen as necessary for attain-

ment or proficiency in any area are consi tent with this constrUct. Refer-

ences such as "it's a constant process," "experiences over time," "past

experience" and multiple experiencep are consistent with.the definition of

"accumulation."

Examples; "If children Ab it over and oVer, eventually they will learn
how to do it xight."

"If the child hears thd.rule often enough, then eventually
it will,sink In."

"Each time a child plays with a toy in the watet, he learns
whether it can float or not. All these experiences with
things that float build up his ideas of which will float."
(also code "exposure")

"The, more kids a child plays with, the more ideas he can get
about what other people are like." (also code "exposure")

"Children know from their past experience when it's OK for
them to act on their own and when they should follow rules."

"Children should make some of their awn decisions now so
that when they're older they can handle bigger, more

Itimportant decisions."

"Misconceptions can really get in the way as their experi-
ences grow and their knowledge grows."

"And once they go through this for a period of days or
weeks, they learn to accept it and take it as a routine
part of life."

"As their experience grows, their knowledge grows."

"Children learn to-follow rules because parents tell them
the rules a lot" (also code "direct instruction")

16 )



COGNITIVE PROCESSES

The parent refers to the child's ability to transform, inforMation

internally, draw essential underlying principles frdma particular object/
A:

event or make inferences and judgments. References to invention, Creativity,

discovery, formulation, observatioD leading to judgments, conclusion; logical

thinking and reasoning, generalization, abstraction, cognitive reorganization

and integration of information imply internal cognitive procesSes.

Examples: "Childien figure things out on their own."

"Four-year-olds make decisions by weighing all the alter-
natives."

"ChIldren,understand why things float from figuring out
what the characteristics are of abjecta that do float
versus those that sink."

"Children get their ideas about Eime by using their own
thinking and imagination and changing these ideas as they
have new experiences."

"They can look at situations in different ways and not

just take them at face value."

"These ideas/misconceptions come from inside the children's

heads...from their awn imaginatians."

"The child thinks things have feelings and thoughts
because they know they do and just expand this to everyone
and everything, thinking they're just like him."

DEFICIENCY

The parent views the child as incapable of developing in a cognitive,

social or affective area. Changes in this condition are seen as unlikely to

occur unless special efforts towards remediation are undertaken by parents

or other adults.

161
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Examples: 'There is no way a child is going to understand why
things float. I don't even understand it."

"Some children are not able to interact with other
children. They are basically very shy and will be all
their lives."

"Children who 4o not understand what you say to them'
won't understand rules unless they're helped with
language."

DIRECT INSTRUCTION

The act or process of conveying/giving the reason for or the cause of.

A direct presentation of facts or information is inVolved. Processes

internal to the child are de-emphasized. References to showing, telling,

explaining and/or teaching should he coded as direct instruction.

Examples: "Children won't learn about flotation until they have
science in school."

"If you explain the rule to the child, then he will
understand why he can't go,. to the park himself."

EXPERIMENTATION

The act or process through which the child applies some idea or behavior

t!

to a situation (physical or interpersonal), receives feedback from some

object/person, and then modifies his behavior in SOM2 way, receives feedback

and so on. Curiosity leads to experimentation which leads to the attain-

ment of some concept or skill (behavioral or social). References to trial

and error on the part of the. child are coded as "experimentation."

Examples: "Play is important because it gives the child the
opportunity to test out different rules and see what
works with others and what doesn't."

"Children learn to persevere under frustration by
experimenting with dlfferent solutions until they find
one that works."

1
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"All children are basicaIlx curious. They test the

limits of rules that are laid down for them."

"Children learn through trial and error."

"Children l ern about,floating by dropping lots of
things in thk water and seeing whether they float

or not."

EXPOSURE

Thewent refers to the presentation or existence of a,social of

physical object in the gresence of the child. The child sees or notes

such an occurrence but there is no referetcce to internal processint or

transformation of such information. If an inference or judgment on the

child's part is implied; do not code "exposure" (Gee "cogniive processes").

Exposure to other Children through interaction, joint activity, spending

time together, without.indicating process. References to "interaction,"

"joint activitY," 14spending time together" or "experiential learning,"

without further explanation of how the child processes this experiences are

coded as "exposure."

A

Examples: "Children who are around lots of other children their own

age make friends easily."

"Seeing things in the bathtub or going to the ocean giv
children the experience of seeing which things float and

which don't."

"Children,see their parents go to work so they accept the

fact that they do have to go."

."I suppose just being in each others' presence, running
around with each other, cycling in the neighborhoodit
all goes into making friendships."

"Children pick up misconceptions from
thildre"."

"To a four-year-old, friendship means

TV, booka and other

having somdone to

play with."

kati
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IDENTIFICATION

The Parent thinks that children fuse their own inner states With other

persons or objects. Such a transference may be automatic and cognitive

processes are not necessarily involved. t The child s tendency to become

similar or to incorporate traits of anosher person or group through modeling

or imitation are included under this construct.

Examples:

IMPULSIVITY

"Children learn to plan by seeing the way their parents
plan farthings. They learn by example."

"When
too."

,

someone else feels sad, he starts to feel that Way

"A(a child has to do is see someone else crying and
he'll start crying himself."

"Children will take the same \rules and'values as their
parents because they want to be like them."

The child tends to act on sudden spontaneous inclinations or incitement

to unpremeditated action.

planned control over one's

J.

Impulsivity implies a lack of systematic or

awn behavior-. 'The spontaneity.in behavior may be

age-related or specific to an individual's personality and is not necessarily

considered a deficiency an

Examples:

the part of the child.

"Rules are important because they help keep the child
from doing whatever he wants immediately."

"Children don't think (plan) about what they say (do).
They just do whatever pops into their heads at the: instant."

"Six-year-olds don't really plan. I think their behavior
is rather spontaneous."

"It's OK to allow the child to become frustrated because
in the next minute they'll,be distracted And into some
thing else anyway."

"Children make decisions based an what they feel like
doing the most" (no,specification of how the child
readhed a conclusion or engaged in planned control).
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INNATE FACTORS

The parent refers to inborn characteristics or to a gradual or spontaneous

emergence of a charactetistic/skill/concept that occurs through natural

grawth rather than through Any Particular activity on the child's part or any

particular environmental contingency. The implication mai be that some

characteristic or concept unfolds as the child ages, or a'characteristic

is present/absent due to inheritance. The emphasis should be on the influence

of time on the child. It is not simply that time goes by; but that the child

is growing older or is being changed in some way by the passage of' time.

(See accumulation 'for references to the effect of passage ,of time in terms

ofacCumulation by addition.)

Examples: "All children are unique. They are individuals from

the moment they're horn."

"Children are either shy or they are outgoing by nature."

"Some children are simply born smarter than'others."

"Children don't understand the concept of time until
they are older" (with no reference to any process on

21. the Child's part).

-:"Children should be able to share by the time they are

that old."

''As you get older and situations c4ange, the people you
idehtify as friends also changes."'

"Children are basically social'beings bOgise man is

gregarious."

MANIPULATION OF ENVIRONMENT

The parent refers to a purposeful control by a person.over the surround-

ings or activities pf the child that serve tp guide and structure experiences

of the child in an organized manner.

1
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Examples: "Parents should encourage children to go out on their
awn to foster ind pendence, but at the same time
protect the child çrpm dangerous situations."

"A little frustration is okay, but you have to step in
sometimes and help him see 'the answer before he gives up."

"Even though we limit what he,watches on TV, it's still'
a big influence on him" (silo code "exposure").

"Children have to,plaAhrith other children, so you have
to set up situations where it is possible without pushing
the child."

"Children learn to be independent when their parents
allow them to be, by letting the\child Make some
decisions on their own."

"The way they're raised. Tbeir upbringing" (when not
probed for specific processes in childrearing).

"Children should make decisions, butyou should limit the choices."

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK,

The parent refers to an Unpleasant state produced in the Child which

serves to inhibit or to motivate subsequent ehavior. Negative reinforcement

and punishment are,both included as part of this construct as'sthey provide a

means ehrough which negative consequences of behavior is indicated to the

child.

Examples: "Children obey rules out of fear of being punished."

. "Children learn to take other people's point'of view
because when they don't it leads to negative consequences."

"If he misses the school bus he'll realize he has to
leave the house earlier."

POSITIVE FEEDBACK

The parent refers to a positive state produced in the child or a

positive external consequence of the child's behavior that may serve to

motivate the child, provide information and feedback to the child or make

1 '''
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a behavior more likely to reoccur. Positive feedback,includes references

to positive reinforcement and may involve administration of a physical

reward to the child, approval following some expression or behavior, or

feelings of enjoyment, success or self-approval on the child's part

following some behavior.

Examples: "Children obey rule/ because they want the approval
of their parents.'

"Whene,r a child tries something new and is successful,
he willIbe more likely to explore new things in the
future."

"Friendship to a 6-year-old just means having a gdod
time together."

"Children make decisions based on what is the most fun"
(implies that child engages in behaviors that provide
enjoyment or positive feedback).

410

SELF-REGULATION

An internal governing and controlling process resulting in systematic

order and coordinated actions and behaviors; a mechanism through which a

balance or state of equilibrium is achieved or maintained between child

and environment (objects or persons). Childremare capable of governing

or exercising control over their actions, thoughts or development. The
4

child's intrinsic motivation and seeking/obtaining a balance or match with

the environment are included under this construct.

0

Examples: "Children become friends with those with different
personalities so they complement each other."

"Parents don't have to push their children. A child will
be motivated to seek those experiences that are necessary
for him to learn."

"Children can go off by themselves and have a good time
without their parents."

1 -1
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"For the child to tnow when to be independent and when
- to follow a rule, a balance has to be established

between knowing what he wants to do, and what he has
to do."

"A child has friends who are,similar to himself in like
and dislikes. This is why some 6-ye -olds get along
so well together and others just dol_'t mesh in the sane
way."

STAGE

fop

-A period gr step in a progression, activity or development; a period\

of time that has one or several characteristics that make it distinctive

(such as egocentrism); a necessary level of mental or physical readiness

or 'skill before the child is capable of some experience, knowledge or

action. References to phases, seguencee, stages, critical periods,

readiness are coded under the "stage" construct.
4

Examples: "A child can only understand *hich things will and
won't float after he understaads about weight. ,He
has to know these things before he will reach an ,
understanding of why things float."

"Children first understand rules only in terms of what
they can and cannot do. On the basis of this, they
come to understand the reasons behind the rules and
then they come to understand why there are some
exceptions to every rule."

"All children go thtough a time when they don'te want
to share. It will pass eventually."

"Young children are pretty dependent on their,parents
but eventually they will get more. and more independent."

"The child will learn this concept when she is ready:"

"Six-year-olds can't understand someone else's point.
of-vie(4. They're very self-centered at six."

.0
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STRUCTURE IN THE ENVIRONMENT

The parent refers to an organization inherent in particular events;

circumstances, objects, persons or conditions that act upon and influence

the child. This organization is not'a result of purposeful action on the

part of significant others.in the child's environment (see Manipulation

of Environment), but' is seen as exit:ming fc4 the world as a whole. The

process of forming mental connections or bonds between sensations, ideas,

behaviors, etc. by virtue of the fact that events occur together are also

included as part of the structure in the environment.

Examples: "Going to bed at night and getting up in the morning
helps the child to come to understand about time."

"She realizes that on certain.days you do certain
things. She gets in a routine."

'He knows from the expresSion on my face that I'm
'mad because he associates that look with my being
mad."

"They know about an hour because that's how long
Sesame Street is oh."

After each probe is scored for the appropriate construct(s), the

coder rates the parent's constructions an a four point Likert-type scale

that ranges from (1) the child is a passive recipient of knowledge

information; knowledge exists external to the ehild, to (4) knowledge is

a result of active processing on the child's part;.mechanisms responsible for

learnipg and development are internal to the child. Constructs which reflect

a passive orientation are: innate factors, exposure, and absorption. Less

passive constructs are direct instruction, structure inherent in the

environment, negative and positive feedback, manipulation of the environment,

711,
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accumulation and impulsivity. Constructs which reflect an active processor

are: gnitive processes, experimentation, self-regulation and identification.

Deficiency and stage Constructs may vary along the entire active-passive
-

dimension, depending upon the other constructs that occur in conjunction

with them.

After the 22 sets of probes have beed coded for particular constructs

and, active-passive dimensions, the coder sums the total number of constructs

scored across all probes. In addition, the confidence expressed by the

parent in his/her beliefs'about'children are indicated on a Likert-type

scale ranging from very uncertain (1) to very certain (4).

1 t .1
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FAMILY INFLUENCES ON CHILDREARING INTERVIEW (FICI)
\

ADMINISTRATION AND CODING MANUAL

Overview

In the Family Influences on Childrearing Interview (FICI), parents are

questioned with regard to: (1) their_beliefs about their own child's '11111.

development (as opposed to developmental processes in general), (2) their

expectations of their children's capabilities, (3) the time that they spend

with each of their children individually, (4) their beliefs about their

child's special needs, and (5) the allocation of family resources to

individual family members. Each of these aspects of the interview will be

presented separately in the sections that follow.

Beliefs about own Child

Administration

After the twelve situations comprising the CBQI have been disCussed,

parents are introduced to the FICI as a whole, and to the particular section

of,the interview which deals with their ideas about their own child's

development. The introduction is as follow':

Up to now we've been talking about 4- (or 6-) year-olds in general. There

are a lot of differences between different children so now we want to know

about your child (insert name of target.child), in particular.

Three of the CBQI situations are then presented again to the paient, but

probes are directed at parent's assessments of their own child's capabilities

and at parents' beliefs about the processes by which their own child's

learning occurs. The three situations selected are representative of the



initial twelve, in that one is a teaching situaeion, one is a

personal/social situation, and one is 'a child management situation.

The following probes are administered immediately after the

introductory statement:

la. 'Nies (insert name of target child) understand

time?

(If necessary ask: , Does he/she know about an hour,

tomorrow, a year?)

If NO:

lb. How do you think he/she will eventually come to understand

about time?
/.

If YES:

lc. How did he/she eventually comd to understand about xime?

/a. Does (insert name of target child) realize that

someone else may be feeling differentfy than he/she

does? 0

(If necessary ask: For example, that Someone might feel

sad while he/she is happy?)

If NO: How will he/she come to realize other people
may feel something differently from

if YES: How did him/herself?

3a. Does (insert name of target child) know when to

be independent and when to follow a rule?

3b. How will/did he/she came to know When to foliOw rules add

when to be-independent?'
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Cc:14km,

This portion of the FICI is coded by the same person who codes

the Construction of the Child" Interview. Comparisons are made

betwedn the parents' responses to these questions for their awn

child and their responses to the same item administered as part of

the Construction of the Child Interview. Separate comparisons are

made for the state Or level of development and the developmental

.
processes indicated by the parent fcm each of the three situations.

In addition, the parents' ideas about the developmental processes

through which their own child learns about time, perspective

taking and independence/rules are rated on a Scale measuring hew

active or passive a role the child is playing in his development.

Comparison State--Responses to FICI versus Construction items:

One of four possible responses may be coded to indicate the level of

development the parent believes his own child has attained (FICI)

and the level of development he/she believes to be typical of .

children that age (Construction): "Yes," "No," "Mixed," "No answer."

A "Yes" response should be coded if the parent believes the child

has the ability described in the question, i.e., underatands time,

realizes someone else may be feeling something differently than

hershe does, knows when to be independent and when to folloW rules.

Code ,"No" if the parent believes the child does not have the ability

described. A "Mixed" iesponse is one in which the went indicates

the child has the ability/concept to some'extent, but not fully.

In other words, the child is still in,the process of attaining the

ability/concept. The "no answer" category is reserved for cases
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where the parent does not respond, or the interviewer milts the

question.

Comparison ProcessesResponses to FICI versus Construction

items: In making the comparison between constructs of development

on the FICI and Construction of the Child, the coder refers to

constructs already coded for the Construction interview and compares

these to*constructs given on the FICI along a 5-point sdale ranging

from (0) Totally different to (3) Exact match. (A "No answer" category

is included to cover instances where the parent did not respond.),

Coding follows instructions provided in the Construction of the

Child Manual. If none of the developmental constructs coded from

the construction interview match those given.in regponse to the FICI

item, "(0) Totallr different" should be coded. By the same token,

if all of the developmental constructs coded from the construction

interview match the constructs from the FICI, "(3) Exact match"

should be coded. When the constructs differ by one or two conceptu-

ally stailar constructs, but at least one construct is the same, ao,

code "(2) More alike." When one construct is the same,Sand th'ere

are one or two conceptually dissimilar constructs, code "(1)

More different"-(see code sheet, pp. 34rb39).

Active-Passive Scale: The developmental processes (constructs)

through which the parent believes his/he# child attains each of the

abilities/concepts in the three situations are coded along a 4-point

-Likert-type scale. The scale varies along the dimension of the

child's role An the attainment of knowledge. It ranges from a score

of 1 to 4, with a 1 indicating that the parent believes that knowledge
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exists external to the child, with the child being a passive

recipient of information/knowledge, and a 4 indicating the parent's

belief that knowledge is a result of active processing On the

"child's part and that mechanisms responsible for learning and

development are internal to the child.

Coding of parents' responses along the active-passive dimension

on the FICI,is done following the same coding system used for coding

active-passive responses on the Construction of the Child interview.

Constructs which are defined as passive are:

Innate factors

Exposure

Direct instruction

Absorption

Structure in environment

; Negative feedback

Positive feedback

N

Manipulation of environment

Accumulation

Impulsivity

Indentation of the above constructs indicates/re tive position-

ing along the active-passive scale withiAl the passive category,

i.e., constructs which are further to the right are less passive.

176
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Constructs which are defined as active are:

Cognitive processes

Experimentation

Selfkegulation

Identification

Corstructs which are further to the left are less pttive.

The two remaining constructs, Deficiency and Stage can vary along

the entire activepassive dimension.0

Some rules to guide assignment of activer-passive scale scores

(AJP) are as follows:

If innate factors, exposure or absOsption are coded alone,

AJP 1

innate faciors, exposure or abborption are coded in conjunc

tion with other constructs, A/P cannot exceed 3

If cognitive processes and selfregulation arb coded alone,
gt,

,,

A/P 4

If cognitive processes and selfregulation are coded in conjunc

, tion With other constructs, A/P cannot be less than' 2

Direct instruction, structure in environment, negative or

positive feedback, manipulation of environinent, accumulation

and impulsivity are more easily pulled toward active end

than othcir constructs

Experimentation aritt identification are more easily pulled

toward passive.end than other ernstructs.

Examples for coding combinations of constructs follow. It

should be noted that these are examples., not 'rules. Actual ratings

I P../
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on the AJP dimension shoUla include consideration of intensity Of

references'to constructs.

Cognitive processes + Experimentation 4

Cognitive processes + Innate factors/Exposure = 3

Cognitive processes + Negative feedback/Positiv,e feedback

2 or 3 or 4

Cognitive processes + AccumUlation = 3'or 4

CognitiVe processes + 'Structure in environment = 3 or 4

Cognitive processes + Manipulation of environment = 3

Experimentation + Innate fictors/Exposute = 2 or 3

Experimentation + Structure in environment/Accumulation.= 3 or 4

Experimentation + Manipulation of environment = 2 or

Innate factors/Exposuce + Direct Instruction = 2

Innate factors/Expdsure Structure in environment or 2

Innate4.factors/Exposure + Negative feedback'= 1 or 2

Innate factors/Exposure + PositiVe feedback = 1 or 2

Innaee factors/Exposure + MapiPnlation Of environment = 1 or 2

Innate factors/Expoeure + AccuMulatio7 2 or 3

Structure ini,Environment + Positive ieedback/Negative

feedback 2

\truttureik Environment + Accumulation = 2
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Differences/SiMilarities Between'Children

Administration

In this next partof the FICI, parents are asted about changes

in their beliefs about the capabilities Of 4---or 6-year-old children

in general, their expectations ebout their own Children's capabilities',

and parents are also asked to compare4their children.

The interviewer introduces these questions by saying:

.Now I'm going to .aak some questions to help us foctia_op what
,

you expected'children to be like and how your childrealmay be'.

similar or different from these ideas.

Thee,following probes are,then administered:.

Have your ideas about what four-/six-year-olds in

general are capable of doing and thinking changed in

any way from before

had (a) chiid(ren), or have they been pretty much the

same all'along?

you had (a) child(ren) to after you

The interviewer continues with the following questions for

o-

parents of more th9 one child.- Forlimilies.with an only chIld,

(2), (3), and (4) are omitted. For families in whimh the

target child is first born or second born, th91probes are administered

probes

exactly as they are presksnted bekow.jHowever, foe families in which

the target child'is in the third or later ofdinal positions in the

family, comparlsons are to be made

next older siNing in the family.

between the target child-and

17J
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la. In your own family, do you have different expectations

about these,things we've been talking about'for

(insert name of target child) than you had for

(insert name of older child) at this age?

2b. Why are your expectations different/the same?

la. Do you think (insert name of older child)

and (insert name of target child) are more

like one another or more different?
0

3b. Why do you think they're so alike/different? (If

necessary ask: How do you account for the 'differences/

similarities?)

Probe individual differences, ("all chiidren are different"),

"Personality" make-up, etc. "Where do these differences

me from?"

4. When (insert name of target child) was

little, which did you'expect theirtg_be, alike or

different?

Parents! responses to probes (1) and (2a) are coded into one

of five categories:

Same: expectations of what 4- or 6-year-olds are capable of
*/

thinking/doing remained stable aver tima

Different: expectations have changed

*e .

Mixed: expectationsAtiave remained
l

same in some respects and

have changed in othirs,

1 "ci
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None: no expectations about children existed prior to

. parenthood

No answer: the parent did not answer the question

Probe (2a) involves rationales for same/different expe-Aations.

Nine categories are used for coding rationales. If the parent
)

4

refers to more than one type of rationale, code the category that

occurs closest to the top of the following list of.categories.

Thus, only one category can be coded in response to each probe.

Unique needs of one child: Child'has communication handicap,

thild needg4iore time to learn, things.

Individual differences in children: All children are different,

all children are individuals, personality differences.

Sex differences: Same or different expectations are due to
A

differences attributed to sex.

Parent has changed: The experienCe of raising the first child

led to a change in the parent, such as being more relaxed

with the second child, not being as strict with discipline,

or having a different attituae toward raising children. The

parent may handle situations differently with the sesond child

as a result of the first child being a "guinea pig" fo'r the

pad.

Parent has remained the aame: The parent is raising both
1-7

children the same way, tries to treat both children equally,

doesn't favor one above.the other, Jisciplines both chiAren

conSistently.



AlI children basically alike:. Can expect pretty much the

same from both children because all children ararWalically

alike; they can do the,same thinga at a given age, and develop

at the same rate. 0

No expectations before had chiAren: Parent never thought

about what children would be like before having children;

didn't have much contaCt.with young children before having own

children and therefore did enot.know what to expect..

Other (indicate): If parent's response does not fit into any

of the abovn categories, indicate what parent said.

No.answer: Parent did not respond, or interviewer.omitted

question.

Parental comparisons of children (in response to probe 3a)

are coded into one of four categories:

Same: the two children tend to be alike/similar to one her.

Different: the two children tend to differ from,one another.

nixed: the children are alike in some ways, different in some

ways.

No answer: the parent dirnot answer the question.

. Reasons given for similarities/differences (probe 3b) are coded

into one of five categorkei:

Genetics: Differences/similarities due to heredity; children

were just bornethat way; parent knew from DaY One; from the

moment they were born. Also code genetics if the parent

stated that he or she raised both children the same way and

1 2 ,
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cannot otherwise account for the similarities/differences

between them.
A

Envitonment: Parent's reason for similarities/differences

between children involves the way children were raised, the

child's relative birth order position (and therefore the family

, environment), peer influences, etc.

Both: Similarities/differences between children Ltributed to

an interaction between genetics and environment; parent believes

children born with certain predispositions or personalities

which are influenced by.the way parents raise children.

Other (indicate): Reasons other than genetics, environment

or an interaction of the two, should be indicated. Similarities

differencee attributed to personality, individual differences,

or psychological-make-up, are to be coded in this category.

No answer: If parent cannot acceunt for tile similarities or

differences, doesn't know where the-similarities/differences

came fram, or if the question was omitted by the interviewer,

code "No answer."

Parents! responses to probe (4) are.coded into one, a five

categories:

Same: expected the children to be alike.

Different: expected the children to be different.

Mixed: expected the children to be similar in pome respects

and different in others.

None: no expectations about child before his/her birth.

No answer: fails to give an answer.
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Changes in TiMe with Each Child

(omitted for only-child families)

The interview introduces this portion of the interview in the

following manner..

Now I'll ask some questions focusing on the. time you spend with

each of your children individually. For example: you and
0

(insert name of first-born); then you ind (insert

name of second-born); then you and (insert name of

third-botn). If parent questions this, probe with "We're interested

in the time y9u spend indiviclually with each child."

Parents are then aske4 to make the following coMParisons-

,with regard to the time they spend with their children:

la. Is the amount oe time you now spend with

(insert name of first-born) more, less, or the same

Ir

since before ((insert name of second-born) was

born?

lb. If not the same: Why has it changed?

If the target child is in the third or a subsequent ordinalp0sition,

the name cif the target child is substituted for the second-born

and the name of the older sibling closest in age to the target

child is.substituted' for the first-borm-

la. Is the amount of time you now spend 'with

(insert name of second-born) 'mofe, lesi, or the same as

the amount of time you spent with (insert name

of first-born) at this age?
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2b. If not dhe same: Why h'Ss it changed?

The following probes are administered to families with 3 or more

children. If the target child is in the third or a subsequent

ordinal position, the name of the target child is presented fiFst

and compared to the child who is in the next (younger) ordinal

position.

la. Is the amount of time you now spend with

(insert name of second-born) more, less, or the same

since (insert name of third-born) was born?

3b. 'If not the same: Why has it changed?

Coding

For each comparison that applies, code whether the time

spent by the parent is'more, less, or the same, or no answer was

given.

Rationales given.6y the parent to explain why the amount of

time spent has changed are coded sepatately, depending on whe er

the amount of time is more or less. However, as many of the

rationales apply in either case, each will only be dtfined once.

CODE AS-MANY RATIONALES AS ARE-APPLICABLE

More children: ParenC'hat to dividv time, attention, energy,

among more children than before.
,

Group time with both children: Parent 'spends time with both.

children together; reads them both a story, or takes them

both to the zoo. (Note that this-is not really an answer

to the question, as parent was asked sabovt the time spent
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individually with each child).

Mor6,child-related duties/Change in child-related duties:

There has been a change in the amount of laundry, dishwashing,

-house cleaning, etc. to be done.

Duties outside the home/Change in duties outside the home:

Parent is now occupied with duties and responsibilities outside

the home which detract from time available to spend with

;-
child or was previously occupied with these kinds of duties

and responsibilities. .A few examples of responses to be

coded in this category include: 'duties related to the

parent's job, the parent is working and going to school,

parenCs job involves a lot of time on the road, parent is

involved in the PTA or other organizations.

Needs of first-born .(OR older sibling) greater than needs of

second-born (OR target)--focus on age: Parentfeels-first-

born is old enough to understand and therefore spends time

responding to the.,child's curiosity with explanations.

Since older child is in school, he or she needs the parent's

help with homework assignments or special projects. Parent

feels that first-born needs extra time and attention to

.adjust to the birth oE a new sibling.

Needs of second-born (OR target) greater than needs of

first-born (OR older sibling)--focus on age: Since second-

born is younger, he or she still needs help getting dressed

or help ty14f his or her shoes. Second-born is home all day

*

1
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with parent and wants parent to play, or needs parent to

structure day.

Needs of second-born (OR target) greater than needs of third-

born (OR younRer sibling)--focus on age: Second-born needs

more of parent's time because of adjustment to the birth

of a new sibling. Third-born is only an infant and doesn't

need much more than a diaper change and a bottle, while.second-

born is older and curious about 'the world, his or her mind

is developing rapidly and parent wants to.spend time explaining

things and guiding the child's development.

Needs of.third-born (OR younger sibling) greater than needs

of second-born (OR tarRet)--focus on age: Since thirA-born

is younger, he or she still needs help getting dressed, or

needs to be played with. Thiid-born still needs parent to do

things for him or her while the older children can do these

things by themselves.

Parent ability to relate to child increases as child grows

older: Parent finds him/herself more interested in becoming

inSiolved with the child as the child grow; older, develops

more of a personality and develops the ability to interact

with others.

First-born (OR older sibling) in school, plays with friends,

etc. more than before: The first-born child is simply not

around as much as before. He or she is now off at school,

or is playing with friends, participating in after-school

activities, etc.

1 1
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First-born (OR older sibling) in school, plays with friends,

etc. less than before: The first-born is around more than .

before, does not play with frienda or participate in after-

school activities as much as before.

Second born (OR target) jt school, plays with friends, etc.

more than first-born did: (the second-born child goes off

and plays with friends more than the firsts-born child did at

that age. The second-born child is busy all mortfing in

nursery school, whereas the older child didn't go to

nursery school.

Secondborn (OR target) in, school, plays with friends, less

than first-born (OR oiderrsibling) did: Second-born goes

to school for lily half a day now while first-born was in school

all day by this age, or second-born plays with friends less

than first-born, or doesn't participate in library.story'

hours, etc. as much as.first-born did.

Second-born (OR taAget) in school, plays with friends, etc.

-more than before (fbr comparison with thirpi-boin):

Second-born is now'in a play group, or nursery school, or

plays with friends more than before.

Second-born (OR target) in school, Plays with friends, etc.

leas than before: Second-born does not play with friends

as much as before.

Unique needs of first-born (OR older sibring)--focus on

individual diffeiences: Parent spends time with first-born

in order to work on development of language skills.

1
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First-born may be more dependent on parent or more "clingy"--

seems to.need to be with parent more. First-born having

trouble in school and needs parent's help.

Unique needs of secOnd-born (OR,target)--focus on individual

differences: SaMe as above for first-born.

Unique needs of third-born (OR younger sibling)--focus Jan

'individual.differences: Same as above for first-born.

Novelty of having children has worn off: Parent spends less

time witH child following first-born because the novelty of

watching a child's development, e.g., first word, first

step, etc. has worn off after experience of first child..

Not applicable/None of the above (indicate): If none of the

above categories onn be coded, please indicate the response \

given, and whether it was to the first, second, or third

comparison.

Needs of the Child

Administration

In this part of the FICI, the parent is questioned with

regard to his/her child's special needs and the factors to which

the,parent attributes these needs. The procedure is as follows:

We want to know what you think about 's (insert

name of target child) needs.

1. DO, you feel insert name of target child) has'

special needs? (Probe "No" or "all children have special

needs" one time.)
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2. Whet do you think is the major need? (Or if parent has

discussed a need in response to question 1, ask: "De you

think that this is 's major need?")

3. How do you account for tilis need? (Probe individual

differences, personality, make-np) "Where do these differ-

ences come from?"

4. Do you think this (insert major need) is

permanent or that he'll/she'll outgrow it?

5. Do you think it could bd changed with special help?

_cocIng

Responses to probe (1) are coded as yes, no, all children have

special needs or no answer. Only one need can be coded for probe

(2). Needs are coded according to type .(4 categories) and whether

the parent considers the needa as poeitive or negative. ocativs-----

needs may include parental referencee to strengths or desirable

attributes of the child in a particular realm of devM.opment, while

references to weaknesses or deficilties in the child are to be

coded as negative needs. Several examples follow, which should help

in differentiatling positive and negative needs and in determining

Ot
the area of the chIld'e development in which the need is present.

Language

Poaitive--Child enjoya speaking, lik1 t communicate

ideas to others, and needs have tt pa ent give him/her

the opportunity to talk about activitierat school, etc.

1

."
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NeRative--Child ha4'communication handicap and needs

parent to work with him or her on language skills, or, .

needs parent's help to prepare for speech therapy session,

etc.

Personal/Social

Positive--Child needs love, attention, affection, close

emotional/Physical contact with othera.
, 46,

0-bN

NegativeChild has excessive need for love and/or atted4on;

child has difficulty interacting with others, is shy,

withdrawn, or averly sensitive.

CoRditiwe

Positive--Child io very bright and needo to be challenged

La school. Child 1.13 very curioua and eager'J learn and

needa.to be in an Lntellectually otimulating envixonment.

NegativeChild has difficulty keeping up with clItssmateo

at school, or has a learning diaability, and needo help

with schoolwork.

Physical

Positive--Child Jo very athletic and needo to be involved
4

eports to further develop talent in this area)

NegativeChild is weak or phyoically uncoordinated and

med ! to be encouraged to participate in phyoical

activitiea.
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If a need is expressed which does not correspond to any

of the above areas, code "other" and indicate the parent's response

and whether the need was positive or negative in the spaces provided.

If the question was omitted by the interviewer because the parent

stated thet his/her child had no special needs, code "no aink./er."

The source of the need indicated by the parent in response

to the third probe is coded into ONE of the following categories:

Genetics: Parent dtates th#t the need is hereditary, the

child was born that way, or that the deed is part of tbe

child's nature or is inherent to all humans.

Maturation (developmental lag/acceleration): Parent believes

the child's need may be attributed to ip accelerated or

delayed rate of development.

Environment--Other than family: Child's need Itttributed to

environmental influences external to the family, such as

interactions with peets and/oi teachers, and societal irtflUences

as a whole'.

Environmentfamily: Aspects of the family environment, such

as the way the child was raised, the child's relative birth

order position, interactions with parents or siblings, or

conditions in the home as a result of parents' work or school

responsibilities are considered to be the sources of the

child's need.

Both genetics and environment: Parent states that the child's

need is due to an interaction between genetics and environment,

or mentions both factors in his/her response.

192
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-

Accident after birth:. An actident, such as a fall; is con-
,

sidered to be the source of the child's net0.

Prenatal cause: Illness of the mother during nancy,

or an accident suffered by the mother during pregn y is

the source of the child's need.

Illness of child: Parent feels that an illness suffered by

the child is responsibile for the child's need.

Religion, fate, karma, etc.: Reason for child's need is

spiritual/religious in nature. -

Other (indicate): Reason given by the parent /s other than

those indicated above. Language problems attributed to hearing

losses are to be coded in this tategory.

-/ No answer: Question omitted by interviewer.

Parents' responses to probe (4) are coded into one of two

categories:

Permanent (hope won't outgrow): The parent believes that

his/her child will always have this need. If the parent

states that he/she hopes ehe child won't outgrow this need,

it is considered to be implied that the parent beli,es the

'need is permanent. Responses that the child wil always

have the need but will learn to adapt to it, copl with it,

transfer it to other relationships, etc., are to be coded

in this category.

Nonpermanent (hope will outgrow): If the Parent states that

the child will outgrow the need in time, or that he/she hopes

the child will outgrow it, code these responses in the nonperma-

nent category. Also code responses that the child will improve.

;
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Categories for coding respOuses-to the fifth probe include

parents'. beliefs' thaw their child's need will change with special

won t change with special help, that no change ia needed,

or that change will occur without special help.

ONLY ONE OF THESE RESPONSE CATEGORIES IS TO BE CODED

If the question wai omitted by the intetviewer, or if the

response given does not correspond to any-of the above categories,

code no answer.

Allocation of Family Resources

Administration

Questions in this part of the FICI deal with the ways in which

family resources such as money and personal energy are distributed

as well as the ways in which financial decisions are made for

the family. The probes below are administered in the follwIng

order:

1. Given that every family Li a limited alant of money

available after you've taken care of the household expenses,

how do you distribute this money to meet the various needs

of each family member? How would you rank each family

member with "1" getting the most, then "2" getting less and

so on? Read off (or) Tell me how you'd rank them.

Hand card to parent with list in this'order:

Yourself

Your spouse
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Children listed individually from oldest to youngest

Other people (like parents)

2. There are many decisions a family makes regarding how it

spends its money. I will list areas that most families

have to consider. Please tell me whether it is you or

youPspouse who makes the major financial decision for:

1. clothing for the family

2. purchase of a car

3. entertainment/recreation

4. responsibility for budget making

5. usehold furnishings'

6. /vacations

7. food

8. household maintenance and repair

9. special activities for children

10. putting money in savings

3. Can you imagine any circumstance in which you would be

willing to spend a lot of money on (insert

name of target child) and not on the other members of

the family?

If YES: What circumstance?

4. Given that every parent has a limited amount of energy

available after that required by your job and the house,

how do you distribute your energy to meet the various

needs of each family member? ,Tell me how you'd rank

them.
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(Use the same card of renkings as Question 1.)

In the event that a parent asks for further clarification of

what is meantiby household expenses .(Probe 1), the interviewer

is to inform the parent that we are interested in how the money

actually gets distributed after the fbasic necessities of food,

clothing and shelter are out of the way. (No references to

"fun money" or "leftover money" should be made on the part of the

interviewer, as that would be misleading4

The last entry on the card "other people (like parents)"

should not be probed if the parent does not include other people

in'the ranking. It is up to the parentyto include them, and .the

parent's decision would be influenced by probing.

If the parent is unable to do the ranking, the following

probes may be used:

(1) "Of course this could change from time to time, but how

does'it usually get distributed?" (focus on the practical,

actual distribution of financial resources).

OR

(2)'"We're not asking whom you would prefer to spend money on, or

which family members you favor most, but rather, how does

the money actually get distributed?"

Information regarding assignment of equal or shared ranks

should not be given by the interviewer unless the parent requests

it.
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Indicate the rank order position assigned to each family

member in response to.probes 1 and 4 in the space provided on the

score sheet. This requires knowledge of the names of all of

children in the family and their birth Order. Special atrention

to names and birth order should be given to families with three or

more children, as substitutions were made in earlier comparisons.

A rank order of "1" corresponds to the largest amount of

energy/money, the family member assigned a rank of ",2" would

receive less energy/money, and so on. If equal ranks are asaigned

to two or more family members, the rank orders they would have

occupied if ranked separately are to be summed, and then divided

by the number of family members to receive [lie same rank order

position. For example, if *three children are to share the highest

rank, sum ranks of 1, 2, and 3 6 and divide by #children

being ranked equally 6 3 2. Each child would then receive

a rank of 2 and the next family member, to be ranked would.receive

the rank of 4.

In addition to recording ranks assigned by the parent,

indicate the position inswhich the target child was ranked, and

the number of people tacluded id the ranking.

For each of the ten areas listed in item 2, code whether

the husband, wife, or both husband and wife are responsible for the

financial decision. If the interviewer anitted the area, or the

response is unclear, code "no answer."

Code item 3 according to whether the parent aaid yea, he/ahe

can imagine a circumatance in which he/she would spend a lot of
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Money on the target child only, no, he/she cannot imagfne such a

circumstance, or the parent gave no answer.

ONLY ONE KIND OF CIRCUMSTANCE IN ORDER OF PRIORITIES IS TO BE CODED

AS kRESPONSE TO THIS PROBE

The following list of possible types of circumstances the

parent might indicfMe is presented in order from highest)to lowest

priority. If two or more types of circumstances are mentioned,

code the one which appears highest on the list:

Presence of a special need: Parent would be willing to spend

a lot of money on remedial education, sending child to special

school, speech therapy, etc. in order to help the child,over-

come a special need, problem, long-term physical or emotiopt

disability, or communieation handicap.

Emergency/medical/dental: Parent would spend a lot of money

on the target child if he/she were in an accident, required

surgery, or had to have braces. In contrast to the long-term

special needs in the first category, Circumstances in this

second catetory are of a more short-term natuie, requiring only

acute care or attention.

Presence of a special talent: If the child demonstrates

6ecial talent in a given area such as music, art, or sports,

the parent would be willing to spend a great deal of money on

lessons and training to cultivate this talent. However,

spending money on piano lessons, art classes, etc. to give the

child a well-rounded background is not to be coded in this

category; circumstances such as these should be coded in the'

relative/situational category which follows.

1
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Relative/situational: A large amount of money would be spent

on the target child as particular age-related situations arose.

These might include paying tution, buying books, school

supplies, and new shoes when school starts, sending the child

to camp in the summer, paying for lessons and after-school

activities:buying a bicycle when the child is old enough to

ride it, or a stereo or car for the child during his/her

teenage years.

Sex differences: Parent would spend a kot of money on target

child because of his/her sex. For example, the parent might

believe that it is important to provide a college education

for a boy but not a girl, or that a girl should take ballet

lessons in order to learn how to be graceful, but this wbulq

not be necessary for a boy.

Reward: If child did well in school, or helped out with chores

around the house, parent would spend a lot of money on a

reward for the child, such as a trip to Europe, a new bicycle,

etc.

All kids eventually get the same: The money spent on the

children averages out in the long run; one child may have a lot

of money spent on him/her when he/she needs it, and then

another child will have a turn later on. , (Note that this is

not really an answer to the question, as the kind of circumstance

is not actually specified.)

No answer: Question was omitted by the interviewer or

otherwise uncodable.
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Sources of Beliefs

Administration

The parent is asked to fill out a questionnaire that deals

with the.extent to which various factors influence his/her child-

/rearing practices:

First, I want you to fill out this short questionnaire and

then we'll talk about it.

1The
text of this questionnaire follows:
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Interviewer

ID#

Date

How much do you think that each of the following things plays a part in how

you.are raising your child(ren)?'

None A little Some A lot

How your parents raised you

In-laws or other relatives

Other parents' experiences and advice

Spouse's ideas

Differences between your children

Observation4 of other people's children

Teacher's advice

Professional advice other than teacher

Religion

Particular books or articles

Which ones?

TV shows

Which ones?

sis

Other influences (please describe)

2"1
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At this point, the parent is asked to identify the factor

.which has had the greatest impact on the way he/she is raising his/

her child(ren).

1. What do you think Ilas influenced you the most in the way

you raise your child(ren)? (You don't have to stick to

dnis list.)

(If necessary, ask: Which onep these is the most

important influence?)

(If necessary, ask: Can you think of anything that has

affected the way you are raising your child(ren)?)

Due to the fact that ONLY ONE MAJOR INFLUENCE CAN BE CODED,

it is up to the intervieWer to probe responses which are combinations

of influences. The interviewer might begin by acknowledging that_

both facors mentioneckmight influence the parent's childrearing

practices a great deal, but then continue by asking the parent

which factor has influenced him/her the most.

Responses indicating that the parent's own thoughts and ideas

have been the major influence cannOt be coded, and should therefore

be probed. It is suggested that the interviewer acknowledgeathat

the parent's own ideas influence the way he/she raises his or

her child(ren), but then go on to explain that we are interested

in factors which have influenced or affected these ideas.

Check only one major influence from among the following catego-

ries:
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A
Own upbringing

Relatives

Other parents

Spouse

Own children

Other poeple's children

Teachers

Professionals

Religion

Educational books/articles/TV

(indicate

Other books/articles/TV, not of a professionaLnature

(indicate)

Self-help groups

Other (indicatO

Combinations of influences, if not probed by td'interviewer,

should be coded in the "other" category, and each influence ,ohould

be indicated in the space provided.

,
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Preliminary Reliabtlity Estimates

As of October 1; 1980, two.coders have scored p total of 45

Family Influences on Childrearing Interviews. In accordance with our

established procedures, interrater agreement is checked periodically

during the coding prpcess. As a result, these two codeis Ilave both

scored-four of .the interviews, acting independently of one another.

Interrater agreement ranged from 97% to 100%, wi.thf mean level of agreement

of 99.25%
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DATE CODER ID#

II, DIFFERENCES/SIMIFARITIES BETWEEN CHILDREN (Code onlyone)

A. Expectations beforgoand after bedoming a parent

E 0 El El E
Same Different MIxed No expectations No

-,
(Changed) before children answer

Bl. Expectations for first-born vs. secondborn/target vs. older sibling

r] 7 E] E.] Li
,

Same Different Mixed No expectations rl r
(No) (ies)

2. Reasons for same/different expectations (Code only one in order o priority).
,

EL] Unique needs of one child (1)

F-1 Individual differences in children (general) (2)

ri Sex differences (3)

F-1 Parent has changed (4)

F-1 Parent has remained the same (5)

F1 All children basically alike (6)

4

F-1 No expectations beforelhad children (7)

7-1 Other (indicate)

1 j No answer (9)

3. Comparison

0 Same

ET DifEcrent

tixed

I I No answer

4. Reason fordiff./sim.

0 Genetics

I 1 Environment

1::=1 Both

0 Other (indicate)

1 1
No answer

(8)

5. Expectations oE difEs./sims. when se"cond-born or younger sibling was little

Different

2

Mixed No No
expectations answer
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DATE CODER

III. CHANGES'IN TIME SPENT WITH EACH CHILD

AmPunt of;Time

More Less Same N.A.

n 0 7 0

E

Time with lst-born since 2nd-born
OR

Older sibling since target

Time with 2nd-born vs. lst-born
OR

Target vs. older siblin$

Time with 2nd-born vs. 3rd-born
OR

Target vs. younger sibling

Rationales for Changes in Time: Less (Code as many as applicable)

1st- since 2nd- vs. 2nd-vs.
2nd-born lst-born 3rd-born

OR - OR OR

Older sib. Target vs. Targ,et vs.

since target older sib younger sib.

Gi

L!
I

11

More children

Group time with both children

More child-related duties

Duties outside tile home

Needs of/2nd-born (OR target) greater than
needs of lst-born (OR older stp)--focus on age

Needs of lst-born (OR oader sib) greater than
needs of 2nd-born (OR target)--focus on age

Needs of 3rd-born (OR younger sib) greater
than needs of 2nd-born (OR target)--focus on age

Parent ability to relate to child increases as
child grows older

lst-born,(OR older sib) in school, plays with

friends, etc. more than before

El
2nd-born (OR target) in school, plays with
friends, etc. more than lst-born did

LJ
2nd-born (OR target) in school, plays with
friends, etc. more than before

Unique needs of 2nd-born (OR target)--focus
on individual differences

A

Li

Unique needs of lst-born (OR older sib)--focus
on individual differences

Unique needs of 3rd-born (OR younger sib)--
fOcus on individual differences

Novelty of having children has worn off

Not applicable/None of the above
(indicate)

2
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DATE CODER- ID#

III. (COnt'd)

'Rationans for Changes in Time(Cont'd):' More (Code as many as app1i6Th1o)

1st- since 2nd- vs. 2nd- vs.
2nd bcaza, lst-born 3rd-gbrn

OR OR OR
Older sib. Target vs, Target vs.
since target: older sib. younger sib.

fl

Li

e

or

0 Change in child-related dutieS

Group time with both children

I. J Change in duties outside the home"

E Needs of lst-born (OR older sib) greater than
needs of 2nd-born (OR target)--focus on age

Li
Needs of 2nd-born (OR target) greater than
needs of,lst-Sorn (OR older sib)--focus on age

eeds of 2nd-born (OR target) greater than
1-7 n eds of 3rd-born (OR younger sib)--focus on

ag

I

Pa nt_ability to relate to child increases
as hild, grows older

lst-born (OR older sib) in school, plays with
friends, etc. less than before

2nd-born (OR target) in school, plays with
friends, less than lst-born (OR older sib) did

2nd-born (OR target) in school, plays with
friends, etc. less than before 4

Unique needs of lst-born (OR older sib)--focus
on individual differences

Unique needs of 2nd-born (OR target)--focus
on individual differences

None of the above (indicate)

, /Not applicable

,12
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IV. NEEDS .(Code only one)

A. Target child's needs

1. Target child has special needs

Yes No All children No

have special needs answer

2; Type of major need

Positive Negative

L1-1 1-1

[ 1

F-1

3. Source of need

Genetics

Language

Personal/social (e.g., affective, emoiionai, attn.)

Cognitive (e.g., needs to be challenged in school),

Physical (e.g., allergies, physical strength).

Other (indicate)

No answer

El Maturation (developmental
lag/acceleration)

Environment--other than family

1111 Environment--family

Both genetics and environment

Accident after birth

4. Permanence of need

Prenatal cause

Illness of child

Religion, fate, Karma, etc.

O Other (indicate),4,

No answer

Permanent Nonpermanent No answer

(hope won't outgrow) (hope will outgrow)

5. Change with special help
11

Will change Won't change

0
No change Change will No answer

needed occur without
special help

2")
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IV. (Cont'd)
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Allocation of family resources (Code as many as applicable)

1. Money 5. Energy

fl

fl

Yourself

I Your spouse

ElFirst-born

L_J

# of people ranked

No answer

Second- born

Third-born

Fourth-born

Other people, like parents

Target (same rank as in appropriate birth order box)

2. Person responsible for major financial decision (Code all)

husband Wife Both No answer

1

1 '

Li

Li

r-

3. Special circumstance

Yes
1 1

No

Li

No answer

Clothing for family

Pur6ase of a car

Entertainment/recreation

Responsibility-for budget making

Household furnishings

Vacations

Food

Household maintenance and repair

Special activities for-children

Putting money in savings

4. Kind of circumstance (Code-in order f priorities)

1) Presence of a special need (e.g., long-term physical or
emotional disability, remedial education or special school)

pi 2) Emergency/medical/dental

I I 3) Presence of a special talent (only if mentioned as a talent)

4) Relative/situational (developmental--babies, teens need more
things; school time--tuition, books, shoes; also, summer camp,
hockey lessons)

5) Sex differences (boys need a college education, girls need
ballet lessons to learn to be graceful)

6) Reward (trip to Europe for good grades)

7) All kids eventually get the same

6) No answer
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DATE CODER ID#

V. SOURCES OF BELIEFS (BEH only) (Code only one)

Major influence

I Own upbringing

Relatives

'Other parents
,

Li Spouse

71 Own children

Other people's Lhildren

Teachers

Prbfessionals

Religion

Educational books/articles/TV

(indicate)

Other books/articles/TV, not of a pro,fessional nature

(indicate)

Self-help groups

! Other (ind.kcate)

Air

21
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PARENT OBSERVATION INSTRUNENT

This instrument has been developed as part of a program investigating

representational thinking in young children. ReptesentatiOn, an

intrinsically inherent human capacity, involves the ability to mentally

reproduce the past, anticipate the future, and assess alternatives in the

present, transcending imanediate spatial and temporal perceptions. This

schedule is a listing of categories of parent behaviors which activate

representational thinking (i.e., mental operational demands on the child

to distance). We refer to these strategies as "distancing" strategies

because they serve as a means to create psychological distance between

the child and his immediate physical and temporal environd*nt.

The instrument was originally developed and used to evaluate teacher-

child interactions at ETS from 1975 to 1977. The mean interrater agreement

across 14 twenty-four minute observations was 82%. The range of agreement

for each of 14 observatians was from 71% to 95%. The revised instrument

was used to evaluate 480 videotaped parent-child interactions at ETS

from 1976 to 1978. The range of agreement between pairs of coders for

mental operaeional demands was from 72% to 99% for 20% of the observations,

with a mean interrater agreement of 86.5%.
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Manual for Coding Parent-Child Interaction Videotapes

Contents

I. Parent Behaviors

A. Codeable Unit from Parent Utterance

1. Summlfy Definition of Entries

2, Copy of Coding Forms

B. Communication Cohesion

C. Form

D. Verbal Emotional Support System

E. Nonverbal Parent Behaviors

1. Emotional Support System

2. Task Facilitation

F. Rating of Parent's Warmth

G. Rating of,Parent's Sensitivity

H. Parent Verbal Teaching and/or Management
4

1. Teaching, Mental Operational Demands

2. Structuring Task .and Task Suppbrtive Behavior

3. Child ManageMent

II. Child Behaviors-

A. Rating of Engagement

B. Rating of Child Performance on Task

III. Zdentification of Lnteraction Participants, Unit, Time, Reading

- IV. Categories of Mental Operational,Demands, Task Management and Child

Management
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I. PARENT BEHAVIORS

A. Codeable.Unit from Parent Utterance

Every utterance from the parent that occurs in the initial two

minutes, final two minutes and ond minute at the midpoint of the

interaction will be coded. Selection of units in coding was based

on means and ranges obtained in prior Studies (cf. Sigel, McGillicuddy-

DeLisi, & Johnson, Note 1) while meeting requirements to assess how

the parent introduces, carries out and concludes the interaction.

/(7 Emphasis is on verbalizations although nonverbal behaviors will be

coded, behaviors such as emotional physical contact, helping and take-

over (see section on Nonverbal Parent Behaviors). Exact repeats will

be coded as one unit, e.g., "That's right, that's right."

A complex sentence with two separate demands will be separated

by demand. Each demand will be coded in a separate box with a child

response coded in conjunction with each demand or no time (NT) if

responses required can't be combined (such as "looking" and some other

response).

Example: "Look at #2, and tell me what we should do.""

code Law MOD + child response in block 1
code High MOD + child response in block 2

When the demands are redundant in a complex sentence or question, i.e.,

......

the same Mental Operational Demamd (see Section IV, Categories of

Mental Operational Demaads,,Tas)4. Management and Child Management for

definitions) appears in both parts, code the demands in onPy one'box.

Example: "Hand me a piece of paper and take one for yourself."

code both as struct ring + Child response in one box

:1"This is a nice boo . Don't you think so?"

code both as High MDD + child response in one box



Verbal Modeling Demand

but of Contact

Marker

Divertin
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SUMMARY DEFINITION OF ENTRIES

Attention Getting

Parent

Mental Operational Demand7-

ft

Chil

Form

. Statement
Imperative
Question
Fragment

I

Q

F

D

If

-

To
Md

'- p

Atn.Dv Mk (I) M

NVST
1 NVM

.Ac P NE NT 0 1 2 3

Actively Engaged I-

Passively Engaged,

NonengaAd

No Time

Nonverbal Parent Behaviors

Positive Physical Affect
Negative Physical Affect
Helping
Take over
Modeling
Nonlierbal Structuring
Nonverbal Management

Performance Rating Scale

'Verbal Emotional Support

A Approval
D Disapproval
If Informational Feedback

' 1 )

A



Coder

Date Coded

Taper
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Parent-Child Interaction Analysis

Total Time

S

I

Q

F

,

D

I f

+
-

II

Md

W./ST

NVH

P

At n Dv Mk 4) M

-

C Ac P NE NT

,

0 1 2 3

S

I

Q

F

A

D

I f
h

To

Md

NV ST

NVM

P

At n Dv Mk 4) M

C Ac P NE NT 0 I 2 3

S

Q

-I--

A

If

+

II

To
Md

NVST
NVM

Atn Dv Mk kt M

C Ac P NE NT 0 1 2 3

,_-
S

I

Q

A

D

I f

+

h

To
md

NV ST

NVM

At n Dv Mk M

C

,

Ac P NE NT 0 I 2 J

S

I

Q

F

A

D

I f

+

h

To
Md
NVST

NVM'

P

At n Dv Mk 4) M

C Ac P NE NT

,

0 I 2 J

Task Order ID No.

Date Taped Session

I

Q

A

D

I f

-1.

ro
Ild

NVST
NVM

Act% Dv Mk tb 11

P NE NT 0 1 2 3

S

I

Q

F

A

D

I f

+

h

To

Md

NV ST

*NH

P

A t n Dv 4( 4) M

-"C
_

Ac P NE NT 0 I 2 3

S

1

Q

F

A

b
If

+

,

To
Md

NVST
NVM,

P

Atn Dv Mk M

C Ac P NE NT

,

0 I 2 3

S

I

Q

F

A

D

I f

+

h

ifo

, Md

NVST
NVM

P

_

At n Dv Mk k0 M

C Ac P NE NT 0 I 2 3

t.

S

I

Q

F

A

D

I f

+

h

To
Md

NVST

NVM

P

At n Dv Mk 41 M

C Ac P NE NT

-

0 I 2 3

A

I f
To
Md

NV ST

NVM

0 I 2 -31Ac P NE NT

A t n Dv Mk- M

Ac P NE NT

A

I f To.
Md

NVST
NVM

0 1 2 31

S

I

Q

A

D

If

____

+

h

To
md

NysT
NVM

A t n Dv Mk 4) M

C Ac P NE NT 0 I 2 3

S

I

Q

A

D

I f
h

To
md

NVST
NVM

P

At n Dv Mk 4) M

C Ac P NE NT o I 2 3



Coder

-

Parent-Child Interactioil Analysis

Taper Task Order ID No.

Date Coded Total TiMQ

BeginnIng Time

Warmth Rating 0 1 2 3,

Sensitivity Ra.ting 0 11 2 3

Date Taped Session

Ending Time
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B.. Communication Cohesion

This is coded in.addition to the

Mental Operational Demand (MOD),

FOrm, the Emotional Support, and

Task or Child Management.

Attention Getting (Atn)--Parent behaViord. used to get or ld

Atn Dv flc

child's attengon. Definitions andIxamples follow.

Orienting - Verbalizations that are always fragments-, -vaed to

2 get or hold.child's attention and move the task along.

AN*

These contain no hint of affect or approval. /

'Example: "Okay" "All right" *.

Tharp are times when "Okay" and "all right" are used 4

1

as oikenters or is a means to move the task along an&

have no approval quality, but _there are other times,

when they are used for approval. The coder has to make

the decision based upon what's going on at he time.

When orienting is coded, do not code approval.:

Examples: "Okay, let's get started."

(Atn) + (St) (no approvh1)

"All right, thiS is going to be MI."

(Atn) +, (High MOD)

When words such as "Okay" and "All right," are uded as

'approval, they may appear alone follawing successful

completion of a demand, in which case code as approval

only, OR they may appear,with the next s.tep indicating,

approval of the past step.
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Example: "Okay, what's next?" (approving last step and
moving task along)

(app) + (Medium MOD)

If the,POkay" or "All right" followed iwapproval

which indicated the completion of the last step, it
.

would be considered orienting.

Example: '"That's good."

(app - coded alone)

"Okay, what's next?"

(Atn) + (Medium MOD) (code in next block)

*Redirecting - Bringing back to task:_ child is oef.task and paxent

directs focus back to task or parent has beennfPtask

and redirects ,focus bank to task.

Example: Either of the Above can follow NE,,codedlor

child in the previous unit block. Also,

code above for Mental Operational Demand
cif

when relevant, Or Emotional Support.

Parent redirects to'taskl. Atn/MOD, etc.

Diverting (DV)--Off task: Parent changes focus to something off task,

or dhild is off task and parent focuses onsomething else that is also

off task rather than redirecting.

Examples: Parent'initiates a diversion: Dv/MOD, etc.

Parent maintains a diversion initiated by

child: Dv/MOD, etc.
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Marker(*)--A question asked merely for effect with no answer expected,

It must be followed by No Time (NT). If time is allowed for a

response,,then the question is coded for the appropriate MOD accord-

ing to content of the utterance. The form of the marker is not

coded.

Examples: "This is.a book. Huh?"

code Low MOD + S + Mk

"We're going to make a plane. Okay?"

code St + S + Mk

"Fold it together. You know?"

code St + I + Mk

Out of Contact ()--Parent may either be on or off task but'is not

responding to the child. For example, the parent may get totally

involved in folding own object or daydreaming or talking to self,

in which case there would be no demand made an the child.

Verbal Modeling (M)--Telling child whatto do while the parent is

involved in showing or demonstrating. Parent's model must be

visible and demand must be for one step only. The content is coded

separately, such as structuring OT an MOD. If verbal modeling is

coded, do not code nonverbal modeling (see Section on Nonverbal

Parent Behaviors).

Examples: "It would work better if you fold yours the way
I'm folding mine "

(Med MOD) + (M)

"Fold, it this way."

(St) + 01)

22u
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"Turn it the way I have mine turned."

(Med MOD) + (M)

"Push right here."

(St) + (M)

C. Form

This is coded for Mental Operatianal

Demands, Task or Child Management,,

and the Emotional Support System

S

I

Q
F

-,,

/

Statement (S)--A 'declarative sentence, telling, giving information

Coded for demand on child, including the demand to attend and to

understand the mental operation performed by the rent, although

the engagement of the Child may be quite passive.,

Example: "I'm going to make one first."

Imperative (I)--A command; giving directions.for a behavior.

Examples: "Fold it this way."

"Stop that!"

"You be still."

Question (Q)--Any question with mental operational demand quality;

no differentiation is made between an open or closed question in

coding, although definitions and examples of each follow. A,question

can reflect convergent thinking; it may require one word answers or

imitative statements (What did I say?); closed questions involve

recall, or simple yes, no answers.



Examples: Parent asks: "What did I just say?"

"What is the name of the book yoU read in school?"

"What three Ways can you fold the paper?"

"Do you want to turn the page?"

A question can also be an open question with "demand" qualety or

elaborated, divergent qualities where the question xequires recon-

struction and where the child has a choice in how the answer is

given.

Examples: Parent asks: "What ways can the paper be folded?"

"What kind of boats do you like?"

"What did you do in school today?"

'"What did you like about the story?"

Fragment (F)--Incomplete sentence or question. If a fragment stands

alone, or makes a demand different from the following utterance,

code for Mental Operational Demand. Do not code false starts, code

what follows next. If a fragment is not approval and fits with what

comes next with no child responselin between, incorporate into what

comes next.

Examples: "Fold ... That's right:"

(F)

"Fold - No, wait:" (no hesitation after fold)

(ignore) (disapp) + (st)

222
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D. Verbal Emotional Support System

These are parental verbalizations

which convey affection and/or

support for the child. These

behaviors do not make cognitive

demands, but rather they serve to

encourage and/or guide the child's

efforts in dealing with the task. The parent seems to be responding

to the child's previous performance as well as providing emotional

support for subsequent performance. When units are coded as-

"emotional support," mental operational demands, are included only

for those accompanying questions or imperatives.

Approval (A)--Positive verbal feedback. Definitions and examples of

different types of approval follow.

Approval without Task Facilitation - Positive verbal feedback

without additional task specific information.

Examples: "That's very good."

"That's great:"

A

If

"Isn't that great?" (Not waiting for response)

"I.really like that."

"Right."

"Very spod."

"Okay."

Approval with Task Facilitation - Positive verbal feedback with

additional task facilitation, such as moving the

task forward.

2')
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Examples: "Yes, nOw fold it this way:"

(app) 4. (St)

"Right, now what do we do?"

(app) + (High MOD)

"Okay, now look at No. 2."

(app) + (Low MOD)

Approval, qualified - Positive verbal feedback with some

additional suggestion, usually.task specific.

4,!xamples: "That's very good but'pres,.it dawn a
little more."

(appl) + (St)

"Okay, but itswould fly better this way.

(app) '+ (Med MOD)

"Yes, but this fald might be neater."

(app) +(Med MOD)

Reflection - Parent in.response to the child, captures the child's

_meaning or mood xeaffirming it in statement lorm;

can be essentially the same words, addidg no informal-

tion so that the meaning of the child's statement is

not changed. Direct or implied questions are not

reflections even though the meaning is similar. There

is no explicit or implicit demand in a reflection.

Examples: Child: "I want to go over to my friend's
house."

Parent: "You do not want to stay here."

Child: "That's a sailboat."

Parent: "That is a sailboat."

Child: "That's hard, I can't do it."

Parent: "You feel that's too hard f

IF

you."

29
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DO NOT CODE MESE AS RErLECTIONS:

Child: "That's a boat."

Parent: "rhat's a sailboat."
("sail" adds additional information
so code the Mental Operational
Demand/Statament)

,Child: "That's just like the picture."

Parent: "rhat's just like the picture?"
(The questian form puts a demand
an the child to respond so code
the Mental Operational Demand/
Question)

Disapproval (D)--Negative verbal feedback. Definitions and examples

of different types of disapproval follow.

Disapproval without Task Facilitation - Negative verbal feedback

without additional task specific information.

Examples: "That's wrong."

"No, not like that."

"It'll never fly!" (with disapproval tone
of voice)

Disapproval with Task Facilitation - Negative'rverbal feedback

with additional task facilitation

Examples: "No, look at No. 3."

(Usapp) + (Low MOD)

"No, what should we do?"

(disapp) + (High MOD)

Disapproval, qualified - Negative feedback combined with a more

positive comment or suggestion, usually task specific.

Examples: "That's wrong, but maybe it will work."

(disapp) + (High MOD)

"That's a m!!Lsy fold, but this one looks okay."

(disapp) + Ono. moD)

2')*



"Not that way, but we can fix it."

(disapp) + (High MOD)

"No, but turning it around would work."

(disapp) -4 (High MOD)

Correction - Feedback when a mistake has been made but np'overt approval

or disapproval; includes task specific information.

Examples: "It would work better if you folded it over here."

(disapp) + (Med MOD)

"If that were pressed down harder, it would be easier."

(disapp) + (Med MOD)

"If the points touch, this fold will coma out better."

(disapp) + (Med MOD)

Corrections could also be interpreted as structuring. Give coding

priority to correction if clearly in response to an

error by child.

Informational Feedback (If)--Parent responds to the child's inquiry by

providing information. There are two categories here.

A simple, directly relevant and nonelaborated response.

).
Examples: Child asks if plane ia ready to fly and Parent

responds: "Not yet."

Child asks "What is this called mad Parent responds:
"A sailboat."

An elaborated response which expands the information into more than

one statement; may go on for several statements. Mental

-*Operational Demands will not be coded as long as the

.%414k

parent is responding to the thild's inquiry in statement form.

Example: Child asks how a sailboat works and Parent responds:
"The air gets caught in the sail of the boat and pushes
it alang. Also, there is a rudder which you move to
steer the boat."

22 6.



E. Nonverbal Parent Behaviors

These are coded in addition to

Mental Operational Demand, the

Verbal Emotional Support or alone,

hawever the behavior occurs. More

than one can be coded at the same

h

To
Md

NVST
NVM

-

time.

1. Nonverbal Emotional Support

Positive Physical Affect (+)--Obvious physical deionstration of

affection.

Examples: hugging alone w +

hugging plus "You're great at thisf"

and (App)

Negative Fhysical Affect (-)--Obvious physical punishment or show

of,disapproval or hostility.

Examples: Spanking is -

Shoving into chair plus "You sit there:"

(-) and (High Pawer)

2. Nonverbal Task Facilitation

Helping (h)--Parent intervenes or assists physically with task,

both parent and child are touching the object.

Takeover (To)--Parent intrudes and does task while child is

idle; child's hand is not on the object and parent does it

for him.
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Nonverbal,Modeling Demand (Md)--Nonverbally directing child

to copy parent's behavior, such as by pointing, nudging,

head movement, sounds, etc. If verbal modeling occurs,

do not code nonverbal modeling (see section on Communication

Cohesion).

Nonverbal Structuring (NVST)--Refers to management of the task

or facilitation of task; physical structuring of the distance

between parent or task and child to focus or maintain child's

attention without positive or negative overtones, such as

tapping child's shoulder to get attention, physically

moving (without force) the child in the direction the

parent prefers, actual holding in lap or holding in chair

to focus attention without the child trying to get away,

moving materials to facilitate task or removing distractions,

holding, pages down to prevent page turning.

Nonverbal Management ONM)--Refers to management of child's

behavior; an attempt by the parent to change or stop the

child's behavior; physically preventing the child from an

action or physically forcing the child into a position or

an actiongPsuch as stopping the child from throwing, forcing

the child into the chair or holding the child in lap while

s/he is struggling to get away.

F. Rating of Parent's Warmth

An evaluation by the coder of the warmth exhibited by the parent

during the task. This is a general rating based upon the coder's

2`)6
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impression. Actions expressing enthusiaam, playfulness; enjoyment

of the child or of'doins something with the child, understanding,

compassion, etc., would contribute to the rating. These may be'

evident through tone of voice, smiles or other facial expressions

and head movement such as nodding.

Rating Scale:

0 Very little or no warmth

1 Some warmth exhibited but not a lot of the time

2 Warmth exhibited more often: and more intensely

3 Much warmth exhibited often

a
G. Rating of the Parent.'s Sensitivity to the Child

This is a global rating combining the parent's sensitivity to the

child's cognitive level, tofthe child's emotional state, and to the

child's ghysical state. It is essentially a measure of haw well the

parent is "tuned in" to the child. 'This is nOt a rating of whether

\or not the coder likes that parent or feels that parent is warm, but
r,

:yOne in which an attempt is made to objectively rate the sensitivity

of the parent to, the child. The questions which follow will help

determine the rating:

Is the construction of sentences or questions .too complex or

Is the parent bombarding the child with verbalizations, i.e.,

questions, statements, or imperatives?

2.
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4

Is the parent working with the child's attention span or

against it?

Does the parent seem to know how to get the child to do the

,40

tasks or to cooperate? (This is not related to the

successfulness of the child response, i.e., how wel

°does the task.)

Is the parent accePting of the child's product which may or

may not be perfect, or more coverned with perfection so

that coprections are numerous?

Does the parent seem aware of when the child can function alone

or when the child needs help?

Rating Scale:

0 Very little or no sensitivity

1 Some sensitivity exhibited but not often or not over all

areas

2 Sensitivity exhibited more often and over more areas

,3 Much sensitivity exhibited most of the time and over

most areas

H. Parent Verbal Teaching and/or Management

This includes Mental Operational

Demands, Task Management and

Child Management

Mental Operational D'emands (JMOD)--Demands on the child to think

representatianally. See Section IV for definitions.

23o
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Task Mana3ement--Preparaion and maintenance of the task. *All

examples are to be coded as' Structuring (St). See Section IV

for definitions.

Child ManSgement--Cod0 if child is doing something the parent

doesn't like, the behavior is considered wrong by the parent:

a misbehavior rather than an error on the task--and the

parent attempts to stop or change the behavior. Parental-

effokts at modifying child's nonintellective behaViot it

the social or emotional domain. See Section 117 for

definitions.

II. CHILD RESPONSES

The dhild response is important in

terms of measuring parent involve-,

ment trith the child, with success

indicated by engagement of dhild.

If the child remains nonengaged for

some period of time without the

Ac P

parent redirecting or diverting to join dhild or using some form of

dhild management, the parent is indicating a lack of involvemene with

the child. We are not specifically coding the dhild as initiator,

though the parent as responder (see Emotianal Support System) 1414,

indicate when the child is in contr;i4. Child response will be coded

for every parent en,try, Mental Operational Demands, Emotional Support,

and Nonverbal Parent Behaviors.

1(3
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A. Coding the Child's Engagement

Actively Engaged (Ac)--The child gives an active, relevant response,

the correctness is not impártant.

Passively Engaged (P)r-The child is attending (listening) but there

is no visibl physical or verbal response other than eye fikation

aad orientation.

Nonerigaged (gE)--Defiipions and examples of different types,of non-

engaged behaviors follow.

The child is involved in aa irrelevant response or another

activity entirely, with active involvement.

Example: Playing with the phone instead of

folding. Code NE.

The child is neither attending nor exhibiting any overt non-

task behavior; could be nonresponse to a question

or imperative or looking away when parent is

demonstrating, reading, etc. Primarily, picked up

by child looking away.

Example: If'the parent diverts and child joins in:

"We're going to the zoo later" (Parent).

"Great!" (Child) Code Ac

(Child just listening) Code P
J

If parent diverts and child ignores ,(continues

with task) or diverts to,another topic,

code NE.

23 2
I
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-"I

No Time to Respond' (TT)--Parent 'does nat allow time forea child

4

response.: when the parent is "bombarding" the child With a series

of questions aodiorifraiments, there is no time for 4 Child response

because, of incompatible...parent follow-up. Code,all but the last unit

in.'s series with NT. The last question in a series will hot have NT

coded, indicatihg time has been allowed for the child response.

After a parent statement follawed directly by another utterance, there

is no demand except to.listen, so code Passively Engaged if child is

listening bat, do hot code NT.. After a parent imperative requiring a

child resgonse, motdric or verbal, and no time is given, code NT.

After a parent question followed directly by another utterance, code NT.

When NT is Coded, no other child response is coded.

Examples: "Should I fold it this way? What should I do next?"

(no hesitation code-NT with the first question and

appropriate child response with the'tecond'question)

"Fold it this way. Wait! This isn't straight."

(no hesitation - code NT with the first order and

appropriate child response with the second order and the

statement)

mrhis, is blue. It's light blue."

(no hesitation - do not code NT, code Pas vely Engaged

if child is listening)
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B. Rating Child's Performance

An evaluation by the coder 6f the

child's performance at tne com-

pletion of each step according Write
in

to the following rating scale. ' Step #,

e.g.,

This is only.coded for the paper
0 1 2 3

#2

folding task. For the younger

child this will involve six steps, for the older child, therr will

be nine steps. The time unit shOuld alsobe coded. Since the per-

krmance is rated only upon completion of a step, there will be

blocks with nothing coded. There may be steps which are never

completed. This should be noted when it occurs. If more than one

step is completed in the first two minutes, rate each and note which

step. If only one step is being worked on,'rate the completion of

it and note which step, even if it continues past the first two

minutes. Repeat the same procedure-fdi the last two minutes. If

possible, repeat also for the middle minute. This procedure will

yield at least three child ratings if the child and parents are

involved in the task. If the child and parent are not involved in

the task or are involved for only: one portion of the task, note the

problem and rate whatever is there. The,coder may have to go beyond

the first two minutes to get one rating, and/or may have to back up

prior to the last two minutes. Either case may be true to get a

rating for the middle minute. It is not important which steps are

rated as long as,the step number is noted.

234
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Rating Scale:

0 Total failure to complete the step by child

1 Step cOmpleted with much help and/or Child mistakes

2 Step completed with some physical assistance

3 Step completed correotly with almost no physical

assistance (verbal assistance allowed), and with

few mistakes

III. IDiNTIFICATION OF EgTERACTION PARTICIPANTS, UN, TIME, READING

Family ID number preceded by MT mother - target child

MS Mother - older or younger sibling

FT father - target child

FS father- older or younger sibling

This should be recorded an each coded sheet, as well as the page

number of that code sheet.

Each second of time passed Since the beginning of tape will be displayed

on the screen.

Record time in upper left corner of unit box, in first unit on each

page and in first unit of third anl fifth line. Also note time

when coder has a question. Key words can also be noted, or the

total utterance.

During story, record beginning and ending time of each unit of

continued reading in one box, whether reading is by child or parent.

Reading will assume to be by parent so note if by child. Record the

word "Reads" in box where MOD would be coded.. If parent is paraphrasing

story instead of reading, code "LowMOD-para" and record beginning and

. ending time of the paraphrasing just as for reading.

2 3 3
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IV. MENTAL OPERATIONAL DEMANDS (MOD) ON THE CHILD THROUGH PARENT DISTANCING

STRATEGIES

Three main groupings will be used based upon the level of.the

distancing demand upon the child:

Level 1 - Low Distancing Level 3 - High Distancing

label evaluate consequence

evaluate competence

evaluate affect

evaluate effort and/or performance

demonstrate evaluate necessary and/or sufficient

observe I infer cause-effect

infer affect

infer effect

generalize

transform

plan

confirmation of a plan

conclude

propose alternatives

resolve conflict

produce information

describe, define

describe - interpretation

Level 2 - Medium Distancing

sequence

reproduce

describe similarities

(:lescribe differences

infer similarities

infer differences

symmetrical classifying

estimating

assymmetrical classifying

enumerating

synthesizing within classifying

reproduce/ (anotheA. MOD) - These will be grouped according to

the MOD, ignoring the reproductian aspect. Example: reproduce/lab

Low MOD; reproduce/plan High MOD.4
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Definitions and Examples of Mental Operational Demands on the

Child through Parent Distancing Strategies

The demand on the child is to . .

Observe (obs) Definition: Getting the child to attend using any senses:

hearing, seeing, smelling; asking the child

to examine, e.g., parent demonserating which

demands that the child observe.

Examples: "Look at the book."

"Do you see No. 1?"

"Watch - this is how you fold it."

"Look what happens when I fold it this way."

"Go look at No. 2."

"Do you see how the airplane will look when

we're through?"

Comment: The form of the demand is in a verbal context,

and the parent's action is a demonstration,

BUT the child to comply must observe, hence

Label (lab)

parent demand behavior coded as observe.

Must be distinguished from structuring (see

structuring/explanation and structuring/demonstration).

Definition: Naming a singular object or event or action;

naming a place, appropriate designation of

something, locating; identify, a single dis-

crimination; NO ELABORATION; ownership,

possesaives. Labelling is discrete and does not

involve inference.

Examples: '"Do you know the name of this book?"

"Do you know the name of what we're going to make?"

"Where is the rock in this picture?"

"Do you know the name of this?"

"Wbat is the color?"

"What do you have on your feet?"

"What do you call what she is doing?"

"Where is the book?"

"Whose book is this?"

2'''I



(a) Produce

Information

(prod)

Describe (des)

A7-

Comment: To ke distinguished from concept.or class

labelling.which is symmdtrical classifqing

(see symmetrical classifying).

Definition: Produce, process, confirm or reject information

about labelling, location, materials, e/ents;

associational information. Requires a yes - no

answer from child.

Examples:

Comment:

Definition:

"Is this called a boat?"

"Is this a rainbow?"

Only questions appear here, no parent telling.

Providing elaborated information of a single

instance, e.g., appears, looks. A statement

may be de initional. Actions or,inner states

of self sich as feelings, fantasies, ideas, are

classes of parent verbalizations coded in this

category.

Examples: "There are many flowers hiding the rainbow."

"What is the boy doing?"

"What is a rainbow?"

"What is make-believe?"

"The boy is pretending the rock is all these

different things."

Comment: Static: no dynamic relationships among elements,

no use, no funntional context.

(a) Interpretation Definitionr To attribute or to explain meaning; more

(intp) personal than a 4efinitionll.

Examples: "What do you mean?"

"What does it mean to make believe?"
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Demonstrate (dei) Definition: Showing primarily through'action or gestures

Examples:

Sequence (seq)

Reproduce (rep)

how something is to be done; the how process.

"Show me how to fly it?"

"Let me see you make the airpl

Comment: If the parent does the demonst ating, the

demand on the child is to observe (see comment

under observe)' h

Definition: Temporal ordering of events, as La a'story

or carrying out a task; steps articulated.

Types of key words are last, next, afterwards,

start, and begin.

Examples: "First we'.11 do 01, then we'll do 02."

"What do we do next?"

"Is 04 next?"

"What did the boy pretend first?"

Comnent: Not to be confused with structuring, as in

"Paul, it's your turn."

Definition: Reconstructing previous experiences; dynamic

interaction of events, interdependence,

functional; open-ended; chiles org zation of

previous experience.

Examples: "Tell me how you made this with Daddy."

"Haw did you paint a rock in nursery school?"

"What did you do wIrn you flew on a planer

(a) Reproduce/ Definition: A closed reconstruction where any clue is

(repro/other categories) given, convergent, in combination with any of

the other categories.

Examples: repro/lab - "Name the three steps we just did."

repro/seq - "What step came after number one?"

repro/esti - "How many steps did it take to

make the boat?" '
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Propose Alternatives Definition: Different options, different ways of perform-

.

(pio alt)
ing the task; no negative aspect. Possible

key words are other, another, different from

before.

Resolve Conflict

(res con)

Compare

Examples: "What other way could we fold' this?"

"Do you know another way to make a boat?"

Comment: Not additive'as in "What else dO we need to

add?" or "Can you tell me something else?"

No articulation of judgment as La a "better

way to do it."

Definition: Presentation of contradictory or conflictful

information with a resolution; problem solving;

negativescondition exists with focus on an

alternative solution - one situation which it,

an impossibility needs to be resolved in another

way; does include -inferences of cause-effect

relationships but includes an additional element

of identifying the central element in one

situation that can be transferred to another

situation.

Examples: "If th'ere were no paper, how could we maka an

airplane?"

"If there is no light in here, how could we

see to read?"

-

Definition: Describing or inferring characteristics or

properties across classes, not within - two

separate instances being,cOmpared; noting the

existence of a similarity or difference, '

describing or inferring only how alike or

different

Comment: No explicit statement of what characteristic

is common to both is coded here, since that is

1 symmetrical classification.

2 4 tl
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(a) Describe Definition: Noting ostensive common characteristics.

Similarities Perceptual analysis - comparison of sensory

(des sim) materials present in the interaction, e.g.,

objects, rhymes% pictures, etc.

(b) Describe

Differences

(des dif)

Examples: "Is your boat like mine?"

"Your shirt has the same colors as the rainbow."

Definition: Noting ostensive differences among instances.

Perceptual analysis - comparison of sensory

materials present in the interaction, e.g.,

objects, rhymes, pictures, etc.

Examples: "Is your plane different from mine?"

"Which plane looks different from #6, yours

or mine?"

(c) Lnfer Definition: Identifying nonobservational commonalities.

Similarities Conceptual analysis - instances not present

(inf sim) for sensory comparison (see comment below);

analogies, part-whole relationships.

Examples: 'This looks more like a hat than a boat."

"Does it look like a mirror to you?"

"Fold yours the same way."

9

(d) Lnfer Definition: Identifying nonobservable differences.

Differences Conceptual analysis - instances not present

(fkf dif) for sensory comparison (see comment below).

Examples: "Does your plane look different from a real plane?"

"gow does this rock differ from the last one?"

Comment: Lnference refers to literal nonpresence of

all or part of the materials. In inferring

"Are a dog and a tiger alike," neither

instance may be present which requires an

inference about both of them; or one of them

may be there, e.g., as a toy, picture, or live,

which still requires an inference although

only about one of them.

' 1 t
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Combine Definition: Stating the reason for combining.

(a) Symmetrical

Classifying

(sym class)

0

(1) Estimating

(esti)

(b) Asymmetrical

Classifying

(asym class)

Definition:

Examples:

4.

Identifying the commonalities of a class of

equivalent instances-or labeling the class;

stating whx. instances are alike, not how.

equivalence - "Why is yours like mine?"

"Why,is this plane like a real plane?

class label 7 "What do you call red, }rellow, blue,
and green?"

"What do you Sail) on the lake in, or
canoe in?".

Definition: Estimating quantity.

Examples: "How often do you s9e rainbows?"

"How many things can you do6'with a box?"

"How many steps are on the board?"

Definition: Organizing instances within the same class'

in some sequential ordering; logical hierarchy;

viewing the relationship as a continuum;

seriation of any kind; comparative $lere

each instance Ls related to the previous one

and the subsequent one;.relative (bigger'to

mailer, more or less).

Examples: "Is your boat better than mine?"

"Does your plane fly bette; than mine?"

"Which boat looks most like the one on the

board, yours or mine?"

(1) Enumerating Definition: Seriation, enumeration of number of things;

(enum) ordinal counting (1,2,3,4,5).

Examples: "Count the steps on the board:"

"Count the steps we've finished."

"Count the rocks in the book.".
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(c) Synthesizing Definition; Organizing components into a unified whole;

(syn) explicit pUlling together; creating new forms;

sum of a number of discrete things.

Examples: "When you add "rail" to "bow," what word does

that make?"

"Do we have a fleet of sailboats?"

"How many things do you know that can fly?"

Evaluate Definition: Assessing the quality of any givens.

(a) Consequence

(eval con)

Definition: Assessing the quality 5f a product, or outcome,

or feasibility, or the aesthetic quality of

personal liking. Criteria needed for evaluation,

e.g., good - bad, right - wrong, fun - not fun,

silly - no/ silly. Evaltation of parent's

interpretation of what the child means.

Examples: "If rainbows are real, can you play With them?"

"Can we build a castle With sand?"

"Could we paint a rock and use it for a

paperweight?"

"Is this a good airplane?"

"This is hard to make."

"Do you like this book?"

Comment: Conditional competencies or qualified "can you"

questions are included tinder this category.

(b) Own Competence Definition: Assessingsown qqmpetence or ability.

(evalcomp)
Examples: "Can you fold it like this?"

"Do you know how to make a boat?"

"I can make a boat with paper."

"I can't do it."

Comment: Includes those statements that use the word

can literally, e.g., physical and/or social

feasibility; also must contain a personal
a

reference (not a collective "you" or "we").

94
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(c) Affect

(eval aff)

Definition: Assessing ate quality of a feeling state.

Examples: "Is it fun to feel happy?"

"Do you like to feel sad?"

"How do you feel about feeling sad?"

(d) Effort and/or Definition: Assessing the quality of the performance and/or

Performance the effort expended on a task .(ignore confirming,

(eval perf) e.g., "That's neat."; "That's good.")

Examples: "Did you work hard at that?"

"You did that well."

"Did you do that efficiently?"

"Are your worktng hard on are you playing?"

(e) Necessary Definition: Assessing informatfon that is necessary or

Infer

and/or Sufficient

(eval nec)

Cause -Effect

(inf c-e)

sufficient for something to happen; reality

confirmation; recognition of absurdities.

Examples: "Can the bey really catch the rainbow?"

"Can you have a rainbow when there is no

"Do you have to have a rock to hold the parkr?"

Definition: Focusing on nonapparent, unseen properties or

relationships

Definition: Predicting outcome on the basis of causal

relationships of instances or statement thereof;

explanation or reason for some event, direct

or iadirect.

(cause) (effect)

Examples: "How could you make it fit in that hole?

(effect) (cause)

"We can make a boat by folding this paper?"

(cause) .(effect)

"How can you keep the wind from blowing paper away?"

(effect) (cause)

"Will the airplane fly when you throw it?"

(cause) r. (effect)

"If we fold it like thatt_ what will we make?"
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(b) Affect/Feelings Definition: Predicting\or assessing how a person feels,

(inf A) or believes,'or intends.

Examples: "Was 'the boy feeling sad?

"Did Pat mean to tear up the box?"

(c) Effects

(inf E)

Generalize (gen)

Transform (tran)

Gommentot a desCription of affeCtive behavior.

Definition: Predicting-what will hippen without articulating

causality; effects ok a cause; predictian of

samoone else's competence, or feasibility,

or location.

Examples: "Did he find it?"

"Where will the rainbow hide?"

"y_141 Pat tear up/iiiis box?"

"Wilkthe string work all thoite things?" 4

S.

Definition: App4ication or transfer of knowledge to

other settings or objects; a new situation

going,beyond the imme4iate task or'context.
4

Examples: "This is my own shirt and that is your awn

shirt and that is\a. rainbow of his oen."

"Now that we know rainbows and rain water go

together, do you think the fish bowl water

can make a rainbow?"

Definition: Changing the nature, function, ippearance of

instances; focusing on the process of change

g
of state of materials, persons, or events.

Lnferring is a part of this - the prediction

of what will happen relating to a change

of state.

Examples: "What do you need to do to a rock to change

it into sand?"

"What will the rock turn into if you smash it?"

"What will Catarina befAme whalshe lives in

the castler

2 1,-)
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Definition: Arranging o# conditions to carry out a set of

actions in an orderly way; acting out a rule

of the task or actual carrying out the task.

The child is involved in the decision.

Examples: 'What do you want to do?"

"Oo you want to read to me?"

"Do you have to open it up before doing the

next fold?"

"How can we make a plane with this paper?"

"If you waht the fold here, what should you

do?"
A

n : If cause-effect is indiceted, teterials must

be present Most often appears in the form of
A

questions; but indirect questions and iMperatives

seekin4 information May also appear.

(a) Confirmation Definition: Checking whether the plan Was carried mt.

.of a Plan Examples: "Does it look the way 'yOu expected it to?"

(pl C) "Did i, turn out the way you wanted?"

Conclnde (concl)
6

Definition: Relating actions, objects or events.in an

additive andior integrative way; summarizing,,

reviewing. This category is used for the

last parent statement or quOtion in a series

of questions jeading up to, a conclusion. Key

words are so, therefore..

Rxamples: ."Are you finished?"

"Looks'like it's wet so must've rained, huh?"

"Wha'l winning ihe race?"

"If the rock becomes sand, could it be used

as a piperweight?"

Comment: The child has to go through more than one

cognitive step toarrive at an answer.

216
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MANAGEMENT OF TASK AND MANAGEMENT OF CHILD'S BEHAVIOR

Task is defined as:

content4cognitive demand,

activity demands of the task,

materials of the task, setting

limits of task; have to allow

for mistakes but not misbehavior.

If child is doing something the

parent doesn't like, the behavior is

considered wrong by the parent - a

misbehavior rather than an error on

the task - and the parent attempts to

stop or change the behavior. Parental.

efforts at modifying child's non-

intellective behavlbr in the social or

emotional domain.

0
TASK MANAGE1ENT - Code all ofthe following examples as Structuring (St).

(a) Struct4ring of Definition: Global telling of what is going to happen,

gestalt of the task.

Examples: "I am going to teach you how to make,that boat."

"We are going to fold the paper just like on the
board until we have 'an airplane."

"We are going to look at this book together."

(b) Structuring of Definition: Specific behavioral directions related to task

Task t.elated Or to facilitating task. Telling child what is

Behavior going to happen short of defining total task.

Also action to delay child's response as a

means of facilitating organization or reorganize-

tion of thought or actions.

Examples: Irold it right here."

"Turn 'it over."

"Flip the page"

"Wait!" "Just a minute."

Comment:'The only questions to appear under structuring

are "Will you ... " questions, e.g., ' ill

you get me a piece of paper?"

"Would you clean the table?"

2 1-1



(c) Structuring

with'Explanation

(d) Structuring

Rule

Si

37

Definition: Telling the child w at to do or what is going

to happen With a accompanying explanation.

Examples: "You have to rease it hard to make it stay

folded."

'Take-a piece of paper because we're going to make

a boat."

"I can't do it for you because I'm supposed to
teach you how."

Definition: Setting up of the rules of an activity, game,

task, use of materials or explanation of rules,

or social interactions with adults and/or peers;

defining the limits. This includes rules

of social interaction, but deals only

with setting or defining the limits,

not with enforcement after the rule has

been broken.

Examples: "rhe rule is you have to make a plane.

"What are you supposed to make?"

"The rule is we can't take those models off the board.'

Comment: The Only types ofjquestions to appear under

this category refer to expected, action's, e.g.,

should you, supposed to do, need to do questions

referring to the rules or the procedures of an

activity: "What should you do with the paper?"

"Where do you need to place the chair?"

(e) Structuring with DefinitiOn:

Demonstration

examples:

Telling child what to do with the additional

element of parent "showing or demonstrating."

"Fold it this,way." (parent demonstrating)

"Turn it the way I'm turning mine."

"PUsh harder right here." re pointing)

2
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'CHILD MANAGEMEIT - Code as high power or law power according to the following.

High Power:

(a) Power

Assertion

(I) Power

Assertion.

with reason

Low Power:

(b) Persuasion

(1) Rational \

(2) Normative

Definition: Physical or verbal no-choice situation regarding

compliance to the message; the decision is by

the parent and the child is to comply;

and warnings, or restraining the child.

Examples: "Come back to the table!"

"Don't pull those off the board!"

"Leave the phone alone!"

Definition: Where the no-choice aspect is still present but

where arbitrariness regarding demands is reduced

by the parent's use of justifications*

explanations..

Examples: "Come back 'cap.se we have to'finish."

"Don't pull those off the board' 'cause th.lady
said not to."

"Leave the phone alone so we can finish this."

Definition: Techniques which give the child choice whether

or not to comply; provide him with the

information regarding implications of the behavior

in question, and have the quality of appealing

to some aspect of his psyche, e.g., conscience,

Yself-interest; if - then relationships in

behavior; threats with choice.

Information provided relates the child's behavior,

to that which is logically appropriate to the

situation.

Examples: "If you look at it, you'll be able

"If you stop yelling, I'll be able
you."

"If you play with the phone again,
finish this.

co do it."

to understand

we'll never

Definition: Information provided refers to a given standard.

Examples: "If you pull those off the board, you'll be doing
what the lady said not to do."

"If you don't listen, we can't read the story
like we're supposed to."
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(3) Emotional Definition: Appeals to child's conscience; guilt induction

Appeal and the reverse, which is affirmation; statement

of personal reaction to the child's action; .

_

reinforcement far following a rule or expected

behavior.

(c) Suggestion

Examples: "This is so much fun. Why don't you try it?"

"I'm glad you're libtening so nicely."

"You make me very sad by doing that."

"That makes me mad?"

"You're not being very nice today."

Definition: Techniques indicating the direction for the

child's behavior to take with practically no

pressure to comply and no arbitrariness;

child's choice to tomply with no pressure.

Examples: "Would you turn the light back on?"

"Would you stop crumpling the papers?"

"Would you listen instead of talking?"

(d) Use of Explanations

(1) Seeking an" Definition: Asking the child for an explanation or

Explanation information in the area of social behavior,

after a rule infraction.

ExamOles: "Why did you do that?"

"Why are you yelling?"

(2) Giving an Definition: Reflection of an action, a feeling, or a state.

Explanation Examples: "Yelling disturbs everyone."

"Crumpling the papers won't get a boat made."

(e) Rule Definition: Explicit reference to an existing rule; ,

Reference reiteration of a rule after rule infraction

related to the expected behavior.

Examples: "What did the lady say we should 'do?" (child
going in and out of rbom)

"What did I say wAs the rule.about'taking those
off the board?"

250
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KINETIC IMAGERY TASK

Introduction

This task was.adapted from Piaget and Inhelder's (1971) kinetic

reproductive imagery task #5 (Pp. 86-94). Piaget and Inhelder found that

children have difficulties imagining movements of an object going around a
-

track. The two most common errors involve location (relationship of the

moving body to the track; i.e., inside/outside, above/below) and orientation

(head position in relation to the path the object is.traveling). The task

used in the present study assesses children's anticipation of transformations

both before and after a movement has been demonstrated.

Method

Materials

Two sets of Materials are used. The first set is used in the

training phase of the task .4nd the other is used in the experimental

phase, after the child evidences Comprehension of the task requirements.

a. Training phase materials: The apparatus used in training consists

of a straight, flat board with a base 25.5 inches long (65 cm) by 6

inches wide (15.5 cm). Centered in the base is a vertical upright board

running the length of the base and standing 3 inches high (8 cm) by 1-1/8

bathes deep (3 cm). Five small red lights are spaced 4-1/8 inches apart

(10.5 cm) in the middle of the upright board. The lights are recessed

into the depth of the board, so that they are flush with its surface.

The wiring for the lights is tucked into a groove running lengthwise

along the back aide of the board wlere the subject can't see them. The

wires connect by ieans of a 4iachable plug into a separate control box

25j



'that allows any single light to be turned on by means of magnetic switches.

The upper surface (1-1/8 inches wide, or 3 cm) of the upright board is covered

with a strip of steel sheeting, so that magnets can adhere to it. At either

end of the apparatus are boards 5-1/4 inchbs wide (48 cm) by 8 iqches high

(76 cm) that rise vertically from the base board and serve as leis when ihe board

is inverted. Two identical turtles approximately 1/2 inch in diameter (1.5,em)

With magnets attached to their bases are also used as materials. A score

sheet which contains schematic outlines of the apparatus used in the training
7 ,

and experimental phases completes the materials required for the task.

b. Experimental phase materials: The second apparatus is used in the

experimental phase of the task and consists of an open figure 8 suspended,

lengthwise by metal tubing approximately 4 inches (10 cm) above a base board

25.5 inches long (65 cm) by 8-3/4 inches wide (22 cm). The figure 8 is

feet long (60 cm) by one foot high (30 cm) and is 1-1/2 inches thick

(4 cm). The upper and lower surfaces of the track are covered by a continuous

strip of steel sheeting, so that the magnets will adhere to the track.

Seven small red lights are located on the outside edge of the track between

the two metal surfaces. As with the training apparatus, the wiring for

the lights is tucked out of sight along the back of the figure 8, and can be

connected to the control box.

Procedure

Each child is seen individually. The child and the examiner sit side

by side at a low table. The procedure consists of two phases: (1) a

training phase to ensure that the child understands the task requirements,

and (2) the testing phase.



a. Training phase _procedures: The training board is placed on the table

directly in front of the child, within easy reach. The board is plugged

into the control box, which is located on the 'floor under the table by the

examiner's feet, where the child can't See it. Child and examiner.sit

side by side. One of the turtles is placed at the extrdme left of the

training track. The examiner demonatrates that the tu=le can only '',4alk"

forward, first Sy "walking" her/his fingers along the track, and then by

moving the turtle from one to another of the 5 lights, which the examiner turns

on one after another. After stIch demonstration, the child is given the

other turtle, which is for his/her own use. The child is taught to duplicate

the performance of the examiner, 'and learns to place his/her turtle on the track

at the appropriate place when any of the lights are on. Any errors of location

and orientation are corrected as they occur so that the child completes the

training phase,with a clear concept of the task requirements.

After training the child on the upright board, the examiner turns the

apparatus over so that it rests on its legs. This relocates the metal track

from the top of the apparatus to the underbody of the apparatus. Now the

turtle must hang upside-down in order to "walk" along the track. This is

necessary in order to train the child for the appropriateness of the upside-

down locations.that will take place in the upper loops of the figure 8.

The child redemonstrates her ability to walk the turtle along from light to

light in this upside-down orientation using the same procedures as before.

Again, errors of location and orientation that may arise from the altered

arrangement of the apparatus are corrected, so that the chi10 understands

that the turtle has a somewhat flexible range 'of movement.



b. Experimental (testing) phase procedures: 'The testing phase begins

immediately upon completion of the training phase. The materials used in

training are removed from view.-. The figure 8 is plugged into the control box

and placed on the:table where the training board had been. The examiner

places one turtle above the lower left light, on the track, facing to the

righh: As in the tra in& phase, the examiner explains that the turtle can'

only go forward, and demonst'rates this by "walking" her/his fingers a short

distance ardund the nearest loop of the figure 8. Without further demonstration

or-explanationthe child is encouraged to take the oeher turtle and place

it on the track at the various appropriate locations as the examiner turns

each light on in a random skquence.. No feedback is provided for any of the

trials: The location and orientaCion of the turtle's placement aE each light

is recorded by the examiner on the diagrammatid answer sheet.

After these initial,6 trials, the examiner demonstrates for the child the

correct placement of the turtle at each light by moving one turtle from

light to light in sequence. The child is invited to copy this procedure by

\
doing it himself/herself. Then the 6 trials are repeated but in a different

random order, without further demonstration or feedback. The child's

placements ltf the turtle are again recorded by the examiner on the answer

sheet.

Scoring

The iwo sets of trials are scored. Each item is scored separately in

terms of success verEals failure in placement.
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KINETIC IMAGERY TASK

Crib Sheet for E\,

Materials needed: Training board, Figure 8 apparatus, control box, power bar,
score sheets, pencil, turtle magnet,.2 round flat (kitchen)

magnets

A. Training Phase (Upright board)

1. Before child enters the room, put the training board on the table directly

in front of child's seat. Plug it into the control box, which is then placed on

the floor or an a low chair by 4's side, where chil4 cantt touch it, but E can

manipulate the lights.

)
$

2. Bring child into the room to the appropriate seat.

3. Place one turtle on the left end of the metal track.

"The turtle can only go forward, like this. His head always looks

this way too. (Demonstrate by walking your fingers to .the other end of the

tragic.)

"Show me how the turtle goes." (Child walks his/her awn.fingers.)
"Now let's pretend the turtle is going for a walk. When he comes,to a

red light he must stop."

4. Turn on light 5.

ert'Where should he stop? Show me with your finger.
Correct the child if necessary. Pick the turtle up and
above 5 on the track. DO NOT SLIDE HIM ALONG THE TRACK
If child points to light and not to track, say, "That's
but where, are you goinkto put the turtle?"

" (Child points:
place him directly
OR 'HOP' IT ALONG.
where the light is,

5.. Return turtle to starting,point, explaining to child:

"When the light goes out (tura light out),_ the turtle must go back here."

6. Turn on light 2.

"Show me where he'd stop." (Child points).

"Put your turtle there." (If child slides the turtle along the track,
say."No, don't slide it. I Want you to pretend the walking in your head." The

child must be trained from the beginning to point to the place where the turtle
goes with one hand and then to move the turtle there with the other hand. This

eliminates the sliding habit. In any case, DO NOT ALLOW CHILD TO SLIDE THE
TURTLE.)

"Is that where his head.would be looking?" (Child responds. Correct the
location and orientation of the turtle if necessary.)

2"
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1.

----.
7. Turn the light out; have child return turtle to starting point. THIS ,

T BE DONE AFTER EVERY ITEM.
k

teps 6 and 7..3. Turn on light 4; .Repeat exact procedures in

9. Turn on light 1; Same procedure.

10. Turn on light 3; Same procedure.

B. Training Phase (Inierted board)
I

. 1. Say,to child,

"Now the turtle i einiLto do somethin reall fun

2. Turn training board over, so track is underneath wit the lights still
facing towards the child. Place turtle on the left end of the metal.tracki as
before. He will now be hanging upside down..

3. Turn on light 2.

"Now where will the turtle stoprfor the red light?" (Correct ,che child
if necessary. If child-tries to place the turtle right side up instead of upside
down, say, "No the turtle can't bump his head."

"Is that where his eyes would be looking?"

4. Turn the light out; have child return turtle to starting point.

5. Turn on light 4; Same procedure.

6. Turn on light 1; Same procedure.

7. Turn on light 5; Same procedure.

8. Turn on light 3; Same procedure.

C: Testing Phase (First administration)

1. Replace the training board with the Figure 8 apparatus. Place turtle
above light A, facing to the right.

"Let's pretend the turtle lo going to take a walk. 'He can only go this
(Walk your fingers a short distance, but not to the top of the track.)
"When he sees a red light he must stop."

2. For the following trials, give no feedback and do not engage in any
extraneous chatter. Simply turn on the light, have child point to where the
turtle should go, child places turtle, record reopens° on score sheet, turn out
light, child returns turtle to starting point. Do not ask about orientation
of turtle's head-, even if it'is pllced incorrectly.

2
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TRIAL 1: Turn on light B.

"Show me where the turtle will stop for that light." (thild points.).,

"Put the tuttle there." (Record lecation and orieetation 'the score.

sheet. Do not give any feedback. Rave the child rgpurn the turt to the

starting point.) ,

TRIAL 2: Light F; same procedure.
TRIAL 3: Light C; same procedure.

ITRIAL 4: Light G; same procedure.
TRIAL 5:, Light E; sane procedure
TRIAL 6: Light D; aame procedure.

D. festing Phase (Second administration) -

1. E now takes the turtle at the starting point and slides it slowly in

sequence from lights B to G, then liack to the staiting point, making sure

child is attending to the demonstration.

"Now I'm goiftg to take the turtle for a walkall around the boaid.

Watch where he stops at each *light so you can do it."\

2. 'Rave'chiId repeat step 1 by him/herself.

"Now _you_ do that."

3. ReadMinister the 6 trials, in the following new order. kake it clear

to the child that he may no longer slide the turtle, should he attempt it.

"Now we're not going toAlide him ahy more. You're going to show

me where the turtle shops at eadiFiight again."

TRIAL 1: Light G
TRIAL 2: Light B
TRIAL 3: Light E
TRIAL 4: Light C
TRIAL 5: Light F
TRIAL 6: Light D

2.5J
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Mental snd Sequencing Transformations (MAST)

Introduction

4/21/1980

This task was ori inally created for this program by the Principal

Investigator. The purpose of the MAST is to evaluate children's mnemonic

skills with meaningful and nonmeaningful material, where meaningful material

(pictures of familiar objects)allaws for rehearsal, and the nonmeaningful

material (various forms) reduces that possibility. Thus, we can obtain an

estimate of mnemonic competence:

The first part of this task is to present the stimuli to be remembered

horizontally with the responses presented in the same-direction. (See below

for a precise description of procedure.) The second part of the task.involves

presentation of mnemonic stimuli vertically, but the response cards are to

be presenred horizontally. The argument is that this procedure requires
s

mental transformations since the child has to rotate mentally the presented

stimuki in order to present the array horizontally.

or By using the two sees of materials (pictorial and geometric) we are also

assessing tioemonic competence in two types of synibol systems. The task does

not require verbal communications skills. Thus, we'are evaluating childreA's

memory skills where language production requirements are minimal.

Materials

An easel, two notebooks (one for Horizontal tasks; one for Vertical
0

tasks), file box containing response cards, score sheets, and a ffencil are

used as materials.

Procedures

1. Before child enters the room, put the easel on the table directly

6 in front of child's seat. Place the Horizontal notebook in position on the

261
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easel, open to .the first blank divider.

2. Seat tile child in front of the easel, within easy reach.

"I'm going to shOw you some pictures." (Open-notebook to Item 1.

Look at second hand on the clock and begin timing 10 seconds.)

"Look really hard. Thia,one goes first, then this one." (Point

with your finger to each figure in sequence.)

"Soon I'm going to take the pictures away. I want you to remember

how they went so you can put them back the same way."

3. After 10 seconds (including instruction time ), remove the stimulus

from view by turning to the next blank page. Arrange response cards for

Item 1 in prescribed order on the table in front of the child.

"Show me the ones you saw before.". (Child responds.) "Did you

see this one b 'fore? No. This one ia not right. Let's leave it here."

"Which one came first?" (Child responds.)
/

"Then we'll put it first here." (Place the card child selects on

lower rack of the easel, to the left.)

"Which one came next?" (Child responds.)

"Then we'll put it here." (Place the card to the right of the first

card.)

"Iathat the way they were; this one first, then this one?" (Child

responds.) Record.final placement by nunbering above each response on score

sheet.

4. Re-expose stimulus.

"Let's take a look."

(a) "Good for you! This one is first and.this one is next." (Point)

(b) "No. You got the right pictures, but not in the right order."

(Rearrange cards into correct order and demonstrate comparison between stimulus

and correct response by pointing.)
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5. Turn to Item 2.

"Let's do another one. Here are some more pictures. Look at each

one carefully so you remember this one first, then this one." (Point)

"Look really hard. Soon I'm going to take the pictures away."

6. After lOseconds, remove stimulus from view. Arrange response cards

in the prescribed order.

"Show me the ones you sow before." (Child responds.)

"Which one came first?" (Child responds.)

"Then.put it here." (Point)

"Which one came next?" (Child responds.)

"Put it there." (Point)

"Is that the way they were; this one first, then ihis one?" (Child

responds. Record on score sheet as above.)

7. Re-expose stimulus.

"Let's take a look."

(a) "Good for you! This one is first and then this one." (Point)

(b) "No-. You got the right pictures, but not in the right order."

"Putthe cards in the right order, like this." (Point to stimulus card. Have

child rearrange the cards, using the stimulus as a model.)

8. RepeaWhis procedure for Items 3 through 10. These are the actual

test items, so do not give any feedback. Record the child's final arrangement

of the cards for each trial. If the chAtd includes a distractor item in 2 con-

secutive trials (or for any 3 of the 8 test trials) record order of placement,

then terminate phase A and go on to B. (Distractor items have boxes around them.)

9. The same cprocedures as above are used for geometric horizontal,

pictorial vertical and geometric vertical materials. Eack time you begin one

of the four sections, repeat the detailed instructions for the first 2 items

all over again, including the checking back to see if the answer is correct.
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Mental Rotation Task

Introduction

Information processing theorists have Attempted to infer imaginal

processes used to aolve spatial rotation problems from reaction time and

error analyses. In 1974, Cooper and Shepard presented data that suggested

tHat adults solve such problems by forming an image of the object in question,

then transform this image mentally to arrive at some conclusion about the

object. These authors presented adults with a coniguration rotated a

discrete number of degrees. The subject's task was to indicate whether this

configuration was identical to, or a mirror image of, a knawn configuration

which the subject was instructed to imagine at 00 . It was found that reiction

time was a linear function of degree of rotatiOn. Cooper and She d therefore

posited that adults solve rotation problema through a process of mental

rotation, analogous to rotation as it occurs in the physical world.

Marmor (1975) adapted these procedures for use with chil4ren as young

as four years of age: Her modifications include a training phase which is

largely nonverbal and specifically tests how well children understand their

instructions.' Linear reaction time trends were obtained for children in two

investigations of children's kinetic imagery (Marmor, 1975, 1977). Marmor

concluded that children, like adults, solve rotation problems via mental

imagery and that/the major developmental changes involve increasing efficiency

of mental rotation. Other researchers who have used this paradigm suggest

that children's kinetic images reflect spatial understanding that changes

with development (Dean & Harvey, 1979).

This task was adopted, with some minor modifications, for the present

study in order to investigate whether language disordered children would



also evidence a linear reaction time trend. It is hypothesized that such

children solve rotation problems similarly to other children, that is, through

a process of mental rotation. Analysis of individual differences in reaction

time and error analysis will enable investigation of differences in the develop-
of

ment of spatial knowledge that may occur for children with a language handicap.

Materials

Two sets of materials are used. The first set consists of three panda

bears, approximately 15 cm x 7 cm, made out of plywood and 24 'slides of

upright bears. The second set of materials consist* of 60 slides of pairs

of bears, a slide projector, a 21.5 cm x 21.5 cm screen, reaction time levers,

and a microprocessor that controls slide projection and records reaction time

and correct selections. All bears are depicted with either their left or

right arm raised.

Procedure

All Children are tested individually: The test is administered in

two sessions. In the first session the child is trained on same-different

judgments and a criterion test is administered. If the child fails the

criterion test, the session is terminated and the second session is omitted

from the test battery. If the child passes the criterion test, the thud

is given mental rotation training and then 30 of the test items during the

remainder of the first session. At the second session the child is again

given the mental rotation training and the final 30 test items are

administered.

The three plywood bears are used to train same-different judgments. Two

of the bears have the same arm raised and one bear has his other arm raised.

Through demonstration, explanation and corrected practice, children are taught

0#t-i
#
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to discriminate between\same and different pairs. The Ability to discriminate

is then tested with the criterion tests. Twenty-four slides, half with same-

pairs of bears and half with different pairs, are presented in random order.

The child pushes the lever on the left when stimuli are the same and the other

lever when they are different. The microprocessor records the anawerblouto-

matically and holds it in memory. If the child responds cotIrectly an either

the first 10 consecutive trials or 20 of the 24"trials, output is printed

and mental rotation training trials are administered.

During mental rotation training, the children are given seven trials

wrth two of the plywood bears. The bears are presented with one upright

.and one rotated. The child presses a lever to indicate some-different

judgmwIts and the experimenter manually rotates the.bear to the-upright

position to check whether the two stimuli match. For the remaining rotation

trials, the atild is allawed to rotate the bear after the lever has been

pushed in order to check his/her answer.

The total 60 test trials consists of six slides of
0o, 300, 60o, 120°

and 1500 clockwise rotations of the bear on the right hand side of the

screen. The bear on the left is always depicted as upright. The order of

these 60 slides was randomized and 30 are admitistered immediately upon

completion of mental rotation training. The intertrial interval be'tween

slides was one second, during which an ambient colored slide is projected.

For half of the trials, the bears are the same and they differ for the other

half. Reaction time in hundredths of seconds as well as errors are recorded

and printed out by the processor.

During the second session, all children who passed the criterion test are

again given mental rotation training. The remaining 30 test trials are then

administerdd.

20,Th
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TEDDY BEAR TASK

Examiner's Instructiqn Sheet

Materials: Printer, control unit, response button unit, slide projector,

screen, slide\carousels (3), 4 pretraining plates, 7 mental

rotation training plates.

General Features

This task is administered to each subject in tillo sessions. Each

session in8114;lthe criterion test (Carousel 'A) and one of the two mental

rotation trays (either'Carousel 13 or C). Session 1 demands extensive

training of the child for both parts of the test: pretrainirig for sane/

different concept and mental rotation training. SesSion 2 begins with

presentation of Carousel A without pretraining, as the child will be

familiar with.the requirements of the task and will have previously passed

'the criterion test anyhow. Carousel A is.simply repeated to remind the

child about the task. Mental rotation training is repe'ated in.exactly

the same fashion at both sessions. '

For both sessions, the following list of procedures must be rigidly

adhered to for checking out.the functioning yf the equipment. This will

reduce the chance of any mechanical failure during the session, which could

render the data useless. R16 through this checklist before the child is

brought to the room.

(a) Plug projector and printer into electrical outlet.

(b) Turn projector on. Check to see that the bulb is working. Replace

if necessary. (Spare bulb is stored in cupboard in test room.)

(c) Place*Carousel A onto projector at "0" so first slide is ready to

project'. (Slide carousels can only be attached or removed from projector

when projector is on and in the "0" position.) Show first slide on the

screen by operating manually. After checking out slides, manually return

to "0" position.

(d) Turn off projector.

(e) Check roll of paper in printer by lifting up black cover on unit.

If law, replace roll. (Spare rolls are stored in cupboard in test room.)

(f) Make certain that enough paper is feeding out of the'printer so

that it won't jam during the session. To advance paper, press red reset

button on front of printer unit. (Printer must be on.)

2#",)



TEDDY BEAR TASK -- 2

(g) Turn on printer by using toggle gwitch at back of unit. Printer

will print the words "Teddy Bear Task" and stop. Check the printing for

clarity. If printing is illegible or "double printing" (writing over

itself) the roll of paper is probably jammed and curling back up on itself.

Free the paper. Turn the printer back on and heck the printing again,

nntil it clears.

(h) After printer is turned on, the display on the control unit (red

lights) will Say "A .1 ID?" Enter the first subject's ID number (from

subject file folder). Leave the number on the display and do not push any

other buttons on the control unit. This leaves the apparatus ready for

immediate display of Carousel A without preparation in front of the child,

who would be distracted otherwise.

NOW YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN THE SESSION.

A. PRETRAINING PHASE (8 trials)

1. Seat child at end of table, facing the screen, with response

button unit within easy reach.

ITEM 1 2. Shaw child the first pretraining plate (Same, #1).

(Same- "Are these teddy bears the same or not the same? Look at their
up)

mittens."

(If right) (a) "Yes, that's right. Why?" (Whatever child responds, say:)

"They both have the same arm up. When you see bears like

this that both have a mitten up, they_are the same and I want you to push

this button." (Demonstrate pushing blue panel on response unit. Hdve

child do it.)

(If wrong) (b) "Why?" (Whatever child responds, day:)

"They both have the same arm up. When you see bears like this

that both have a mitten up, they are,the same and I want you to push this

button." (Demonstrate - blue panel. Have dhild do it.)

ITEM 2 3. Shaw child the second pretraining plate (Same #2).

(Same- "Are these teddy bears the same or not phe same" Look at their
dawn)

mittens."

(a) "Yes, that's right. Why?" (Whatever child responds, say:)

"They both have the same arm dawn. When you see bears like this

that both have a mitten dawn, they are the same and you push this button."

(Point to blue panel and have child push it.)



TEDDY BEAR TASK -- 3

(b) "Why?" (Whatel.rer child responds, say:)

"They both have the same arm down. When you see bears like

this that both have a mitten down, they are the same and you push this

button." (Point to blue panel and have child push it.)

ITEM 3 4. Show third pretraining plate (Different, 01).

(Left-up "Are these teddy bears the sane or not the same?"

right-down) (a) "That's right; they're not the same. Why not?" (Whatever

child responds, say:)

"This one has his mitten up and this one has his mitten down,

so they are not the same. When you see two bears like this that are not the

sane, push this button." (Demondtrate - silver panel. Have child do it.)'

(b) "Why not?" (Whatever child responds, say:)

"This one has his mitten up and this one has his mitten down,

so they are not the same. When ydu see two bears like this that are not the

same, push this button." (Demonstrate - silver panel. Have child do it.)

ITEM 4 5. Show fourth pretraining plate (Different, #2)

(Left-down "Are_these teddy bearowthe same or not the same?"

right-up) (a) "That's right; they're not the sane. Why not?" (Whatevei

child respondi, say:)

"This me has his mitten up_and this one has his mitten dawn,

so they are not the sane. When you see two bears like this that are not the

same, push this button." (Point to silver panel and have child push it.)

(b) "Why not?" (Whatever child responds, say:)

"This one has his mitten up and this One has his mitten dawn, po

they are not the sane. When you see two bears like this that are not the same,

push this button." (Point to silver panel and have child push it.)

ITEMS 5 6. Explain to child:

THROUGH 8 "Now I want you to look carefully at each one, decide if it's the
*

same or not and push the right button. Ready?"

Re-show each of the 4 plates in the following order. Correct child

if necessary, with appropriate explanation:

(a) Plate 02 (Same-dawn)

(b) Plate 04 (Left-dawn/right-up)

(c) Plate #3 (Left-up/right-dawn)

(d) Plate Ill (Same-up)

71



TEDDY BEAR TASK -- 4

B. CRITERION TEST (24 trials - slides, untimed)

1. Turn on projectdr.

"Now you can play the teddy beat game. You are going to see some

pictures on this screen just like -the ones we've been looking at. LOOK

(E points to screen), DECIDE if ther are the same or not (E touches her awn

head with finger), and PUSH a button (E points to the button unit). What

are you going to do?" (Get child to respond with words or gestures.)

"Which button is the same?" (Child responds.)

"Which button is not the same?" (Child responds.)

"O.K. Here we go!"

2. Press "continue" button on control unit. The first slide will

project. These slides stay until a buttoniis pressed, so if child is

confused or unable to decide, prompt him/her through the first 2 by using

as many of the follawing probes (in order) as necessary:

(a) "Are they the sane or not the same?"

(b) "Do they both have a mitten up?"

(c) "Does one have a mitten up and one have a mitten down?"

(d) 'Which button is not the same?"

If child still does not respond appropriately, explain what you're

doing and why as you look, decide, and push the 5orrect button cin the first

slide. Encourage-child to do it him/herself on the second slide. If no

response, repeat procedure on second slide. After that, provide no help or

feedback except:

"Are they the same or not the same?", or

"Look decidepush.",

if child looks to, you for help or becomes unable to proceed on his/her awn. A

Child must pass 20 out of the 24 trials in order to successfully complete

the criterion test. If he/she gets the first 10 correct, the printer will

stop and print "First 10 correct " Criterion teat is over. *Proceed to

Mental Rotation Training.

If child gets 20 out of 24, the test will continue to the end. You will

need to print out the Iresults to see if criterion was passed.

If child fails 5 trials anytime during the test, the printer will stop

and print "5 errors." The criterion test has been failed and is over.

Repeat complete pretraining sequence and administer Criterion test a second'

time.
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C. MENTAL ROTATION TRAINING (7 trials)

1. Turn projector light-644; leave fan running a few minuSes to po..1

machine while you go on to this phase of the session.

"You did so weil on that game, tlipt new I'm going to make

a little bit harder:"

2. Show first MET plate. (Left-up/right-down, 300)

"Now, are these bears the same or not the sam2?" (Child responds.)

"Let's see if you are right." (Rotate bear, to upright position.)

"Are they the same or not the Saike?" (Cor-rect dhild as negefisary.) -

"You see? Even though this teddy bear is turned, this one has his

mitten up,and.this one has his mitten down, so they Are different.

3. Show second MRT plate. (Right-ull/rightlup, 1206)

"Ard tese bears the same or not the same? Turn this bear 'in

your head." (Child responds.)

"Let's see if you are right._ (Rotate bear to upright position.)

..
fl Are they the saMe or not the cape?" (Correct child, asnlecessary.),

\

i

I \ "You see? Even though this teddy bear is turned, thirs-,-One has,his

/ -

mitten dawn, so they are.different."

4. Repeat this procedure on the remaining 5 plates. Let the child

turn the bear to.upright, but make certain that he has made his/her guess

firat. Correct aed give feedback on each of the ,7 items.

D. EXPERIMENTAL PHASE (30 trials at each session)

1. Replace Carciusel A with either B or C. (Check counterbalancing

order for your session in advance.)

2. Push "Test" button (if necessary) 'on control unit so that it

registers the correct phase (B or c). Display will either read "B ID?" or

"C ID?" You do not need to re-enter IDO if you have already done c)) chAring

the session.

3. Turn projector on.

"Now I'm going to show you SOMQ pictures that look like the ones

we've been looking at. ReMember to LOdk, DECIDE and PUSH a button. Don't

wasee tiMe or talk to me untif all the slides are over.

Give no feedback during this phase. Discourage conversation and do /

not answer questions unless aGsolutely ne.cessary.' Refocua child to look,

decide and push if necessary. Move'out of child's line of vision with ybur

chair so you do not become a distraction.

" a_

ta
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CLOSING PROCEDURES

Turn off projedtor bulb. Leave fan running A few minutes while you

cleaR up for the nexttask.

Pre4s'"Test" button until printer begins printing. When IIinting is

coMpleted, tear off the paper, write ,child's first and last nate on it and

the date. Place this in the chiles folder. (Notel you were doiat

Carousel C, ,the printer will begin printing automatically without need to

press "Test.") NEVER LEAVE,THE DATA UNPRINTED DURING OTHER TASKS. PRINT

OUT IMMEDIATELY OR DATA WILL BE LOST IN THE EVENT OF A POWER FAILURE OR

HUMAN ERROR.

Unplug printer and projector from electric outlet. This protects the

'equipment in case of unexpected power stirges, a real hazard at EIS during
krain storms.

Replace all Carousels in their proper storage containerswith the

ailica gel containers on top to prevent moisture build7up which can destroy ,

the slides. Seal containers.

/mina.
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Viiu 1-Auditory Sequential Memory ("Simon")

Introduction.

A commercial game Produced hy Milton Bradley Compaly under the nane

"Simon" will be played by children as a break during the WPPSI adminie-

tration It is actuallY a memory gamf in which children repeat ever

increasing random signals generated by "Simon." The number of items in

sequence children reca1/ correctly will be scored.

Uerials

"Simon" is a round plaetic game with four colored panels arranged

around a control panel. After pressing the START button on the control

panel, of the panels is illuminated, accompanied by a tone. The player

repeats the signal b essing the sane color panel. The first signal is

then duplicated and another signal is added. The game continues in this

manner until the player presses a panel out of sequence. At the encrof

the game the last sequence can be replayed in full by pressing the LASi

button on the control panel.

Procedure I.
,

lpir Training: Before turning."Simn" on, the experimenter demonstr#es
J

where to-press the panels. The experimenter first presseethe red gAitt

button. Following the sequences "Siyen" sets, the experimenter plays the
......,

do
. 1

game. If the.child appears confused and liflat, another sequen4 is played l

by the experimenter with the child watching. When the child respOnde-and

.
I

is eager to uarticipate, the experimenter plays "Simon" with the ctiIild. The

Child.is helped tO fo law the sequence, the experimenter pushing some'panels

if

4

and the child pus

)withdrawn.

g somewith the experimenter's participation gradually



Test Tr1s The START button is pressed and a new sequence is begun.

The child a tempts to complete sequence him/herself. Sequence number correct,

and number if errors are recorded by the experimenter. This.procedure is

follawed for a total of three games. The child's highest level of performance

will be used in analyses. The test is discontinued after three trials with

no successes on the child's part,

.....

/



Seriation

Rationale

The pvrpose of this task,is to determine the chil-h.en's ability to

order stimuli serially along familiar dimensions, e.g., size. The mental
4

operation involved is asymnetrical Classification. Seriation, according

to gkaget, begins to appear at the preschool level. Seriation is an

important precursor for acquiring arithmetic concepts.

Materials

This task sists of twelve 9 x 11 inch pieces of white.cardboard-

enclosed in plastic. Each piece of cardboard presents a schematic outline

of an object in three distinct locations, with a blank space for a fourth

object. A set of four 3 x 3 incharesponse cards, each depicting one object,

accompanies each matrix. A tabletop easel and a shef, 23" x 194" also

serve as materials.

Procedure

The task is divided into two phases, a training phase and a test phase.

Four items comprise the training phase and eight are used for testing.

The training items involve presentatioA Qf.two one-Nlay classificatitin

probl

'l

nd two problems of seriation along one dimension. The experi-

menter e the child sit side-by-side at a low table with the easel directly

in front of the child. Thelphelf is placed on the table directly in front

of the easel. The experimenter places the first training item on"the easel

0
(two large red clocks and a small red clock) and says, "Here is a big clock,

here is a big clock, here is a little clock and here there is no clock"

while pointing to the appropriate pictures.. The experimenter then places

the four response cards on the shelf in the order-designated by the number



on the back (a random order across trials). The experimenter says, "One of

these is'the best one to go here," pointing to theli7rpty cell of the matrix-

"Which one should go here?" Each reiponse card is pointed to separately in
0

order to direct the ckild's attention to each optiOn. If the child Chooses

the correct response card, the experimenter says, "Very good. That is the

best one." If Ore child chooses an incorrect response card, the experi-

menter provides feedback.by exthanging it for the correct card and point

out that each big red clock gdes.with a small red clock.

The stimulus card and response cards are removed from view and a
-

matrix depicting three trees is placed on the easel.- The experimenter

says,. "This tree has a fat line, this tree has a skinny line and this tree

has a fat line" while pointing to the apprOpriate pictures. The four

respons/ e cards are displayed on the shelf and the experimenter asks, "Which

tree should go here?", pointing to the blank space. Feedbackts provided.
,.

-

The same procedure is then foilowed for the two seriae q.. training items.

One item depicts three leaves in a column that are Trogresaively staller,

with a blank space between the first and second leaf. The experimenter says,

"Here is a big leaf and a small leaf and a very, very small leaf. Here there

is no leaf," while pointing tro the appropriate picture. Four response cards

are displayed on the shelf. The child is asked to pick the one that goes in

the blank space and feedback 'is provided. The second.seriation item depictit

three bottles wieh progressively less liquid, and a blank space. The child

is told that there is.a lot of juice in one bottle, it little juice in one

and very very little juice ln one. Again, response cards are presented and

feedback is provided.



The Child's first choice for each of the training items is recorded

A

by checking off the response card selected on a scoring sheet that depicts

the four response options.

The testing phase follows immediately upon completion of the training

phase. Each stimulus card is placed on the eagel in turn, with the appro-

priate response cards on the shelf below it. The expvimenter asks, "Which

one goes here?" pointing to each of the four response cards and then the

blank space. No feedback is provided during the test trials. The child's

selection is recorded on an answer sheet in the same manner as during

training trials.

)4
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SERIATION

Examiner's Instruction Sheet.

Materials: 7 Seriation plates, response cards (contained in a file box),

tabletop easel, score sheet, pencil.

Training Phase (3 Items)

1. Seat child in front of the easel.

ITEM'l "I'm going to show you some pictures." (Place Item 1 on the

(Clocks) easel's top shelf.)

"Here is a very little clock, here is a little clock, here there

'14

is no clock, and here is a big clock." (Paint to appropriate pictures.)

"Which clock is little?" (Correct if necessary)

"Which clock is big?" (Correct if necessary)

2: Place the four response cards for the item on the lower shelfof

the easel in the designated order.

"One of these is 'the best ory to go here." (Point to blank space

in array.)

"Which one should go here?" (Point to eacb one orthe response

cards in seggence in order to direct child's' attention to allnptions.)

(a) 'If,child chooses correct response, say:

"Very.gOod! That is the best one: Why?
1

-(Expand child's

.4

answer, if necessary, to include the relevant size dimension, by saying:

"They're getting bigger, aren't, they?")

(b) If child chooses wrong response, say:

"Let's take another 1 k. This one'is the right one. They're

.

getting bigger." (Placethe correct answer in the blank space and explain

why it fits. Show haw all the other cards match one ofthe three clocks

in the array.)

3. Mark child's original response on score sheet. Remove materials

from easel.
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(Leaves)

SERIATION -- 2

4. Place Item 2 on upper shelf of the easel.

"Here is a big.leaf, here there is no leaf, here is a little-leafi

and here is a very little leaf."

"Which leaf is big?" (Correct)

"Which leaf is little?"

Place the four response cards on the lower shelf of the easel.

"One of these is the best one to go here." (Point to blank space

in array.)

"Which one should go here?" (Point to each one of the response

cards in sequence in order to direct child's attention to all options.)

(a) "Very good! That is the best one. Why?" (Expand child's

answer, if necessary, hy saying:

"They're getting_smaller.")

(b) "Let's,look again. This is the right one. They'r16,getting

smaller.". (Place correct answer in the blank space and explain why it fits.

Show how all the other cards match one of the other three leaves in the

array.)

5, Clearly mark the child's original selection on the score sheet.

Remove stimulus and response cards.

ITEM 3 6. Place Item 3 on the upper shelf of the easel.

(Bottles) "This is a lot of juice, here there is no iuice at all, this ip

a little juice,, and thia is vdry little juice." .(Point to appropriate

p c res.)

"Which is a lot of juice?" (Correct'; if necessary

"Which Ls a little juice?"

7. Place the four response cards for the item on the lower shelf,of

the easel in the designated order.



SERIATION -- 3

"One of these is the best one to go here." (Point to the blank

space in the array.)

"Which ohe should go here?" (Point to each one of the response

cards in sequence.)

(a) "Very good: That is the best one. Why?" (Expand child's

answer, if necessary, by saying:

"The bottles are etting emp , aren't the ?")

(b) "Let's take another look. This one is tlie best one. The

bottles are getting_empty." (Place the correct answer in the blank space

and explain why it fit.)

8. Mark the Child's original,answer on the score'sheet. Remove

stimulus and response cards.

Testing Phase (4 Items)

Each stimulus card is placed on the easel in turn, with the appropriate

response cards on the shelf below it.

"Which one goes here?" (Point to the blank space. If child is

not attending to the four response cards, point to each one in turn to

make sure child is considering each option. Ciye no feedback during the

test trials. The child may try out as many responses as s/he pleases

until s/he selects a final chOice. Mark his/her selection on the score

sheet, remove the card§ and present the niXt item.)

'
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-kSublT I.D.

Session #

1 Red Clocks

2. Leaves

3. Red Bottles

4. Tulips

5 Multi-colored
Leaves

(0. Houses

Examiner

7 Purple Bottles

Seriation Task

Test date

Airthdate

C.A.

Yr. Mo. Day

light

green

yellow light pink mkg11,P3-2.113k

very

11.ght

green

C) dark dark
ery

green green

a \

4 Total



Memory for Sentences

5 ,

Introduction

The Memory for Sentences is a companion measure to the MAST. -The

purpose of this task is to assess children's memory for sentences using

picture arrangements as the ,response measure. The task does require the

child totransform an orally pl6sented sentence in ordered pictorial

representations. This task assesses verbA memory with no demand for

cognitive production.

Materials

An easel, picture cards, score sheet and pencil are needed.

Procedures'

For each item, the experimenter reads the child the "story" without

the picture cards h view. Then the cards are arranged on the table in

,n7

prescribed (scrambled) order. The child's task is to rearrange them in

proper sequence, as the story is told.

aro



ITEM 1

4/21/1980

MEMORY FOR SENTENCES TASK

Examiner's Instruction Sheet

Materials:- Picture cards,(contained in file box), tabletop eagel, score

sheet, pencil. -

Training Phase (3 items)

1. Seat child in front of blank easel.

"Now I'm going to tell you some stories. Listen very carefully.

I'm going te give you some pictures and you tell the story with the pictures

lust the way you heard it."

"Let's try it. Here's the first story." (Read the two sentences

of item 1.)

2. Place the response cards flat on the table in front of the child.

"Make these pictures tell the story the way you heard it. What

happened first?" (Child verbalizes or points to a card:. Place that card

up on the bottom shelf of the easel.)

"What happened next?" (Have child place the second card on the

shelf to the right of the first one.)

"Do the pictures tell the story you heard?", (Child responds.)

"Now I'll tell you the story again. You see if your pictures tell

the story just the way it happened." (Read the two sentences. Have child

correct the order of his/her card placement if necessary.)

3. Record the child's original placement of the cards on the score

sheet by numbering the sequenck in the appropriate blanks. Remove the cards.

ITEM 2 .4. "Here is the next story." (Read the two entences af item 2.)

5. Place the response cards flat On the table in front of, the child.

Aake these pictures tell the story the way you heard it. What

happened first?" (Child verbalizes or points to a card. Have him/her

place the appropriate card on the bottom shelf Of the easel.)

2 (..j
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MEMORY FOR SENTENCES TA$K -- 2

"What happened next?" (Have child place the second card on the

shelf to the right of the first one.)

"Do the pictures tell the story you heard?" (Child responds.)

"Now I'll tell you the story again. See.if your pictures tell the

story just the way it happened." (Read %he two sentences: Have child correct

the order of his/her card placement if necessary.)

6. Record the child's original placement of the cards on the score

sheet by numbering the sequence in the appropriate, blanks. Redove the cards.

-7. "Here is the next story." (Read the three parts of item 3.)

34-
8. Place the response cards on the table in front of the child in the

prescribed order.

"These pictures are all mixed up. Make them tell the story_ jut/lathe

way Apu heard it. What happened.first?" (Child verbalizes or points to a

card. Have him/her place.che appropriate card on the bottom shelf of:the

easel.)

"What happened next?" (Haye child place second card to the right

of the first one.)

"Then what happened?" (Have child place last card to the right of

the second one.)

"Do the pictures tell the story you heard?" (Ch4d responds.)

"Now I'll tell you the story again. Look at yourQictures and Gee if

they tell the story just tht way tellappened." (Read the story.' iielp child

correct the order of his card placement, with explanation, if necessary.)

9. Record the child's original placement of the cards on the score sheet

by numbering.the sequence in ihetappropriate blanks. Remove the cards.



MEMORY FOR 'SENTENCES TASK -- 3

Testing Phase (5 items)

Each story is tol d in turn, with no sti muli in view., Make Certain

is attending carefully. Place the response cards on the table in front of child.

"These cards are all mixed up. Make them tell the Story.",
After child has arranged cards on the bottom shelf of the easel, r'ecord

the order of placement on the score sheet, remove cards mnd continue on to the

next item until all.are completed. Give no feedback.

Agit,

.47



ID #

ITEM 1. a)

b)

ITEM 2. a)

b)

ITEM 3. a)

b)

c)

ITEM 4. a)

b)

c)

ITEM 5: a)

b)

c)

d)

ITEM 6. a)

b)

c)

d)

ITEM 7. a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

ITEM 8. a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Session # Examiner

Memory for Sentences

Me boy is on a bicycle.
The girl is sitting on a chair.

The boy is putting on his elhoe.
The girl is drinking from a cup.

The
and
and

The
and
and

boy runs
falls down
hurts his leg.

girl goes to the park
throws a ball
chases it.

Teict Date

Airr 1441 Da

Birthdate

C.A.

k'
The plother is walking with the boy.on the street.
They go into a store.
The boy buys an apple.
The boy sives,the apple to another boy.

The father and the girl are walking in the park.
They go over to a swing set.
The father puts the, girl on the swing.
The father pushes it and the girl woes up in the air.

The
The
The

The
The

The
The
The
The
The-

farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer
farmer

is planting corn by hand,
is driving a tractor in the cornfield.
115 driving to market in a truck full of corn.
sells the corn to another man.
drives home in an empty truck,

woman is.driving a car.
car has a flat tire.
woman gets out the jack.
woman puts on another tire.
woman drives off in the car.

TOTAL

1
2

1

2

1

2

3

1
2

3

1
2 e

3

4

1
2

3

1
2

3

4

5

1
2

4.3
4

5



Item 1

Item 2

Item 3

Item 4

Item 5

Item 6

Item 7

Item 8

Pictures for Memory for Sentences Task. .

4,

. 0



Child

COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT SESSION REPORT

Examiner Session 1 Session 2

I. Descrihe child's WPPSI performance. Note any interesting or unusual

family/environmental circumStances

Was there a discrepancy score? (If yes, iritlude

verbal and performance figures)

What is your overall impression of the child's performance? (Describe

general cooperativeness, affect, ability to concentrate and grasp task,

etc.).
Session 1 Session 2

Describe anY unusual behaviors/problems exhibited by child.

Session 1 Session 2

IV. Describe child's predominant strategy used across tasks tosolve problems,

if any.
Session 1 Sessiod 2

V. Record (by task) anything peculiar to that aseessment.

A. Teddy Bear Task

1. Did child learn to use buttons appropriately?.

Session 1

23o

Session 2



COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT SESSION REPORT (ContYd)

V.(Cont'd)

2. Did child learn same/different without major problems?

Session 1 Session 2

B. MAST

1. Did child verbally encode? (Specify which sections, if any:
, VH, HP, HG)

Session 1

C. Seriation f

eq,

Session 2

D. Memory for Sentgnces
tb.

E. Turtles
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APPENDIX B

TABLES OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM 4-PSI

VERBAL IQ ANALYSES AND BIRTHORDER ANALYSES



TABLE 30

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SD) FROM IQ ANALYSES
ON COMMUNfCATION VARIABLES

STRATEGIES:

MOTHERS OF

14M__I9 ULEU_Ig

N=30 N-30
--

FATHERS

IgN__I9

N-30

OF s
HIM 1q

MOTHERS

istAg
OF

kitriu_19
N-30.....N=30- N=30

DISTANCING' 6.07 6.77 5.83 6.53 6.67 7.77

I 5.351 1 5.931 I 5.131 1 4.731 1 6.211 I 5%351

RATIONAL AUTHORITATIVE 8.31 7.17 8.83 8.17 9.13 7.70

1 3.471 1 4.911 I 4.401 1 4.141 I 5.111 1 4.331

GOALS:

COGNITIVE 22.50 21.13 21.07 22.17 22.73 22.00

I 6.101 I 5.591 I 5.941 ( 6.52) 1 5.931 ( 5.041

PERSONAL-SOCIAL 12.13 10.47 12.37 12.67 13,53 12.17

I 5.481 I 4.641 I 5.161 I 6.031 I 4.661 1 4.281

MANAGEMENT 12.73 12.50 12-47 12.61 13.23 11.57

I 4.621 I 5.411 I 5.621 1 5.051 C 3.951 I 4.851

ORIENTATIONS:

P.ARENT ROLE 42.60 42.90 41.43 38.51 40.10 18.17

112.121 116.121 (13.61) (10.78) 115.891 115.121

CHILD 15.80 36.73 36.43 40.83 43.43 43.50

111.141 111.191 112.391 110.461 (11.81) (12.42)

\CONSTRAINTS:

CHILD 50 5.10 6.40 5.53 1.90 6.61

1 1.461 1 1.601 1 4.591 I 4.521 1 5.161

FATHERS OF

1.41419 tlIfitt IQ

N=30 N=30

5.23 7.10
I 4.341 1 6.721

10.37
I 4.271

22.07 .

( 6.441

11.51

8.50
1 4.951.

22.37
( 5.891

12.70
1 1.931 1 5.241

12.67 11.93
I 5.051 I 5.661

41.87 39.73
(14.67) (12.42)

18.90 40.60
(11.79) 115.111

5.13 5.00
I 3.14) I 3.521

2"'



TABLE 31

MEANS ANO ScANDARO DEVIATIONS 1501 FROM IQ ANALYSES
ONHCONSTRUCTION VARIABLES

MOTHERS

10419
N=30

OF

faRN VI LOW

FATHERS OF
IQ NW iq

MOTHERS OF

igRL9 BI2LI2
N..30 N.-30

NCH

LOW
FATHERS OF
PI HIGH vi

N-30 N=30 W30 W30
--

N=30
--

ACCUMULATION 5.70 4.63 6.00 4.41 5.17 5.43 1.90 5.57

4.541 3.00) 4.38) ( 3.14) 2.93) 3.08) 3.011 3.071

COGNITIVE PROCESSES 3.20 4.10 4.50 4.30 3.70 4.63 4.23 4.33

2.12) 3.02) 3.751 3.031 1 3.32) 1 2.85) I 3.491 I 3.401

DIRECT INSTRUCTION 15.53 14.10 15.93 13.73 14.07 15.57 15.57 15.07

6.421 5.161 6.371 6.331 5.78) I 6.061 I 5.45) I 5.671

EXPERIMENTATION 4.07 3.87 3.87 4.37 5.20 4.50 3.93 4.93

I 2.90) I 3.27) I 3.04) I 2.93) 3.02) 1 3.20) I 3.141 I 3.321

EXPOSURE 411.%3 11.27 11.27 13.37 12.33 11.10 10.67 13.17

3.58) 3.86) 3.981 3.641 I 3.70) 3.271 I 4.251 4.881

MANIPULATE ENVIRONMENT 5.83 5.33 5.77 5.43 6.17 4.70 . 5.10 5.30

3.15) ' I 3.03) I 3.26) I 3.371 2.981 I 2.95) I 3.65) I 2.631

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 5.07 4.63 5.13 , 5.17 3.77 3.07 4.67 3.43

( 2.831 ( 3.70) I 2.42) I 2.74) I 2.921 I 2.10) I 3.201 I 2.911

POSITIVE FEEDBACK 5.73 5.20 5.27 t.17 5.50 5.07 5.17 4.40

2.701 I 2.661 I 2.991 ,L 3.361 3.15) I 3.781 I 2.721 I 3.691

SELF REGULATION 4.17 3.97 4.10 3.37 4.13 4.77 4.07 3,87

3.12) I 2.63) I 3.44) 1 2.761 3.32) I 2.971 I 2.551 I 2.491

ACTIVE-PASSIVE SUM 32.63 33.80 34.77 35.00 35.97 37.17 35.47 35.87

7.371 1 5.791 1 7.281 1 6.451 ( 6.26) ( 7.011 I 7.491 I 6.371

CONFIDENCE RATING 3.00 2.47 2.67 2.53 2.90 2.73 2.60 3.00

0.79) I 1.111 I 1.061 I 1.071 I 0.99) ( 1.01) 0.971 I



TABLE 32

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SD) FROM IQ ANALYSES
ON PARENT BEHAVFOR VARIABLES

CH

MOTHERS Of FATHERS OF MOTHERS OF -

LOH I9 M Pti X9 !Lou x9 tiIGH vi Low 19 MGM X9

UCH

FATHERS OF
/9 tiiSH X9

FORM: STATEMENTS
N=30 N=30 N=30 N=30 N=30 N-3o ,113o N-30

PAPER 25.53 24.63 23.10 26.23 26.30 24.07 26,87 24.80

1 9.201 1 7.421 1 8.861 1 7.441 1 8.041 1 8.211 1 8.871 1 9.121

STORY 19.17 18.60 19.67 20.33 19.47 16.47 20.40 18.43

1 7.791 110.081 1 8.70) 1 8.271 1 7.231 1 7.841 1 8.201 1 7.441

QUESTIONS
PAPER 23.60 26.10 22.03 23.93 24.93 23.97 25.87 24.63

1 9.501 (11.06) 112.071 1 9.09) 1 9.87) 1 8.881 1 9.071 1 9.971

STORY 28.80 28.53 29.83 27.53 25.93 24.40 29.17 24.87

111.641 110.041 4 7.991 112.361 1 7.07) 1 7.821 111.261 1 9.34)

IMPERATIVES
PAPER 34.63 25.43 38.07 30.53 24.90 23.13 29.07 27.77 N

116.061 113.431 117.711 110.561 (16.70) 412.691 113.831 112.121

MOD: HIGH-
PAPER

STORY

MEDIUM
PAPER

STORY

LOW
PAPER

STORY

PARENT READS
STORY

STRUCTURING: VERBAL TASK
PAPER

NONVERBAL
PAPER

STORY

SUPPORT: APPROVAL
PAPER

STORY

ATTENT.ION GETTING
PAPER

17.40 21.23 17.20 18.53 19.60 18,00 20.63

1 8.141 1 0.31) 1 8.501 1 8.981 1 7.43) 1 5.631 1 6.101

15.33 10.57 14.83 18.43 10.47 17.57 19.70

1 7.621 1 7.621 1 7.421 1 7.611 1 6.28) 1 6.701 1 7.241

6.47 7.90 6.90 8.33 8.97 8.00 8.50

1 4.90) 1 3.671 1 4.391 1 2.921 ( 3.83) 1 3.461 1 5.561

3.83 3.03 3.03 3.40 3.83 2.63 -3.73

1 2.941 1 2.221 1 2.621 1 2.611 1 2.591 1 2.311 1 2.941

22.53 10.33 20.00 18.70 10.43 17.13 17.43

1 8.90) 1 0.051 1 8.981 1 9.161 . 1 7.301 1 5.801 1 7.021

36.60 25.77 37.83 28.27 24.73 19.83 27.67

115.971 110.101 ,116.301 112.361 1 8.04) 1 7.61) (12.64)

11.33 10.33 9:20 10.70 - 10.17 11.00 10.47

1 6.021 1 4.241 1 4.741 1 4.421 '1 3.55) 1 4.281 1 4..451

34.90 29.33 37.93 35.43 29.93 28.23 35.30

111.131

17.57
1 9.35)
23.40

112.211

1

15.77
0.521
13.80

113.151

1

15.30
8.791
20.60

(11.24)

1

15.23
9.671
17.40

115.981

1

15.07
8.79)
14.90

114.501

1

12.50
8.211
11.53

115.591

1

14.93
7.041
22.90

118.051 110.641 112.171 (13.26) (11.00) 110.201 U111.131

12.93 18.17 13.33 18.23 17.93 16.43 18.60

1 6.861 1 4.931 1 7.951 1 7,471 1 5.10) 1 5.991 1 5.621

10.30 10.47 9.20 10.23 10.87 8.20 11.83

/ 5.881 1 4.131 1 5.97/ 1 4.921 I 4.811 I 4.13/ I 4.891

41.63 31.20 41.23 35.73 32.80 31.03 36.67

19.40
1 7.841
17.97

1 8.981

9.17
1 5.44

3.4
1 2.3

.

17.57
1 7.311
21.27

1 6.47)

11.37
1 3.111

31.00'
111.741

14.00
1 8.751
14.03

113.171

17.23
( 5.451

8.70
1 4.441

30.87

114.671 110.771 115.221 C10.201 /12.231 110.861 /12.871 /11.251

STORY 28.27 15.17 27.13 17.10 17.43 14.17 19.20 15.30

/15.121 1 6.631 115.941 1 7.751 1 9.531 I 9.991 111.841 1 7.331

NONVERBAL (intrusions)
PAPER 24.50 16.23 21.20 ip.37 17.53 14.10 19.00 18.53

119.881 115.141 ( 9.95) 117.29) (11.60) (10.95) (11.24) 114.061

2`)3 299
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TABLE 32 (CONT 'D)

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SO) FROM_IQ ANALYSES

CHILD ENGAGEMENT: ACT4VE
' PAPER

STORY

MOTHERS OF
LOW IQ HIGH IQ

ON PARENT BEHAVIOR VARIABLES

CH

FATHtRS OF
LOW IQ HIGH Iq

NCH

()OTHERS OF
IQ HIGH IQ

FATHERS OF
LOW IQ HIGH IQ

N=30
--

56.47
,(17:18)
42.50

N=30

62.17
(15.38)
41.70

N=30

58.20
/ (20.13)

40.57

N=30

65.50
(11.73)
40.83

.LOW

N=30

61.73
(13.31)
39.70

N=30
59.97

(13.36)
'36.37

N=30
63.70
(10.581
41.63

N=30
67.63
(16.431
39.57

(14.16) (13.29) (18.57) (10.04) ( 8.54) 1 8.471 (11.43) (14.17)

PASSIVE
PAPER 15.63 15.37 14.70 16.10 16.53 13.57 17.57 12.40

( 7.61) ( 6.91) ( 7.19) ( 8.45) ( 7.56) ( 6.99f' ( 9.1) ( 7.97)

STORY 21.60 21.57 22.33 24.63 22.67 19.93 23.60 21.93

( 8.05) ( 9.54) (10.33) (10.61) ( 7.59) ( 9.31) ( 8.77) II 7.79)

SUM OF RATINGS OF CHILD PERFORM
PAPER 7.57 12.80 7.07 it{ 11.73 12.07 14.20 10.60 12.80

( 4.37) ( 4.05) ( 5.12) ( 4.23) ( 4.72) ( 3.86) ( 4.65) ( 4.57)

PROPORTION SCORE OF RATINGS
PAPER 5.40 5.70 5.07 5.37 5.63 % 5.90 5.57 5.43

( 0.81) ( 0.70) ( 1.66) ( 1.25) ( 0.76) ( 0.40) ( 0.82) ( 1.14)

READING BY PARENT IN SECONDS
STORY 63.63 79.73 58.60 76.57 79.40 97.67 74.57 89.33

INTERACTION LENGTH:
(26.37) (26.10) (36.42) (27.71) (24.36) (23.41) (34.55) (23.851

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS ;1$

PAP,914 373.97 332.10 377.20 330.60 310.67 309.07 338.80 331.87

STORY
c.,.

(168.21)
371.83

( 98.00)
357.53

(139.53)
422.03

( 50.39)
376.67

( 32.08)
346.57

( 37.92) .
319.87

( 83.32)
387.17

( 72.03)
323.20

(f121.96) ( 97.36) (192.49) (113.64) ( 71.82) ( 51.64) (125.97) ( 44.91)

TASK TIME -

PAPER 321.73 251.40 318.73 264.97 241.67 221.83 277.50 243.83

(200.63) '1135.901 (183.67) (104.41) ( 83.62) ( 86.80) (126.72) /1125.651

STORY 348.03 322.97, 410.63 344.67 315.00 279.73 364.53 295.57

(141.50) (128.32) (201.24) (143.47) (100.58) ( 84.32) (144.84) ( 70.98)

NUMBER OF INTERACTIONS
PAPER :

91.73 86.80 89.13 90.70 86.13 80.83 90.97 .87.23

119.42) 116.811 (19.29) (18.02) (16.69) (21.1tr (17.42) (18.20)

STORY 81.37 68.23 77.73. 70.83 69.00 62.30 71.73 66.00

(18.50) (19.23) (18.89) (18.94) (12.02) (16.95) (19.25) (15.47)

PARENT: WARMTH ..

PAPER 2.17 .2.33 1.80 1.87 2.20 2.17 2.03 2.10

( 0.59) ,( 0.66) ( 0.76) ( 0.57) ( 0.61) ( 0.59) ( 0.56) ( 0.80)

STORY 2.17 2.20 1.90 1.97 2.23 2.13 2.03 2.07

.1ENSITIVITY
( 0.65) ( 0.55) ( 0.76) ( 0.72) ( 0.63) ( 0.68) ( 0.61) ( 0.78)

PAPER 1.80 2.13 1.63 1.77 2.20 i 2.17 1.97 2.10

( 0.81) 1 0.63) ( 0.81) ( 0.57) ( 0.61) ( 0.59) ( 0.61) ( 0.76)

STORY 0 2.17 2.23 1.87 1.97 2.30 2.37 2.17 2.13

( 0.65) ( 0.50) ( 0.73) 1 0.61) 1 0.53) ( 0.72) ( 0.65) ( 0.73)



TABLE' 3

MEANS AND'iTANDARO DEVIAITIONS (SD) FROM BIRTHORDER ANALYSES
ON COMMUNICATION VARIABLES

NCH

STRATEGIES:

. ._

MOTHERSOF
FIRST AATER
MB_ URN_

FATHERS
FIRST

Neti_

OF -

LATER

Eft_
N=38

MOTHERS OF
FIRST LATER

NM ligUL

FATHERS
FIRST

NE&

OF
LATER
Dm_

N=22 N=38 N=22 N=24 N=36,
.

N=24 N=36

DISTANCING 5.09 7.18 5.64 6.50 6.42 7.75 -se 5.58 6.56

( 5.00) ( 5.86( ( 4.89) ( 4.94) 5.11). ( 6.19) ( 5.92) ( 5.66(

RATIONAL AUTHORITATIVE 8.73 7.18 9.23 8.24 9.63 7.61 9.33 9.50

( 4.541 4.03) ( 4.06) ( 4.501 ( 4.89) ( 4.55) ( 4.51) 4 ( 4.86(

GOALS:

COGNITIVE 21.68 21.89 20.82 22.06 23.29 21.75 20.92 23.08

( 5.47) 6.27) ( 6.90) ( 5.82( ( 6.29) ( 4.84) ( 5,98) ( 6.14)

PERSONAL-SOCIAL 11.64 11.11 13.05 12.21 11.08 14.03 13.42 11.25

( 5.99) 1'4.591 ( 5.42) ( 5.84) ( 4.05) ( 4.43) ( 6.18( ( 3.02)

MANAGEMENT 16.18 12.29 13.82 11.62 12.50 12.33 11.80 12.56

( 5.43) ( 4.78) ( 5.87( ( 4.87( ( 4.80( ( 4.291 ( 5.641 ( 5.17)

ORIENTATIONS:
e

PARENT ROLE 43.68 42Agl 41.86 38.89 37.42 40.28 40.66 40.75

(13.44) (14/151) (12.26) (12.29) (15.58) (15.40) (12.78) (14.16)

CHILD 37.82 35.37 38.95 38.45 1 43.13 43.69 39.58 39.36

(12.38) (12.46) ( 9.45) (12.77) (12.47) (11.88) (12.51) (14.21)

CONSTRAINTS:

CHILD 6.18 5.58 5.68 6.13 5.33 5.22 5.21 4:97

( 3.53) ( 3.69/ ( 5.18) ( 4.19) ( 5.05) ( 4.271 ( 2.62) ( 3.731

3 )2 3"3

.



TABLE'34

MEANS AHD STANDARD DEVIATIONS ISDI FROM BIRTHORDER ANALYSES
ON CONSTRUCTION VARIABLES

MOTHERS
FIRST
PORN

OF
LATER

PORN

CH,

FATHERS
FIRST
DREM_

OF
LATER
HORN

MOTHERS
FIRST
HORN

OF
LATER

MB_

NCH

FATHERS
FIRST
HORN

OF
LATER
PDEN_

N=22 N=38 N=22_ N=38_ N=24 N=36_ N=24
--

N=36_

ACCUMULATION 5.82 4.79 5.41 5.11 5.21 5.36 4.29 5.03

1 4.55) 1 3.39) I 4.621 I 3.411 I 3.281 .1 2.811 3.011 1 3.211

itx

COGNITIVE PROCESSES 3.23 3.89 4.77 4.18 4.33 4.06 4.71 '4.00

1 2.25) 1 k.831 1 3.66) 1 3.241 1 3.29) 1 3.011 1 3.67) 1 3.261

DIRECT INSTRUCTION 15.36 14.50 14.23 15.18 15.83' 14.14 14.58 15.81

1 6.571 1 5.401 1 5.941 1 6.691 1 6.731 I 5.30) 1 6.,121 1 5.111

EXPERIOENTATION 4.05 3.92 4.64 3.82- 4.38 5.17 4.25 4.56

1 3.771 1 2.621 1 3,611 1 2.511 1 2.901 1 3.241 1 3.50) 1 3.10)

EXPOSURE 11.68 11.16 12.16 12.39 10.50 12.53 11433 11.97

1 3.871 1 3.621 1 4.491 1 3.63) 1 1.721 1 3.181 1 4.951 1 4.611

MANIPULATE ENVIRONMENT 5.82 5.45 4.73 6.11 .5.81 4.25 5.83

1 3.281 1 2.991 1 2.551 1 3.591 1 2.971 1 3.061 1 2.941 1 3.181

NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 4.73 4.92 5.36 5.03 3.83 3.14 3.46 4.44

1 3.371 ( 3.26) 1 2.871 1 2.401 1,2.681 I 3-46) 1 2.721 1 3.301

POSITIVE FEEDBACK 5.14 5.66 5.59 5.00 4.46 5.83 4.83 4.75

1 2.71) 1 2.66) 1 3.13). 1 3.20) 1 3.15) ( 3.58) ( 2.84) 1 3.52)

SELF REGULATION 4.36 3.89 3.82 3.68 , 4.58 4.36 4.08 3.89

1 3.231 1 2.661 1 3.051 1 3.191 1 3.19) 1 3.15) 1 2.501 1 2.531

ACTIVE-PASSIVE SUM 33.23 33.37 35.27 34.66 35.88 37.03 36.25 35.28

1 7.441 1 6.141 ( 7.52) 1 6.481 1 5.971 1 7.06) , 1 8.431 I 5.75)

CONFIDENCE RATING 2.59 2.82 2.55 2.63 2.71 2.89 2.63 2.92

1 1.141 1 0.901 1 1.061 I 1.08) 1 1.16) 1 0.891 1 0.82) 4 0.91)



TULE 35

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SD) FRom BIRTNORDER ANALTSES
oNAIARENT BEHAVIOR VARIABLES

FORM: STATEMENTS

MOTHERS OF
FIRST LATER

(N-38)

CH

FATHERS OF
FIRST LATER

PERL(N=22)EpPri(N=38)

NCH-

FIRPSIIT

THERS OF FATHERS OF
LATER - FIRST LATER

poRN (N-24)PORN (N=36) PORN (N=24)PORI) (N=36).q1_(N=`22)1/ORN

PAPER 25.32 24.95 22.59 - 25.87 25.33 26.54 25.36

( 8.901 ( 8.051 i ( 7.871 ( 8.351 ( 7.841 ( 8.55) ( 9.351

STORY 21.18 17.55 19.05 20.55 18.83 1 .39 21.30 18.11

(11.50) ( 6.881 ( 9.021 ( 8.131 ( 8.681 ( 6.911 ( 8.861 ( 6.881

QUESTIONS /

PAPER 25.27 24.61 18.16 25.66 22.71 25.61 21.50 27.75

111.291 ( 9.831 ( 8.581 - 110.891 ( 7.931 410.081 ( 8.811 ( 9.161

STORY 30.82 27.42 28.86 28.58 24.46 /25..64 25.58 27.97

( 9.141 (11.47) (11.63) ( 9.76/ ( 6.741 ( 7.911 (11.81) ( 9.551

ImpERATIutS
PAPER 31.86 28.97 39.73 31.16 26.46 22.39 30.33 27.14

(13.42) (16.50) (18.13) (11.91) (16.501 (11.43) (14.25) (1E971

MOD: HIGH
PAPER

STORY

MEDIUM
PAPER

STORY

LOW
PAPER

'STORY
,

PARENT READS
STORY

STRUCTURING: VERBAL iASK
PAPER

NONVERBAL
PAPER

STORY

SUPPORT: APPROVAL
PAPER

STORY

ATTENTION GETTING
PAPER

STORY

NONVERBAL (intrusions',
PAPER

3 "

_.

19.86
( 8.111
16.50

19.00
( 8.621
17.21

15.41
( 6.781
14.23

19.29
( 9.421
18.03

18.08
( 5.511
15.67

19.28
( 7.231

, 19.58

17.58
( 7.071
19.13

( 9.111 ( 6.921 ( 6.301 ( 8.11/ ( 4.401 4 7.161. (10.31)

.

6.77 7.42 6.32 8.37 8.00 8.81 7.38

( 4.161 ( 4.491 ( 1.411 ( 3.791 1'1.871 ( 3.521 ( 4.441

3.41 3.45 2.64 3.55 3.29 3.19 3.79

( 2.841 ( 2.501 ( 1.791 ( 2.941 ( 2.741 4 2.381 ( 2.621
4

21.00 20.11 19.68 19.16 16.92 18.36 17.92

( 9.391 ( 8.351 ( 8.601 ( 9.351 ( 6.011 ( 6.941 ( 7.811.

39.55 26.34 36.68 30.95 24.50 20.81 24.46

(14.85) (11.69) (17.88) (13.08) ( 7.621 ( 8.251 (10.72)

11.41 10.50 8.59 10.74 11.50 9.97 11.42

( 6.61) ( 4.221 ( 4.691 ( 4.411 ( 4.251 ( 3.611 1 2.951

32.64 31.82 39.45 35.08 33.00 26.47 34.67

(11.77) (12.16) (12.58) (11.84) (15.99) (14.20) (11.52)

16.71 16.61 16.95 14.29 14.13 13.56 14.17

( 8.921 ( 9.031 ( 8.881 ( 9.291 410.751 ( 6.821 ( 8.941

22.41 16.39 21.64 17.47 15.08 - 11.97 17.92

(13.06) (16.46) (15.43) (10.79) (11.96) 1 9.661 (17.63)

15.45 15.61 15.82 15.76 18.13 16.42 18.58

( 7.251 ( 6.111 ( 8.341 ( 7.971 ( 4.741 ( 5.991 ( 6.501

10.41 10.17 9.41 9.89 8.75 10.06 10.54

( 5.711 ( 4.671 ( 6.531 ( 4.811 ( 4.051 ( 4.991 ( 5.851

41.23 33.63 41.00 37.03 34.33 30.31 36.13

(15.08) (12.37) (11.80) (12.70) (10.57) (11.961 (11.841

25.82 19.14 24.23 20.89 14.58 16.61 19.88

115.91) (11.13) 113.721 (13.26) ( 6.691 (11.46) (11.59)

21.21 19.87 20.64 20.87 14.00 17.03 17.46

(21.81) (15.69) (15.03) (13%56) ( 8.96) (12.62) (11.07)

21.64
( 6.541
18.64

( 6.441

.

9.81
( 5.911

3.44
( '2.691

17.22
1 6.691
24.47
(10.45)

10.58
( 4.341

32.14
(14.17)

14.67
( 7.231
18.83

115.851

17.47
( 4.831
10.08

( 4.221

32.19
(12.57)
15.50

( 8.421

19.64
(12.63)

3



TABLE 35 (CONT D)

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 1SD) FROM BIRTHORDER ANALYSES
ON PARENT BEHAVIOR VARIABLE,S

CHILD ENGAGEMENT: ACTIVE
PAPER

STORY

PASSIVE
PAPER

STORY

$UM OF RATINGS OF CHILD PERFORM
PAPER

PROPORTION SCORE OF RATINGS
PAPER

READING BY PARENT IN SECONDS
STORY

INTERACTION LENGTH:

TOTAL TIMf IN SECONDS
PAPER

STORY

TASK TIME
PAPER

STORY

NUMBER OF INT(RACTIONS
PAPER

STORY

MOTHERS
FIRST
popp4(141=22)

59.50
(20.72)
47.91
(16.62)

14.32
1 6.98)
21.41

1 9.26)

10.36
1 5.55)

,

5.32
1 0.84)

66.55
(31.37)

385.95
(164.99)
364.45
(119.16)

325.09
1205.06/
335.77
(144.08)

92.27
117.45)
83.18
118.47)

OF
LATER
priRN (li=38)

CH

FATHERS
FIRST
pqm.401..22)

59.73
(22.26)
40.05
(20.76)

13.73
( 7.74)
21.41

( 9.74)

8.23
( 5.95)

4.82
1 1.841

66.50
(41.66)

378.23
(138.55)
438.77
(193.49)

338.71
(169.121
421.50
(212.07)

86.55
(20.10)
73.32

123.22)

OF
LATERpow; (438)

MOTHERS
FIRST
poRtAN=24)

62.71
. (12.37)

38.63
1 7.491

16.29
( 8.46)
23.46

( 9.56)
/

13.96

r ( 4.31)

5.88
1 0.451

90.46
(25.11)

309.62
1 44.54)
321.67

1 46.71)

224.24
( 90.091
283.12.

( 70.82)

84.83
(18.30)
66.63
(13.55)

OF
LATER,
pow; (N,36)

NCH

FATHERS
FIRST
popii(Nf

66.54
(18.79)

. 41.29
(14,-64)

13.75
( 8.14)
23.88

,( 8.54)

11.92
( 4.86)

5.25
1 1.291

81.50
(28.97)

353.25
(107.46)
354.42

1 75.87)

276.62
1157.64)
339.29

( 91.73)

88.13
(18.80)
70.33

(19.17)

OF
LATER

24) flow,' (N=L36)

4

59.21
(13.65)
18.74
(10.36)

16.18
1 7.341
21.39

( 8.56)

10.08
1 4.62)

5.68
( 0.70)

74.66
(24.50)

333.97
(118.09)
364.82

(105.41)

264.26
1150.901
335.34
1130.66)

87.53
(18.59)
69.95
119.20)

63.08
(12.71)

\-441.08
(10.19)

16.37
( 7.79)
24.68

(10.78)

10.08
( 4.69)

5.45
1 1.161

68.21
(28.04)

339.82
( 81.73)
376.53

(129.80)

264.71
1133.641
352.26

(149.36)

91.87
(17.521
74.84

(16.53)

59.61
(13.84)
37.64

( 9.34)

14.22
( 6.54)
19.86

( 7.57)

12.58
( 4.45)

5.69
( 0.71)

87.25
(25.88)

310.03
( 27.23)
340.92

( 72.13)

236.72
( 82.511
306.86
(102.43)

82.58
(19.66)
65.00
(15.97)

65,08
( 9.50)
40.14
(11.60)

15.81
i 9.37)
22.03

( 8.12)

11.56
( 4.66)

5.67
lr 0.68)

82.254
(31.65)

323.39
( 46.01)
355.69

(113.09)

250.03
1101.24)
323.89

(134.04)

89.75
(17.28)
67.89
(16.60)

3 ''

PARENT: WARMTH
PAPER 2.09 2.34 1.86 1.82 2.04 2.28 4.08 2.06

( 0,61) 1 0.631 1 0.71) 1 0.65) 1 0.55) 1 0.61) 1 0.65) 1 0.711

STORY 2.00 2.29 1.95 1.92 2.08 2.25 2.13 2.00

1 0.53) 1 0.61) 1 0.79) 1 0.71) 1 0.65) 1 0.65) 1 0.74) 1 0.681

SENSITIVITY
1

PAPER 1.77 2.08 1.73 1.68 2.08 2.25 2.04 2.03

1 0.81) 1 0.67) 1 0.83) '( 0.62) 1 0.581 1 0.60) 1 0.62) 1 0.74)

STORY 2.14 2.24 1.95 1.89 2.25 2.39 2.25 2.00

1 0.56) 1 0.59) 1 0.65) 1 0.69) 1 0.531 1 0.69) 1 0.74) 1 0.651

3.19



TABLE 36

)1 ¼ MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SW FROM DIRTMORDER ANALYSES
ON COGNITIVE VARIABLES

DI

FIRillir ulir Rh
ANTICIPATORY INAGERY 8.09 7.92 7.98 9.58

1 4.07) 1 3.84) 1

r
3.89) 1 2.691

SEQUENCING MEMORY':

PICTURES 22.36 24.45 23.68 30.79

GEOMETRIC FORMS

SERIATIM OF PICTURES

MEMORY OF SENTENCES

SIMON

WPPSI: VERBAL I(1

PERFORMANCE IQ

FULL I(1

TEDDY: SUM OF THE ARCSIN
PROPORTION OF ERRORS

115.31) (13.09) (13.85) 111.951

16.86 - 16.61 16.70 23.25

13.39) (10.63) 111.61) 1 8.88)

2.59 2.55 2.57 3.50

1 1.82) 1 2.23) 1 2.07) 1 1.471

11.41 10.45 ,
10.80 14.68

1 8.02) 1 7.34) 1 7.55) 6.13)

1.50 1.82 1.70 3.04

1 1.41) 1 1.49) 1 1.45) 1 1.551

94.91 96.00 95.60 118.75

(26.61) (19.71) (22.27) (14.70)

94.73 100.63 98.47 117.67

(25.98) (24.21) (24.82) 112.351

94.36 98.18 96.78 120.17

(28.40) (22.98) (24.93) (13.05)

2.35
1 1.29).

NCH

teus_usu
N=36
9.92

1 2.33)

TOTAL
W60
9.78

1 21551

33.00 32.12
(13.50) 112.841

22.36 22.72
(10.71) 1 9.951

3.44 3.47
1 1.92) 11 1.74)

14.47 14.63
6.83) 6.51)

2.26 2.58
1 1.72) 1 1.68)

114.66 116.42
(13.42) (13.96)

115.31 116.25
(17.07) (15.28)

116.56 118.00
(15.18) (14.36)

2.06

3' 311


